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The Ties That Bind

When the South African scholar, Bernard Magubane, wrote
the book, The Ties That Bind, he was making one of the most

acknowledgements that an African has had to make about
of the contributions that the African diaspora has made
to their parent continent. And so, we devote this issue of
SAPEM to a subject about which many an African remains
oblivious, at best taking for granted that Africa has outside its
borders some of its historical heritage. For this reason alone,
many Africans will have expressed some surprise when the
OAU, at its recent Summit held in Abuja, Nigeria, raised this
issue in one of its key resolutions.
It was decided to establish a group of eminent Africans
and Africans in the diaspora to set out clearly the extent
of Africa’s exploitation, the liability of the perpetrators
and the strategies for achieving reparation for exploitation and slavery in Africa....
rare

some

Of course, it is doubtful that the "perpetrators" will
heed of whatever conclusion Africa might reach on

take
this
matter; so complete, so it would appear, is white hegemony
over the black world that there would appear no need to care.
But it is a kind (even though belated) thought for which
Africans in the diaspora will have reason to be grateful to the
O.A.U.
But

•

tive contributions to modern African nationalism.
•

The combination

of various factors — enslavement,
denigration and contempt of Africa (and all it stoodfor),
exploitation and white definitions of the black and his
role in world history — created severe problems of identily. Was it possible for the black man to accept white
definitions of the African character and to retain his integrity and self-identity? (p.ix)
This is the historical

legacy that three Africans from the
diaspora — Horace Campbell (Caribbean), Jacqueline
Howard-Matthews (USA) and L. Glen Scott (USA) — herein
try to grapple with. Also herein, an African scholar, Dani
Nabudere, reviews the book Black Athena, by Martin Bernal,
a famous acknowledgement by a white scholar of the African
roots of classical civilisation. Yet this is not a new discovery!
But the book also demonstrates how "European civilisation",
and its concomitant racial ideology of white supremacy,
systematically sought to conceal that historical fact in its own
version of world history.

To Martin Luther King who helped to enhance the strug-

gle for justice and freedom in Africa and in the diaspora.
•

To Malcolm X whom

an

African artiste, in a rare ac-

knowledgement of this great man, dedicated a song that
tells of his immmense contribution to the cause of the

African person ("Eveybody is speaking of revolution but
no one shows
appreciation for this great man ...
Malcolm....")
•

To Frantz Fanon
Black Skins,

inspired
into

•

for:

2

a long a way since. But how now for Africans
acknowledge the contributions of those of their lot in the
diaspora to the struggle for black liberation. The roll of honour
is as long as the 500 years of resistance, blood and sacrifice:
To such Pan Africanists from the diaspora as W. E. B.
du Bois, Marcus Garvey, George Padmore, C. L. R.
James and Henry Sylvester Williams, for their respec-

amount of

"reparations" will ever compensate for
the physical, economic, cultural, political and psychological
devastation that centuries of white racism have wrought on
Africankind. As Bernard Magubane seeks to explain in the
book just referred to, it is also this historical legacy that
accounts in part for the extent to which Africans in general
and African-Americans in particular, sometimes tend to
exhibit a negative perception of Africa and all that it stands
no

We have come

to

•

an

who, particularly through his books,
White Masks and The Wretched ofthe Earth,

African youth of the 1960s and 1970s
understanding of the nature of racism and

many an

acute

colonialism, and therefore also into an embrace of
revolutionary violence as part of the liberatory process.
To Walter Rodney for reminding us all —just as political independence was about to make us forget — that it
will be a long time yet before Africa and Africans can expect to recover fully from the effects of centuries of
enslavement, denigration and exploitation (viz: How
Europe Underdeveloped Africa).
To that myriad of cultural artists like Paul Robeson, Bob
Marley, Josephine Baker, James Baldwin and Tracy
Chapman; for a rich cultural heritage that is both dis-

tinctive and powerful, if only because of its origins in an
African culture bursting out of the sub-terranean levels
to which "white civilistaion" sought to relegate it.
And yet all these persons, and all those millions that
constitute the African diaspora the world over, represent that
process of recovery that is inherent in Pan Africanism. And so
this issue of SAPEM should remind

us

of the ideals of that

movement, as alive today as they were in the hearts and minds
of those of the diaspora that had, perhaps, more reason than
their brothers and sisters at home on the African continent,
those ties that must bind: Therefore, these lines from the poem,

Nemesis, by Ruth F. Baird (cited in B. Magubane, The Ties
That Bind, p.ix.) constitute an apt dedication:
You snatched me from my land,
Branded my body with your irons,
And my soul with the slave name ‘Negro’
(How devilish clever to spell it upper case)
and keep me always lower!)0
•
Sapem July, 1991
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Africans Abroad: 500 years of Resistance
Horace

I

n

Campbell

1992, Europe will celebrate 500

years of the journeys of Columbus.
In the same year there will be the

unification of the

European monetary
system as Europe seeks to consolidate a
political and economic uni'*' This
process of European integration .-eks to
harmonize the cultural her age of
Europe in a world of increasing competi-

which

given religious, philosophical
psuedo scientific justification in the
18th and 19th century, were disseminated
widely when the Anglo American media
became global. Film, television, books,
comics and other cultural artifacts of the
West reinforced the ideas of white supe-

riority while deepening the idea that
Africans

were

inferior. In the present

tion between the rich and simultaneous

ideological

polarization with the poor. A strong and
united Europe will consolidate the collective experiences of colonialism and

media presents of Africa are of Africa of

neo-colonialism with respect to the
African continent and the peoples of
African descent everywhere.

Already the millions of Africans who
live in Europe are beginning to experience
the

same

systematic racism and discrimina-

tion that characterized United States

society since the 17th century. The political
the right in Europe is consistent
with the attempt by conservative forces to
globalize the principles of apartheid to conmove to

firm Africa and Afiricans as second class
citizens in the New World Order. This is a

major challenge which sharpens the need
for a clear Pan African ideology for liberation and emancipation and more especially
for the Africans abroad, those in the so
called

diaspora.

At present there are over 200 million
Africans who live in Europe, Arabia,

Australasia and the Americas. Of these
Africans the exact nature of the dispersal of
those in

Fiji and Papau New Guinea is still
subject of academic controversy. There
is, however, no such controversy with
respect to millions of Africans who crossed
the Atlantic, sold into slavery and dispersed
in the Americas. Even though the historical
the

record shows that there were Africans in the

Americas before the coming

of Christopher
Columbus, the 300 years of the slave trade
and chattel slavery defined the position of
the dispersed African in the West as an inferior person. Ideas of racial superiority
Sapem July, 1991

The essence of the liberation

were

and

war,

the images which the

hunger,famine, drought, disease, aids,
violence, "tribal warfare" and political instability to reinforce the idea that Africans
cannot rule

their roots yet pose the historical questions
in a way which can engender a real anti-

capitalist alliance of the oppressed peoples
of the World to be able to develop a new intemationalism. Africans abroad

are

either

going to be part of a popular anti-imperialist alliance or remain trapped as
second class citizens in Europe and the
Americas. This is the present divide as
humanity looks toward the transformation
beyond the present quagmire of militarism,
poverty and waste of human resources.

themsc'''es

Africans Abroad and Slavery

The consciousness of the Africans

Do you

remember the days of
slavery? Do you remember on the
slave ship how they brutalized my
very soul. When I hear the crack of
the whip my blood runs cold.

abroad has been moulded lx)th

by this disinformation campaign and at the same time
the opposition to the denigration of Africa
while struggling to affirm their dignity as
human beings. It is the resistance to the systern of destruction and

struggle for

Africans in the diaspora is to be able to trace

dehumanization

These words

by Reggae artists captured
of Africans who.se
shaped by the experience of slavery. Any attempt to docuracisfn they have found out that the antiment and understand the history of the disracist struggle is tied to the building of a
persal of the Africans since the 15 th century
new social system beyond
capitalism. This must go back to
understanding the slave
message comes clear from the major
trade and slavery. This is clear from a sysspokepersons in the Pan African World tematic
reading of books on the African
from W.E.B DuBois, Malcolm X and AnDiaspora and is clearly spelt out a recent
gela Davis to Franz Fanon, Walter Rodney'
study by Vincent B. Thompson, The
and Bob Marley. The children of the
Making of the African Diaspora, 1441Africans who were brought to the "New
1990. Thompson’s work reviewed in depth
World" as slaves continue to pose a funfour interrelated aspeets of the making of
damental contradiction for capitalism. The
the African diaspora: (a) the role of Europe
experience of Africans abroad has exposed and the
impact of the slave uade on the
the limits of the nature of existing
development of the world economy, (b)
capitalism which has become a handicap to how America was made amenable to chatwhich has defined the essential

humanity
of Africans abroad. In their struggle for social justice, equal rights and an end to

the forces of production on a world scale.
on the whole though living

These Africans

inside advanced

capitalist countries, suffer
disproportionately from the malaise of
Western civilization; the creation of a systern of consumption for a few while

destroying the planet for the great
the peoples in the Third World.

mass

of

the

deep racial

memory
consciousness has been

tel

slavery and the impact of the plantation

on

the formation of cultural values in the

Americas, (c) the resistance of the Africans
to slavery and domination and (d) the retention of African

identity with the flowering
religious values among the
African peoples.
of cultural and

3

Major spokesmen of the pan-African
world:

(Clockwise from left) Malcolm X,
King, Jr.

Frantz Fanon, Martin Luther
and Jesse Jackson

ground in the academy is consistent with
the conservative trends in Europe and the
Americas. The struggles over the content
and

meaning of education with respect to
(including that
of Africa) is the subject of a major intellectual debate which recently has been joined
by even the President of the United States.
There is a direct relationship between the
non-Westem civilizations

rise of racism and the new militarism which
could lead to the recent

Gulf. One

war

in the Persian

the present

right wing
politics of Europe and America
as an intrinsic feature of the system of
capitalism which not only concentrates
turn

must see

in the

wealth in the hands of a few but also denies

the self-determination of
This

study is part of the developing
scholarship by Pan African scholars who
arc still studying the centrality of the triangular trade between Europe, Africa and the
Americas in the formation of the present
world economy. More than fifty years ago,
Eric Williams in his study. Capitalism and
Slavery, documented the extensive accumulation leading to the development of
European industry which was founded on
the use of bonded labour. Even though this

information is well known there is

a

grow-

Eurocentric ideas and the
the roots of civilization

echoes of

have internalized the racist ideas of the
West with respect to

Africans.

Africans in

Europe

There were Africans who lived in Europe

before the

seeks to blame the slave U'ade

on

most

ihcmsclvcs. That such ideas

are

gaining

arc new

old refrain which

sought philosophical
justification for the plunder of the globe by
Europe, the United Slates and now joined
by Japan. And it is not surprising that in
joining the club of the rich the Japanese
an

ing body of revisionary scholarship which
Africans

peoples of color.
major debates on

period of the renaissance. The

renowned

case was

the

moors on

the

Iberian Peninsula. To trace the

history of
the relationships between Africa and
Europe before the era of the slave trade is
still a major task. Small steps have been
made by researchers who continue to break
the falsification of human history which
had developed in Europe since the middle
of the 19ih century. The pioneering work
on the history of humanity and the conneelion to Egypt by Cheikh Anta Diop is now
more

available

to

is in spite of widespread literacy, the
availability of mass communications media
and the presence of millions of Africans
from Africa and the Caribbean residing in
Europe.
Though there have always been a small
population of Africans residing in Europe
ever since the period of the triangular trade,
the recent rise in the African population has
been the result of migrations from West

Africa, North Africa and the Caribbean
since World War II. The Africans who
make their home in

Europe

were

I

now

attracted

do the work necessary

for European
reconstruction in the period of labour
shortages after the carnage of the Second
World War. But after forty years with the
restructuring of capitalism internationally
whole industries which employed Africans
have been displaced. This has sharpened
the antagonisms between black and white
workers in Europe leading to open racist atto

Africans outside of

Africa. But, as in most areas of the
reconstruction of African history the area of

scholarship outlining the links between
Africa and Europe before the 17lh century
is clouded by preconceived racist ideas. At
present detailed knowledge about Africa in
the hands of

\

minority of Europeans is
compatible with widespread ignorance on
the part of the rest of the population. This
4

a

I
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tacks, humiliation and

more overt

discrimination

match the

to

forms of

"We

more

son

developed institutionalized racism in the

African

are an

poses with

of Zimbabwe

people"; Jesse JackPresident Robert Mugabe

w

hile

African tour

on an

USA.
Photo: Min. of Information. Zimbabwe

Because

Europe practiced colonialism in

Africa and did not manifest the internal

technologies which use the most adtechniques of production. Facing
marginalization and unemployment they
new

racism of America for over fifty years
many African-American writers and artists
had found a place to develop their work in

open

vanced

see at

Europe. This explained the long years of
Paul Robeson, James Baldwin, Josephine

Behind the.se groups which arc called exU'cmc the mainstream parties instigate legal
strictures to limit the freedoms of Africans
in

Europe. Hence while there

create

freedom of

arc

efforts

movement

to

in the

European community after 1992 Africans
face restrictive immigration laws and laws
which create different categories of citizenship to constrain their ability to function as
equals. And bccau.se many of the governments

of Africa and the Caribbean do not

defend the

rights of thcircitizcns abroad the
youth have to fall back on the spiritof rebellion to stand up for their rights.
The more they stand up to defend themselves the more they arc branded anti-scKial
or deviant. A whole indusUy called race
relations has developed to systematize the
sociology of oppression with respect to
Africans. Morcovcr.in the aftermath of the
cold war, the stamp of terrorism is being

placed

on large .sections of North Africans
who live in France, Spain and Italy. More

and

more

Africans in these .scKictics

laced with the threat of

arc

deportations.
language of
voluntary repatriation. Black struggles
over eilucalion. Infusing, i>olice
brutality,
emiiloyment and language Gaining |xise a
permanent challenge to the system of
mass

I'his threat is couched in the

economic

i

organization which centralises

wealth in the hands of

m

a

few.

The deeiu'iiing of the political struggles
I'urope after 1992 will provide a majt>r

new

founded

forms of domina-

financial, tech-

on

control. It is the Africans in North America
who face conditions similar to those of
South Africa and their struggles in Uie next
decades will contribute to the definition of
the relationships betw'een Africa and the

of racism in Britain, France,

fa.scist tendencies.

are

nological, cultural, ideological and military

Baker and countless other writers and cullural artists who developed their careers in

Europe. But in the past twenty years the rise
Belgium, the
Netherlands, Italy and Spain has exposed
the historic problem where the European
ruling class use racial ideology to divert the
attention of the white working class from
capitalist exploitation. Movements carrying the name of National Fronts have
sprung up in France and Britain with clear

first hand the

tion which

Americas.
The children of Africa

dispersed
throughout the length and breadth of the
arc

Americas from Quebec and Nova Scotia in

challenge for Africans living in these
societies to develop the kind of links with
the international anti-imperialist and antiracist forces to defeat the sophisticated
forms of domination which arc being
fashioned for the twentifirst century. The
call

by

leaders in Eastern Europe for
European home is a call go back
to the roots of imperialism in Europe. This
common European home docs not include
the rights of Africans to live in Europe.
These same leaders arc already supporting
the colonization of Palestine, flooding the
occupied territories with a new wave of settiers. Many of thc.se same setders arc also
making their way to South Africa to incrca.se the numbers of whites in that society.
some

a common

The African contribution to the
Americas

From the

Canada to the Southern Andes in Soutli
America. Their

physical presence and their

contributions in all spheres of social and
cultural

production have

damental contribution

meant a

of the

peopling of America, because
consistently failed
to recognize this fact, although numerous
revealing studies are available on African
working and contributing to tlie cultural
development of the Americrui continent.
counts

of Eurocenuic bias, has

The

essence

of the conuibution of Africans

is the labor which made

po.ssible the extensivc cultivation of the s'oil and provided
some of the skills which transformed Nortli
America

to

become

industrial

an

Having been brought to America

point of view of Africans

fun-

the economy and
cultures of the Americas. Historical acto

slave the African

was

.sexieiy.
to

be

defined Knh

a
as

relationships

property and as a worker. As a shoe the

be i.solated for reflection and

guide to future ptditical action.

African was subject to cruelty of the worst
kind and the msistance of the shoe has

First, there is the direct tics between Africa

shaped the consciousness of die children of

and

die slaves in every part

abroad there

which

can

.serve as a

arc

three

sets

of

Europe, .secondly there is the African

of the Americas.

in the Americas which was
created through the slave trade, and thirdly
is die tricontinental relationship which is
today interwoven with the struggle Ivtween Eurojie and America for die control

It is now clear that the goal of
dehumanization, whedier as an unstated
pa'iiii.se of slavery or as a conscious aim of

of Africa’s

cerLiin slave

pre.scncc

resources.

North America

Africans who live in

cle;irly the impact
[lolarizauon of die economic system
and can .see the impact of the changes of the
nuxle of economic organization with the
shift from as.sembly line prixluction to the
can see

of the

.Sai>i:m Jiii.Y, 1991

Cultural resistance

owners, was

seldom if

ever

achieved. 'Hie cs.sential

humanity and digslavery broke through
die restrictions of the system. The sol idarity
built up on the slave ships and on the planuttions made life tolerable and hel[icd to
nity of the African

m

k

5
Å

population in these states. Walter Rodney
in his study of the African cultural heritage
in the

Americas, observed that" in many

parts of the

central and South American

mainland, where the black population as
such has almost

disappeared, folk songs

display African influence in many
— in their improvisary character,
their rythmic complexities, their communal
significance and their reflection on life and
topicality."
Despite the diversity of the African
population in the Americas (in many cases
moulded by national characteristics) there
is a profound link with the African con-

still

ways

tinent which is most manifest in cultural ex-

pressions. The most noteworthy cases have
been in the area of popular music and culture in the Americas
Reggae in Jamaica,
Calypso in Trinidad, Cadance in
Guadeloupe, the Samba in Latin America
or Jazz and blues in the USA. In language,

I

—

art,

religion, festivals, food, family life and

the collective responses to
roots

struggles the

of African culture continue to flourish

in the Americas.

Because cultural and ideological struggles are at the forefront of the new

mechanisms for domination, the cultural
Photo: USIS

Second class citizens: Martin Luther

King, Jr. in jail in 1967

outpourings of Africans abroad reflected
the resistance of Africans to exploitation.
Bernard Magubane in his study of the links
between African Americans and Africans in

democracy. While in South Africa the

the book The Ties that Bind

racism of apartheid is out in

consciousness of Africa and its conscquen-

for the rebellions and slave revolts which

the open so that
there is a real fight for change, in Brazil the

distinguished the record of the anti-slavery

conditions of wretchedness

isolated
from the main concentrations of the capital
and the state cuts off any potential leader-

nationalism in America. This work, which

frustrate the intentions of slave masters.
These acts of solidarity

movement

provided the basis

C. L.R. James has documented

the transformation of slaves into world

are

recapturing of
history of the Haitian revolution in the
book. The Black Jacobins. It was the revolts
of the slaves which provided the fundamen-

ship among Africans. Thus far African
resistance in Brazil has been manifest in the

tal basis for the abolition of slavery.

among
tion.

class revolutionaries in his
the

(which lasted in areas
Brazil and Cuba well into the

The end of slavery

such

as

1880’s) did not bring about the end of racial oppression and the struggle for physical survival has been sharpest in Latin
America. In Brazil, with the largest African
population outside of Nigeria, the conditions of the Africans can be compared to
those of South Africa. Yet in many ways the

segregation
gradations of color in that society are

conditions
and

are worse

for the

hidden behind double talk of racial
6

intense retention of African religous practices. Yoruba is widely spoken especially

priests of certain religious orienta-

South
American mainland is not dissimilar to
those in the United States. The difference

ces

for black self

-centralizes the

physically eliminated. Prior to the twentieth century the African populations of Argentina, Peru, Ecuador and Uruguay were
substantial. Physical genocide and the large
influx of European immigrants at the turn
of the last century has reduced the African

knowledge, pride and

relationships between

Africans in America and Africans in
Southern Africa for the twenty
not

first century,
only outlines the distortions and fal-

sifications with respect to

Africa which is

conveyed through the media but also the
political conditions for superseding cultural domination.

The conditions of Africans on the

is that in many countries such as Argentina
and Chile the African population has been

analyses the

Africans in the USA
The tradition of deepening

identification

with African liberation is not new for the
United States. The

political outpouring

from the Africans in America which was

manifest

during the visit of Nelson and

Winnie Mandela in 1990 reflected the
assertive identification with race and
African

origin which has recurred from

time to time in the United States. A

small

SapemJuly, 1991

>

number of free blacks

were

make this kind of choice

in

a

even

position to
during the

days of slavery. The physical return of a few
Africans to Liberia exposed the positive
and negative features of the experience of
Africans in the West, especially with
reference to those who overtly identify with

Civil

Rights Movement in making African

liberation
the West.

central concern of Africans in

a

During the period of the Civil

Rights Movement, African-American

sup-

attempt to promote Jonas Savimbi as a
freedom

fighter in the African-American

community. At a time when the

movement

port for Southern Africa liberation was

for

manifest in the African Liberation

Support

growing in Africa there is very little contact

Africa but internalize the ideas of in-

Committee which made its official

slogan:

dividualism, consumerism and private

"We

property. The experience of the AmericoLiberians reinforces the fact that any
scheme for large scale repatriation of

are an

African

The white

people".

politieal and democratic change is

between
women,

ruling elass in the USA has

popular groups of Africans

—

youth, students, teachers, cultural

artists, religious leaders and workers

—

in

paid close attention to this assertion of iden-

the USA and Africa. In the absence of thc.se

Africans back to the continent must be

tification with Africa and has taken

grassroots contacts those African-

based

nurture

than

superficial understanding of the dynamics of African
society.
At every period of the sU'uggle for dignity and black self assertion in the USA
on more

a

the

care to

negative aspects of race
consciousness among Africans in America.
more

Africa features

point

even

as

is

on

are

more

in

in that there

far-sighted elements

there need

Garvey movement in this century
provided the framework for the most

major force for
giving cohesion to both the sense of
was a

Photo: USIS

Part of the

Human

ruling clas.s? US Health and
Services Secretary, Louis W.
Sullivan

freedom for Africans while

simultaneously
influencing the decolonization process in
Africa and the Caribbean. Many African
the late Kwamc Nkrumah,

influenced

of thinkers such

by the Pan African ideals
as

W.E.B.

duBois, Marcus

Garvey, George Padmore, C.L.R. James
and

the

oppression in the USA

quality of leadership produced by the

African-American
riched the

community has

of Martin Luther

King and Malcolm X still stand
contributions

to

the

as

major

struggle for justice and

freedom in America. B ut in the

area

of overt

identification with Africa, Malcolm X was
well in advance of the other leaders of the

Sapem July, 1991

This

tendency has been reinforced by those

African leaders in America who seek
domesticate the
cut

to

political struggles and to

off discussion about Africa. Hence,

even

though there has been

a

plethora of

police officers and other

public officials the level of information
the actual
well

en-

political culture of the United

States. The messages

recognition that
tics between
home.

at

white

on

struggles in Africa have not been

developed. In the Universities, the
professors have

resources

port and

such

as

a

monopoly

on

the

libraries, foundation sup-

scholarships for studying Africa.

And this information is

institutions which

usually fed into the

plan to oppress Africans.

The most recent

example of the US
/

ruling circles attempting to exploit negative

was

the marked absence of

significantly there was no

more

with the students and workers in the

Ivory Coast who

are at

the forefront of the

struggle for democratic participation. At
time when the

a

struggle for democracy and

.self-expression is growing in Africa there
needs to be

black mayors,

Henry Sylvester Williams.

Because of their

clear

be stronger

fighting for liberation in South

conuict

freedom of Africa for Africans at home and

were

historic in many .senses

was a

to

Africa. And

thorough organizational form to link the

as

was

However, there

The

leaders such

place in the Ivory Coast

con-

tho.se

Garveyism

African

over

evident from the first

Africans abroad and those

tinent of Africa.

abroad.

was

April 1991.
The summit

who link liberation and transformation in

has

This

leaders which took

con-

the Americans to the liberation of the

ruling class to chal-

summit of African and African-American

transformation in the USA. It

usually the

cor-

porate America seek to develop links with

resources.

external reference

exclusively

integrated into

are

Icnge European control

for African American leaders

whose interests
centrated

an

Americans who

sections of the African

there has been the instinctive turn to Africa.

'

aspects of race consciousness has been the

sues

understanding of the isconfronting Africa beyond the romanmore

tic visions which
as

sometimes

Afrocentrism. The call for

centered
is

arc

a

promoted

an

Africa-

approach to education in tlic USA

direct response to

the racism and

degradation of the USA. But
time those who promote
African culture should

at the same

the study of

ensure

that this

study docs not remain at the level of the intcllcctual poverty
culture. The
not

of American intellectual

study of the African past

be isolated from the present

can-

struggles

against IMF domination and

nco-

colonialism.
The present

that those

ideological struggles dictate

fighting for freedom in Africa
7

the

struggles of Africans abroad

the

important aspect of the total PanAfrican struggle. Those fighting few change
in Africa must raise their voices against
meetings which reproduce the OAU on an
international level. This requires a level of
sophistication in being able to distinguish

the

must see
as an

brothers and sisters from comrades inside
America.

Many African-American leaders

quite willing to turn their backs on the
clear oppression of Africans inside
are

America while

serving the interests of the

US government

It is the democratic right

of Africans in America to

serve

in all

areas

stationing of troops in Africa to defend
exploit assertive iden-

tification with race and Africa has assumed
new

proportions with the intemationaiiza-

tion of the African liberation struggle, espe-

daily the struggles against apartheid. To
counter

the

heid

machine and black puppets, the

positive image of Africa
produced by the youths taking on the apart-'
war

disinformation and

psychological

war

ing of what is possible all
South America.

whip

up

racism in Europe and

America. At the same time efforts are made

political work done by progressive
Africans to expose the realities of the ser-

African opinion in the Americas from other

progressive movements. This is

vice of African-Americans for their

dent in the Caribbean and South America,

exploit African identification

government in the Third World. This is

in

especially the case with the armed forces.

Cuban experience.

The fact that

African-American has

an

promoted to the top military position
in the United States military — as the Chair
of the Joint Chiefs of staff

—

has not

changed the imperial mission of the
American military. That an African-

the forces of destabilization is a warn-

effort to

to

been

serve

against Africa has intensified as part o^ the

of the US government but there needs to be
more

populations in Central and South
a history of
oppression the Indians have the ultimate
experience of genocide. This reality has ensured that there can be no real progress in
the fight for freedom in the Americas until
the native Indian populations become
central to the political life. The recent experience of conservative elements in the
USA mobilizing African and Indian sections of the population in Nicaragua to
America. If the Africans face

strategic interests of the West.

The attempt to

dian

to cut off

most evi-

particular the campaign against the
An

appreciation of the contribution of
development of the
Americas would be incomplete without
reference to the interplay of the African cultural heritage with those of the native In¬
Africans to the cultural

over

Central and

A similar

project is underway with
mobilizing the African population in the Americas against the Cuban
revolution. Cuba provides a fascinating dif-

respect to

ference from the

rest

of the Americas in its

attempt to establish a new social system. In
the process of building a new system the
Cuban revolution extended itself in clear
terms in

support of the African liberation
struggle. This was done concretely by sending doctors, teachers, scientists and
military personnel to Africa. In the specific
case of Angola, the Cubans were decisive

American General, Colin Powell, directed
the invasion of Panama and was the commander of the forces

bombing Iraq back to
preindustrial age should alert Africans
to the long term possibilities of the United
states using Africans in the USA as cannon
the

fodder for the armed forces. The US
government spends billions of dollars on
armaments and repression when the conditions of

reproduction for the

Africans and other
deteriorate

mass

of

working people

steadily.

With the desperate economic situation in
the African communities in America
with

high unemployment and

cent of black males

29 in

over

25

—

per

between the ages of 20-

prison, on parole or on probation, the

lure of the armed forces as a career has been

great. In the 1990s more than 37 percent of
the US
over

military

are

people of colour with

25 per cent of African descent This

fact must be borne in mind

against a background where successive leaders in the
military industrial complex have called for
8
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The end of

UStS)

slavery did not bring about the end of oppression: campaigning for
civil rights in the 1960s
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helping to defeat the South African anned
forces in 1976 and 1988. The military

parts of the Caribbean such

defeat of the South Africans

the

at

Cuito

Cuanavale at the hands of Cuban and An-

golans will

down as a turning point in
the recent history of Africa.
go

This information

on

defeat of the South

Africans by a society with over 40 per cent
Africans has been distorted by even those
on

the left who still do not believe that

Jamaica where

some

Haiti and

as

Africans

arc

part of

ruling class. At the same time the issue

of racial identification
such

as

hinge

on

the

question of developing the kind of relation-

ship with other qtpressed

groups.

aftermath of the abolition of

In the

slavery when

Africans sought to bargain for better work-

ing conditions, in effect to demand a living

which has blockaded Cuba since the decla-

drive down the reward for labour. The loca-

ration for socialism in 1961. The

tion of Africans and Indians in the work

a

white army

problems
of the last vestiges of racism in Cuba are
also being exploited to serve the interest of
conservative forces. This much is evident
in the

promotion of the work of the Afro-

Cuban scholar, Carlos Moore. His

major
study on Africans in Cuba brings to the
forefront aspects of the African experience
in Cuba. But this study, Castro, the Blacks
and Africa
is cast in such an anti-corn,

munist mode that

even

the contribution of

Cuba to the African liberation

cause

is cast

in the mould of Castro and white Cubans

manipulating and exploiting Africans.
That there is racism in Cuban
there is

no

damental

society

doubt but whether this is the fun-

problem is another question. Can

racism be solved in the context of the free

market

does it

require a new social systern to challenge the foundations of exploitation on which racism is based? This
is the fundamental question. It is for this
reason that all attempts to link the
destiny
or

the British brought indentured

wage,

labour from the Indian subcontinent to

force created antagonisms but over time the
conscious

(H'ganizers in the labour

movement were

able to cement alliances

more

between the African and Indian workers.
These alliances

It

was

this

ruling class in the Americas. The idea
of C. L.R. James is worth repeating here
that; "The race question is subsidiary to the
class question in politics and to think of imperialism in terms of race is disastrous. But
to neglect the racial factor as
merely incidental is an error only less grave than to
make it fundamental."

Africans and other Non-Whites in the
Caribbean
The question
race

insecurity which has been exas

Guyana,

perialism fomented racial attacks
remove

to

Cheddi Jagan from power in

Guyana. This episode in the life of Africans
abroad is most
power

lated

important for there came to
in Guyana a regime which manipu-

race

while

using the slogans of Pan

Africanism and socialism. The

regime in
Guyana forced progressive Africans to
define their
liberation in

This

the

ride

Trinidad and Suriname. In particular im-

multi racial

similar to

over

insecurity between the

ploited in territories such

of Africans abroad is in

way

able to

oppressed Indians and Africans.

of Africans should be clear that the interest
no

were not

the historic racial

the

was

understanding of African
way which would engender

unity among the working class.

the mission of Walter Rodney and

Working Peoples Alliance in Guyana.

Waller

Rodney was assassinated by a
political leadership which accused him of
selling out to Indians. This is because Rodarticulated a set of principles which
spoke of the emancipation of not only
ney

African workers but all working people in
the Caribbean. Walter Rodney in his life
and work laid down

a

supreme

challenge

for Africans to raise the issue of social

of the relationship between

and class is posed even sharper in other

transformation in wder to build
cial system where

the

major challenge for Africans

a new so-

humanity will be shorn

at home

and abroad for the next century.

by Africans in areas

the Caribbean also

in battie. Moreover, there is a major ideological
war against the Cuban process
by the USA

Africans could defeat

of the deformities of racism. This remains

Conclusion
The present

experience of Africans

abroad exposes

the fact that they are not a
homogenous force. Many use the formulation of the African diaspora in order to compare

the experience of the dispersed

Africans to that of the Jews. However the

experience of the relationships between Israel and South Africa should alert Africans

that

narrow

into their

national

movements can turn

opposites. In the 19th century
in Europe the Zionist

with the pogroms
movement was

part of the radical

working

class movement But in the second half of
the twentieth century

the very

who suffered under fascism

same

people

mete out

op-

pression to the Palestinian people. This is
an important lesson.

Already there are Africans who are in the
ruling parties in Europe and America. As
Africa gets stronger

in the next century

there will be efforts to

use

these Africans as

representatives for Europe in Africa. This
is also the case in the Americas, especially
the USA.

By the middle of the next century

Africans and other

peoples of colour will
majority in the USA. Whether their
struggle for justice will entail a struggle for
be the

a new

system will be crucial for the trans-

formation of

system which

destroys
humans, destroys the environment, the
a

water and the seas.

The

struggle for the dig-

nity of the African is

a

touches at the

of

core

struggle which
a

nationalism and is bound up
batde for

a new

ganization in the

new

inter-

with the long

mode of economic
next century.

or-

Africans
anti-

abroad must be at the center of any

capitalist coalition in the West for they have
borne the brunt of the

tion of capital on a

unequal accumula-

world scale.O

Horace

Campbell is visiting scholar

with the

Programme ofAfrican Studies
University, United

at

Northwestern

States
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African-Americans and the Gulf Crisis;

Continuity and Challenge,

Threads of

Issues of
Race and
Class
Jacqueline
Howard-Matthews
ITH the resolution of the im-

w

mediate tensions in the Gulf,

intellectuals, bureaucrats

and activists may

presence

take stock of the

of African-Americans in the
it. Be-

crisis and their varied responses to
cause

it is in their interests to confine the

investigation to the present, many
mainstream social scientists and government officials in the United

States will

employ an historical and political
analysis in order to determine why
not

African-Americans

—

as

well

as

historically oppressed racial groups
there
are over-represented in the
military. Neither will they significantly
attempt to identify why, by race and
class, blacks compose the most clearly
identifiable strata opposed to US
military intervention in the Middle East.
—

And intellectuals and activists in Africa,

Asia and South America will

If African-America is to

other

probably

explain why the brothers and
sisters in the United States consistently
seek to

participate in imperialist military acas well as seemingly fail to appredate the relationship between their
domestic oppression and imperialism,
we argue that the disproportionate num-

parade
mented, confront historical, racial and

gender oppression and its manifestations
in contemporary society. For the advocates of pan-Africanism, as well as activists opposed to imperialism, the high
number of African-Americans in the
most

military

reflects the failure of the state to create

public policies focused on historical
redress. Such policies must, if appropriately formulated and imple10

organised military in the world

demands

a new wave

the role of the

world’s quest

of debate around

diaspora in the African

for economic and political

sovereignty.

tivities,

ber of African Americans in the

survive, it must rely on its own energy: Black Panther

The Historical

Background

eligible for the military have joined, a not
too surprising figure given the recent cutbacks in educational loans and grants,

rising unemployment and homelessness
and social upheavals now characteristic of
urban black communities in the United

States. In

estimates of their distribution in the

military

—

Army, Navy, Marines and Air

Force—range from 17 to almost 30%, with
the army (20) and Marines (19) the most
popular among the youngest of recruits. Almost

50% of the African-American men

of their composition

in the

military personnel deployed in the Gulf,
men

and

women

of African descent repor-

tedly comprised 30% of the total force.
According to sociologists, socioeconomic factors explain the attractiveness
of the military. For the majority of men and

of age
backgrounds of poverty, it offers a
steady income, albeit a low one which forces the civilian spouse in military
women

African-Americans compose roughly
12% of the national population. However,

terms

between 18 and 25 years

from

households to work and decreases in
amount

if the soldier is sent to

war.

When

the potential side benefits are packaged and

presented to unskilled, unemployed or

under-employed

\

young

adults, however,

Sapem July, 1991
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the military becomes quite attractive. These

systematical frustration of the hopes and

benefits may

dreams of black

include the provision of immediate basic training in areas ranging
from computer science to health care and
the allocation of loans covering postmilitary formal education. If the advertisements are to be believed, the military also
provides the opportunity for meaningful
travel and adventure. Although these fachave not been the

subject of rigorous
analysis, it is an undeniable fact that for the
majority of black youth either unable to
tors

continue their education

or

uncertain about

their

employment potential, the all-volunmilitary established after the Vietnam
War has become the primary alternative to
a life of despair, if not possibly a life filled
with social conflict unmediated by positive
teer

state

and men, and have

women

blacks done anything, to extract themselves
from

being
military?

a

pool of reserve labour for the

Black entrance into the military in such
high numbers represents a political choice
steeped within the historical experiences of
the African in the United -States. Caught
without a round trip ticket home.'AfricanAmerican have long debated what should
be the most political strategy for an oppressed racial minority within an advanced
capitalist society, particularly one whose
members appear to be quartered ,permanently in the bottom third of the woric-

action.

The above notwithstanding, it should be
pointed out that easily identifiable socioeconomic factors presented out of historical context obscure the

reasons

behind the

American.

and

men

and have

Black entrance into the

military in such
high numbers represents a political socioeconomic factors presented out of historical context obscure the
presence of
the military.

reason

behind the

the black man and woman in
They also discourage a critical
analysis of the race relations, capitalism
and the presence or absence of political and
economic democracy for the African
American. Those interested in the subject
cannot content with the explanation which
only state the obvious. Of course, some
Africans Americans view the military as "a
path to advancement and career advancement." Why is this the case? Why is the
decision to join the military based on the
SAPE.M July, 1991

independent political and economic base,
however, post-Emancipation Proclamation
objective conditions retarded their
progress. The conditions included an irremediable weak property base from which
to generate increasing income and eventual

rcconsuuc-

not

In

keeping with the strategy debates of

the late 1800s and 1900s, some AfricanAmericans also participated in disappoint-

Photo; Cah/in Dondo

Renewing linkages between the
diaspora and the continent: Coretta

blacks done anything to extract themselves
from being a pool of reserve labour for the

military?

newspapers and other business, and political parties. Despite their efforts to forge an

encourage
local governments to guarantee AfricanAmericans’ basic human rights.

cannot

women

caucuses included the establishment of independent social institutions,

tion in the late 1800s did

democracy for the AfricanThose interested in the subject

dreams of black

radical

during the so-called period of

race

be content with explanations which
only state the obvious. Of course, some
African-Americans view the military as "a
path to advancement and career advancement". Why is this the case? Why is the
decision to join the military based on the
systematic frustration of the hopes and

in the 1800s

political and economic
development, with income from fledgling
agricultural and service-related work forming the economic foundation of anticipated
independent political action. Although
political action initially centred on the alleviation of poverty associated with
slavery, the long-range goals of the early

mitment to the advancement of blacks

relations, capitalism and
the presence or absence of political and

economic

caucuses

capital necessary to support political action
and social institutions, as well as rising
violence perpetrated against blacks
remotely appearing to realise their basic
aspirations. And the lack of federal com-

presence of the black man and women in
the military. They also discourage a critical

analysis of

Radical black
favoured separate

Scott-King in Africa

elaboration of the above

points reveals the
degree to which African Americans have
attempted to change their relationship to
production and the state, as well as sheds
light on the dialectical relationship between
blacks and the military. It also demonsuates
strategy
tice to
and

focused

one

on

dominant

political
domestic racial injusa

that embraced anti-colonialism

anti-imperialism.

made because of African-American par-

ticipation in third-party coalition politics
and, to

ing class. The wide ranging aspects and
longevity of the strategy debates are documented in the works by Martin Delaney,
Fredireck
Douglass, Booker T.
Washington, Ida B. Wells, W. E. B DuBois
and Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X and M. L.
King and the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNNC). A brief

the transition from

ing, time-consuming and infrequently
rewarding coalition and pluralist politics.
Few would deny the political achievements

*

a

limited extent, mainstream

politics. These successes include a redefinition of the financial relationship between
government and indusU'ialists in the latter
of the 1800s, which led to momentary
relaxation of uncontrolled channelling of
loans and grants to

the latter. In addition,

political agitation led to the acquisition of
land and other basic

productive inputs for
whites and blacks, limited voting
rights for "qualified" African-American
males and white women, and, during the
depression of the 1930s and World War II,
access to uaining, better housing and more
jobs. As frequently argued by Sinclair
Drake, of all the racial groups in the United
poor

States, the African American traversed the
greatest distance in the history of labour. In
less than a century African-Americans had
moved from the cauldrons of slavery to
11

cheap wage labour in the agricultural and

Ghana under Nkrumah. It should also be

Bradanca and other

service sectors in the first half of this

remembered that Ghana in the late 1950s

and China.

cen-

Mozambicans), Cuba

tury. By 1965 African Americans had bethe most significant racial pool of
urban labour in, for example, the

and 1960s became the pan-African

automobile factories in

Michigan, armaassembly in California, Arkansas and
Washington, and industrial plants Illinois,

Zimbabwe. Given the

ment

United States within the world system after
World War II, the increasing presence of

role in the US anti-war movement of the

New and Ohio.

black soldiers in the

moral support to the draft resisters or conscientious objectors and focused on human
and political rights issues, the remaining

come

determination

The

of

African-

meeting
ground for Africans not only from the
United States and Caribbean but also from

position of the

military and accelcrated international incursions of US

How then have African-Americans

ex-

pressed their awareness of and opposition
to imperialism? In addition to the above,
African-Americans assumed a significant
late 1960s and 1970s. While SCLC offered

Americans to obtain their

armed

and exercise fundamental

an

SNCC continent of the black power move-

and 1970s.

black

political rights
privileges of
citizenship (education, access to quality
welfare services and state protection
against violence) in the 196()s and 1970s
clearly suggest that the above changes in
the

status

of African Americans

were un-

satisfactory. The evolution and activities of
the civil rights inovement between 1940
and

1975, the reluctance of the state to

eradicate institutionalised racism and
violent

repression of pacifist activities are
well known. The goals achieved by
African-Americans also
record
Act of

—

the passage

arc

a matter

of

of the Civil Rights

1964, the elimination of structural

obstacles to

voting, desegregation of

schools and universities and socio-

forces, however, the articulation of

anti-imperialist and pan-Africanist position was more profound in the late 1960s
Although they differed on many issues,
King in the last years of his
life and Malcom X clearly expressed growing solidarity with the struggles of oppressed people around the world, as did
numerous prominent black artistes in this
period. With the proliferation of juridically
independent African nations, members of
SNCC’s radicaL strata, including Ralph
Featherstone and William "Che" Payne
(both assassinated in Maryland in 1970),
Stokely Carmichael (now Kwame Toure of
the All African Peoples Liberation Army
based in Conakry), Willie Ricks, Jimmy
both Martin L.

actively recruited young adults into
political service — a fairly popular
phrase among activists, promoted panAfricanism and provided draft coun.selling.
The latter included the provision of
material on the legal rights of draft-age men
ment

and ways to avoid the draft or receive a
deferment. When necessary, draft rcsisters

also

tomey,

recommended

progressive atincluding Conrad Lynn, William

were

to

Kunstlcr and Howard Moore. Other black
power advocates operated in various
southern community development ac-

tivities and

political rights campaigns, establishing contact with various local struggles. These struggles included the Joanne

economic assistance programmes ranging
from Headstart for pre-schOol children to

Garrett, Joe Gross and Courtland Cox

Little and Ben Chavis cases, as well as sup-

uavelled to the "motherland".

They and

port for local African independence schools

small business loans for

emerging

others set out not only to publicise what was

entrepreneurs. These gains were not
realised, in an atmosphere of tfanquility;
African-Americans were reminded con-

by then called the black power movement
and establish bases of operation but also
specifically sought to renew the linkages
between the dia.spora and the continent.
Particular attention was paid to Guinea.

spreading throughout the nation. Others
experiment in mainsueam urban
politics, as in the case of Martion Barry in
Washington. DC and Julian Bond and John
Lewis in Atlanta, Georgia.
Less widely known are the activities of
the Student Organisation of African Unity,
Youth Organisation of Black Unity and
Malcolm X College. Old SNCC members
were very much apart of each organisation
and each published either a monthly
newsletter or newspaper, which later con-

tinually of the harsh and hostile realities of
society in the United States,
dangerous tangible violent realities present
during times of seeming compliance with
racist laws and during periods of overt
civilian

resistance to them.
For

some

activists, the insidious nature

conscious

re-linking of domestic issues to
nationalist and socialist struggles in Africa,
Asia and South America. It should be

em-

phasised that long before the 1960s,
African-Americans’ differing political
strategics frequently had an international
focus, as shown by the agendas of, for example, Frederick Etouglass, Martin Delay
and Marcus Garvey. And in the 1950s,
pacifists, intellectuals and skilled workers
participated in the transformation agenda
of Kwame Nkrumah’s Convention

People’s Party. Sinclair Drake, Bill
Southerland, Leslie Lacy and the Lee family were some of the African-Americans in
12

African liberation

movements.

And the

of the Harambee Singers of Atlanta,
Georgia — the cultural arm of the black
power movement — also reflected, among
other things, the movement’s awareness of
Nkrumah’s call for African Unity, Mau
Mau, US intervention in the Congo and
songs

of racism and class stratification demanded
a

Ghana and Tanzania, where the AfricanAmericans met members of southern

chose to

tributed to the formation of the still

functioning African News Service in North
teachers’ cfcurricula. In

Carolina. They also assisted
forts to change social studies

Vietnam and the rise of .^SCRlA’s

addition, their activities included ilic

(Guyana) African

ganisation of highly popular national and
local African Libcrati9n Day celebrations
in May, financial support of black youth
travelling to Africa and establishment of
the African Liberation Support Committee.

awareness movement. It
also should be remembered that by the late

1960s, another organisation closely associated with SNCC, the Black Panther

Party, was advancing its own platform
against domestic racial oppression and imperialism. Similar to the SNCC members
and the Harambee Singers, the Panthers
directly observed the result of nationalist
struggles and uansformation attempts in
Algeria (where they met Acquino d’-

or-

The latter coordinated some of the first
black delegations to liberated territories in

Angola and Mozambique, as well as
promoted Robert van Lieropc’s film, O
Povo Organizado and A Luta Coniinua. All
of these groups offered material and financial aid to Southern African liberation
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1

Men and

women

of African descent

comprise 30% of US military force: Jesse
L. Brown

—

a

hero of the Korean War

(left); patrolling in Vietnam (below)

did members disagree; without
qualification and hesitancy they roundly
condemned imperialist hegemony. Debates

ever,

focused

on

Israel and Palestine and the

relationship between Israel and the United
States, however, were highly charged,
acrimonious and eventually contributed to
the seciionalisation of the party. This
debate certainly made clear the contradictions of and constraints on black elected of-

ficials and

even

some

non-elected

com-

munity and national leaders. Although the
data remain to be analysed thoroughly, history will, no doubt, record that imperialism
within the context of the Middle East is

subject guaranteed
cal strategies.

to thwart future

a

politi-

As far as the economic picture, the roots
of so-called black capitalism have not ger1960

movements, as well as to PAIGC in Guinea

Bis-sau.
One of the two main characteristics of
the above

organisations

was

that African-

Americans unequivocally dominated them
a factor which has contributed to
scholars’ failure to analyse critically their
role in the anti-war movement of the 1960s
and 1970s. The second is that in—

stitutionalised, long-standing and invidious
racial distinctions made by the state and objective social relations between the races
guided black response to the presence of
progressive whites in organisations addressing the plight of the AfricanAmerican. Despites the popular call for intcgralion and equal rights in the civil rights
movement,

the chasm between black and

white remain and the former never forgot
the past experiences of black organi.sations.
As averred by Robert Allen in the Radical

Reformers,

race

issues and the systematic

refusal to extend

political and economic
democracy bedevilled the AfricanAmericans’ participation in the activities of
progressive movements, third-party coalilion politics and the two dominant parties.
Although the anti-slavery, populi.sls and
women’s movements of the 18()0s declared
themselves opposed to racism and class

su-atificalion, in reality blacks encountered
innumerable obstacles when

they attempted to assume positions of leadership
or articulated interests
reflecting the
dominance of

race

issues

over

gender and cla.ss. And when
the Communi.sl

movement
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lho.se of

.some

joined

of the 1920-

period, they experienced similar confrontations. The overall impact of these expcriences was to confirm the unreliability
of white-dominated progressive organisations. Thus, when a very vocal section of
SNCC in the late 1960s advised progressive whiles to organise in their own communilies and blacks in their own (this view
would come to lead the black power move-

ment), the logic of the argument appeared
to have the support of historical fact.
Observers of African-Americans

developed frequently aver that blacks are in
disarray, not showing signs of coordinated
direction and collective vitality since the
hey-days of the civil rights and black power
movements of the 1960-75 period. There is
a factual basis to that argument. The
oulcr>'
and strategies common to that period certainly were not duplicated in the late 1970s
and 1980s. In addition, a clear demarcation
of a national leadership leading to the appcarance of a black united front remained
absent. The invasion of Grenada, the last
three years, racially motivated killings of
black youth

in New York and recent bombings of southern professionals connected
with the implementation of civil rights laws
did not generate a widespread outcry, although local protests did occur.
And the National Black Independent
Political Parly (NBIPP), despite the commilment of its leadership and members,
could not create a broad-ba.scd agenda —
perhaps because by the laic 1970s and
1980s,

race

issues and the notion of racial

solidarity could

no

longer

sweep

aside the

minated, although to be sure, there are considerably more black businesses grossing
upwards of one million dollars today than
ever

before and the number of blacks with

degrees in economics and business administration is impressive. In addition,
economic activity has not been sufficiently
linked to fxilitics. In the twilight years of
this century, the economic base of black
politicians is still ItKal and national

cor-

porate America, a factor which contributed
to elected officials’ reluctance to embrace

totally the NBIPP’s anti-imperialist position in the 1970s.

Perhaps

even more

unsettling for

African-American parents yearning for a
better life for their children, the black com-

munity has not devised a plan of action that
will arrest social decay and self-desU'uction, particularly among blacks in the 15to 25-year-old range. There are no cocaine
and crack factories in urban America, perhaps not even in the United States. Neither
are there armament plants
assembling

AK47s and other weapons

of war. Federal
levy penalties for possession
of illegal drugs and guns and local police
departments frequently report numerous
drug busts. Yet drugs and weapons have beand state laws

come

the dc facto instruments of wealth,

power and status. Why arc they so easily
found in black ncighbourhtxxls and how is
it that non-residents and residents alike find

it ca.sy to acquire them there? Why has the
African-American community become the

major distribution

centre for illegal drugs
in the United States? These ;uc, of course,

estrangement caused by class conflict,
when NBIPP focused on US foreign
policy

questions that have been asked of customs

in Vicimun and Southern

and law enforcement officials and law-

Africa, rarely, if
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r"

makers in the state and Federal govern-

defer the dream of

ment.

children. Churches and other social groups

For those

working for change, the
questions arc disturbingly unsavoury; they only demonstrate
what the community has known for years.

answers to

the above

If African-America is to survive and

progress, it must rely upon its own energy
and unrelentlessly evaluate where it has
been and where it is
is

a most

difficult

going. The challenge
Some adults

one.

are

overwhelmingly dismayed. As one parent
recently lamented in a public hearing in
Roxbury, Massachusetts:
My son knows that he can bring home
at

least VS$1 500,00

sells

drugs at school

a

week if he

r on

the street.

He knows that

few businesses are
likely to hire him, although he does
not

have

a

criminal record and is

an

above-average student. Everyday he
also
at

sees

that his white counterpart

school stands

a

better chance in

life. Law enforcement is a joke; we
Just tell my son that ifhe sells or takes
drugs, he will disgrace thefamily and
those around him. Thank goodness
he is terrified on the drive-bys that
lead

to

indiscriminate

shooting of

Although she may not be aware of the
data which reveal that 50% of the AfricanAmerican males

dying between 15 and 19

years of age do so because of crime or drugrelated activities. This mother, by observation alone, realises the
civilian society.

dangers lurking in

many African-Americans. Yet they have
not succumbed to them. As do most

children, black youngsters still aspire to become teachers, physicians, entrepreneurs,
pilots, athletes, and dancers. Rarely, if ever,
do children declare that they want to be
drug pushers, addicts, pimps and prostitutes when

they become adults. Although
drug pushing and other destructive acts
occur and are the easiest ways to obtain
temporary wealth, they are not acceptable
ambitions. Parents work harder than ever
before to provide a basic education for their
those who

college. Even
diminished sense
to

experience a
of self worth and contribute to their own social and economic
14

tragedies do not easily

the Gulf, except, of course, to acknowledge
that most of them directly or indirectly
knew

these endeavours.

not

These and other African-Americans con-

tinually reinforce the past and present accomplishments of heros in the African
World, connect the struggles in that world
and emphasize that control of one’s destiny
is not totally impossible. The 1990 tour of
Winnie and Nelson Mandela received

a

unilateral declaration of pan-African

solidarity, which was neither the making of
the medis nor politicians. No amount of
manipulation could have generated that
consistent demonstration of equivocal support. And , as shown in behind-the-scene
conflicts between African-Americans,

progressive whites, would not be relegated
to back-seat cheering. The Mandelas not
only physically came to various black communities but acknowledged the fact that
hard-core foundation of the
movement

anti-apartheid

in the in the United States is the

Although the Mandelas

would have wanted to visit these

com-

munities, those familiar with politics will
recall that in the past, even the most wellplanned pan-African programs have been
subverted.
African-American

Responses to the

Gulf Crisis

These are the objective conditions facing

children and send them

better life for their

constantly place the communities’
problems on their agenda, with many constructing day care centres, low-income
residences and temporary shelters for
people in crisis. Other groups offer educational scholarships and summer stay away
for urban youth and successfully enlist the
support of corporations and city officials in

African-American.

children and others.

a

As

would expect,

the past experienorganisations, and the practice
of racial separation in progressive politics
presaged the organisational divergences of
progressive white America and blacks in
the most recent struggle against military inicrvention and imperialism. Moreover, because of organizational separation and the
absence of a political movement reminiscent of the ones for civil rights and black
power, black response to U.S. foreign
policy frequently is down-played, if not
discounted, by some blacks and whites. If
one relied on visual and print media
coverage, one would surely surmise that
African Americans had very little to say
about the presence of the United States in
ces

one

of black

as

black

man or woman

stationed in

the Gulf. In the first four demonstrations in

Briton, for example, African Americans
composed less than 15% of marchers and,
in New Orleans, blacks made no less than
20%. An examination of the racial

com-

position ol sit-ins and mass disobedience
activities would reveal similar figures, if
lower. In the final analysis, one could
be left with the conclusion the AfricanAmerica did

respond.
Regardless of one’s analysis of the effects of racial polarization around progresnot

sive issues, one of them must centre on the
nation that race continues to set the or-

ganisational parameters of left-of<entre
political activity in the United States. In the
United States it is possible to find blacks
and whites working within one progressive
organisation. One example might be the
Mozambique Support Network and its
local chapters. It is. however, not the rule.
The historical tendency of blacks not to Join
progressive politics dominated by whites,
as well as the practice of most* white
progressives to hold demonstrations in
areas outside the black community, forces
those interested in tracing AfricanAmerican participation in the U.S. antiwar, anti-imperialist movement to search
aggressively fw its remains. Given the dcgree to which African-Americans
demonstrated and talked against the war in
the black community around the major
black institutions of higher learning, in
marchers through business sections
dominated by black shoppers from the surrounding community and in the churches
there was undoubtedly public signs of disapproval. That the manifestation of antiwar sentiments in the black community
were not covered in depth is, of course,
fully expected by its members.
Yet African-Americans

were

the

most

clearly identified group opposed to the
deployment of troop in the Gulf. According
,to national polls, while at least 90% of
whites supported U.S. intervention, less
40% of the blacks did. The results of these

polls did not surprise

very many AfricanAmericans. As several commenlors in Bos-

ton, Massachussetts and Washington D.C.
reported, during the media blitz of the war

almost all that

one

could hear in black-

owned establishments-barber

shops, chur-
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ches/cstaurants and cleaners was criticism
of official state policy and sorrow that lives
on both sides would be lost. The bluster and
^

guts and almost hysterical demand for
military retribution against Iraq that
characterized dominant public opinion in
the United States were simply not consistently recognisable position in the black
community,
that the

even
and

sons

when most were aware
daughters of the com-

munity were a sizeable contingent in the
military in the Middle East and might
have clearly doubted the appropriateness of
Iraq’s takeover of Kuwait.
Progressive U.S. movements and
parachial struggles frequently are more
liberal and reformist than anti-imperialist,

U.S.

a

characteristic that contributes to their

un-

reliability. In the case of the debate around
U.S. intervention in the Gulf prior to the
initiation of the bombing of Iraq, critics effectively raised a number of contradictions
in the Bush policy. Once the United States
initiated the bombing of Iraq, however,
many critics felt compelled by loyalty to
cease their vocal opposition. Given the historic problems and contradictions in black
political activities mentioned earlier, the
unswerving, consistent level of doubt and
active opposition maintained by AfricanAmericans cannot be ignored. Although the
majority of blacks in Congress are active in
the Democratic Party and loyal to the party
line, many of them participated in anti-war
,

rallies and became

some

,of the

most out-

spoken, passionate ands eloquent critics of
U.S. policy even after the House of
Representatives (250 to 183) and the
Senate (52 to 47) chose to support the Bush
policy in the Gulf. Some of the members ineluded Ron Dcllums (California), John
Lewis (Georgia), Charles Rangel (New
York) John Convers (Michigan), Cardiss
Collins (Illinois) and Gus Savage (California). The first two blacks have a long hislory in the civil rights movement, Dellums
as a community organizer and social
democrat from the
Lewis

as

Oakland-Bcrkely and

the national director of SNCC.

With the

exceptions of Lewis, who recently entered the U.S. Congress, all of the
members have outspoken opponents of
U.S. foreign policy in southern Africa and
have accumulated seniority which allows
Sapem July, 1991

to

positions of authority. Savage cane under
attack in 1990 for his position on the
Israeli lobby in the U.S.

dominance

severe

foreign policy in the Gulf.

Locally elected officials and leaders of
organizations mustered
similar, if not greater, opposition. It should
also be pointed out that there were two
major anti-war groups, the National Coalition to Stop U.S. Intervention in the Middie East and the National Campaign for

ing the wars were undoubtedly cognizant
of the innumerable problems fated by the

national black

Peace in the Middle East. The former

refused

denounce the

Iraq invasion, opposed sanctions against Iraq and included
in its organizational membership the Palestine Solidarity Committee. It was led by
Dick Gregory, a long-time black political
to

activist and satirist, and ex-U.S. attorney

general Ramsey Clark. The latter group
representing mainstream anti-war groups,
denounced the invasion and supported the
NAtions sanctions against Iraq. Ot the two
groups, black veterans’ committees against
the war, black community development
groups and students orchestrating
demonstrations on black college campuses
were more prone to affiliate with the National Coalition. In addition, as the immen-

sity of the bombings became increasingly
evident, national black leaders, including
Joseph Lowery of SCLC and Ben Chavis,
met

with the aim of

mediate

cease

demanding an imfire and re-evaluation of the

agenda of the U.S.-led forces. More than
fifty leaders attended the last such meeting
in New York, a few days before Iraq met the
stipulations of the United Nations’ resolution

on

the removal of its

military from

The above description should not be con-

strued to

mean

Americans did

not

that

some

African-

support the Bush policy

in the Gulf. Indeed the

polls revealed as
Although their specific views have
yet to be analysed, some argued that opposition to the intervention might threaten
the safety of the U.S. troops, an argument
much.

that was not peculiar to blacks.Othcrs noted

Iraq under Saddam Hussein

was a

threat to world order and peace and because
of the threat, had to be puni.shed. Although
the state frequently contend that the U.S.

dfcision
one

and

the most realistic factors U.S.

Even those African-Americans support-

black

community and the failure of the slate
adequately. For the
African-American, all is not well. They
to

address them

also

were aware

that the billions of dollars

spent on military hardware and maintenance of the troops and the equally exorbitant amount that will be channelled to
U.S. businesses already lined up to rebuild

Iraq and Kuwait could have been used for
medical research

or used to educate and
feed children of all races, improve survcillance of drug importing operations and

reduce homelessness. Detailed

to send

troops in 1990 was a moral

posed the

war as a fight against
good and evil, even those blacks supporting the war did not appear to accept it.
Similar to blacks critical of the U.S. position, they saw oil and geographical

analyses of

these

problems may be found in the April
1990 issue of the NAACP’s Crisis, How
Capitalism Underdeveloped BlackAmerica by Manning Marable and in
various scholarly papers presented at the
National Conference of Black Political
Scientist and in the Review of Black Political

Economy. Some of these .problems arc
injustice and, specifical-

that overall racial

ly, blatant institutional racism are alive and
Examples include the
presence of exclusionary practices in local
well in America.

government and the private .sector as shown
in the number of desegregation and dis-

crimination

cases on

court

dockets, the

proclicity of intelligence operations to
focus a disproportionate number of their
criminal investigations on black elected official with unerring vicious aim, and the undeniable fact that blacks

Kuwait.

that

as

are

far

more

like-

ly to be convicted, receive capital puni.shment and sent to pri.son th;in whites.
Three event may be used to demonstrate
the precarious position of AfricanAmerican males in civilian society and the
diverse ways in which they experience
racism and the abridgement of their liberties and human rights. In 1989, a Boston
motorist used his car phone to inform the
police that a black male shot at him and
killed his pregnant wife. With very little
concern

for the literate

on

husband-wife

violence, the conflicting evidence given by
the husband and the suspicious nature of his
wound, the police mounted a well-orchestrated urban manhunt, which eventual-

ly led to the publicized "capture" of the perpetratorwhohada long criminal record and
the documented brutal ueatment of his
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I
A

path to career advancement? Women
military

in the

mother and her home. After months of

media vilification, members of the black
and Hispanic community asserted that the

police terrorized them, forcing some to
make untrue statements against the man
charged with the crime. Realising that his
story was unravelling, the husband committed suicide and members of his family
came forth with evidence implicating a
number of them. This story contained many

tragedies, including the shooting of a pregnant, socially conscious woman in her last
trimester, the suffering of both sides of the
family and a husband who had a history of
cleverly concealing his own anti-social, but
clearly tolerated behaviour. The damage to
the racial minorities in the city of Boston is
more macroscopic in nature, particularly
given the extensive nature of the early
media coverage, the harassment of the
police and the unchallenged, unsubstanbated conclusion that prevailed for months.
Once again, supposedly, the beastly nature

cil, which reached an out-of-court financial

of the black male had shown itself and the

settlement with Brown, admitted as much.

necessity of maintaining law and order on

Fortunately for Dee Brown, he neither expressed anger nor resisted the police, his
fiance constanby shouted "this is Dee

the basic of

race

substanbated.

As demonsuated in the recent beatment

of Dee Brown in

Wellesley, Massachusetts

and the African-American motorist in Los

Angeles, position with the middle to higher
classes, fame and income do not shelter the
black male in civilian society, a fact that
also

revealed

dramabcally in public
tesbmonies given by professors, physicians
and lawyers in Wellesley. Brown a dark
brown, well-known and highly paid basketball player measures at least six feet two inches tall was about to purchase a home in
this wealbiy community outside Boston.
However, on coming out of the town post
office, he soon found himself facing the
guns of at least seven policemen and was
forced to drop spread-eagled to the ground.
Based upon a tip, the police inaccurately
was

concluded that he had to be the short, fairskinned man who, the day before, had held-

too

subtle to be apparent A post-mortem of

celebrities

or

the victimization

have

evidence. The immediate

easily been killed, he knew this immediately, and the Wellesley Town Coun-

Brown, the athlete voted the best in his
league this year and member of the Boston
Celtics" and a passer-by turned out to be a
detective working on the bank robbery.
The recent

case

of the motorist

brutally

beaten in Los

interpretation is
singles out by the
police for unusually harsh treatment. That
is true. What is more interesting, however,
is that investigations consistently reveal
that the police not only assume that their actions will be condoned but that they are
pressured by the citizens to respond to the
presence of black males with hostility,
suspicion and physical force. Discussions
with young African-American men reveal
that they are cognizant of the majority of
their unprotected existence on the streets of
that black males

are

Angeles by members of the
police department may be better known,
perhaps because of the numerous, unrepenlant and racist remarks of the police chief,
video tape that was made of the attack and
the suspected brain damage suffered by the
victim. Some observers attempting to argue

pression,

that these and other incidences of racial

Winnie Mandela tour no doubt emphasised

harassment

that blatant contradictions

inversely proportional to
the level of black political; activity, may be
silenced by the fact that the mayor of Los
Angeles, Tom Bradley, is an AfricanAmerican. He has held this position for
are

America.
In addition to

being aware of their opand women are not isolated
from the international solidarity work that
takes place in the United States. And, as
stated previously, the 1990 Nelson and
men

on

U.S, foreign

policy. Some blacks might not recall details
of the U.S. response to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Few, however, would fail to
remember that, when it comes to the libera-

because of the ‘inherent indistin-

demands non-violent solutions to

guishability’ of African-Americans along

cal presence, both

class

bank

on

the

with the fact that

same street.

a

black

man

Presumably

walked die

of this very high income suburb and
about to drive away in an expensive

sheets
was

car,

the
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the differences in the appearances of

alleged bank robber and Brown

were

be

reviewed with the assistance of irrefutable

decade. In New York, where David
Dnkinss is the mayor, racial violence has
not ceased. In Boston blacks have a politi-

up a

can

this incident revealed that Brown could

over a

in the city council and as
representatives to the state legislature. Tho
aforementioned examples are not inexplicate, uncommon incidences. They happen
daily, although the crimes only receive
major coverage when the victims are

tion of the

majority in South Africa, U.S.
on quiet diplomacy,

foreign policy relies

race

and

problems and assumes that rationality
will convince the aggressive and repressive

state to

change.

In terms of the

domestic socio-

economic war, while African-Americans
can be found in and well above the
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US$40,000 annual salary range (with some
in the medical and legal professions and
corporate America making more than
US$200,000), the majority hover around
the poverty level of US$6,311 for individuals and US$12,675 for a family of

pathetic whites, the African-American
woman and man in civilian
society was left
to the dictates of

institutionalized, violent

racial

oppression meted in the 18(X)s and
early 19(X)s, or perhaps because of it, blacks
enlisted in segregated units of the military.

four. In terms of across the board comparative incomes for 1990, the average income

We would argue that the notion of the

for whites

violence

blacks.

military providing

significantly exceed that for
According to a recent socio-

ments

African-Americans were the

most clear-

or on

their way to work, 54% of the respondents did. Of that percentage, 51% were

group opposed to the Gulf
War but the assault was led by one of

white and 76% black. In terms of

them: Gen. Collin Powell

25%

were

white and 56% black. And when

compared with rural and urban dwellers,
urban dwellers
counters

criminal

far

likely to ensigns of homelessness and
activity; similarly, low-income
were

more

groups reported less desirable social conditions than those in the income ranges
from

US$15,000 and above.

Said another way, few blacks,
of their

opinion

regardless

the recent war in the
Gulf, could forget that race remains the
defining determination of protection and
upward mobility and that, once again,
on

African-Americans

defending U.S.
dispensation of democracy and freedom
abroad when they were yet to be firmly
were

rooted at home. As black congressional
members, local leaders and others emphasised, the same administration that

recently refused to support the Civil Rights
Act of 1990 comprehensive legislation that
would have erased the loopholes in the past
civil rights was and allowed victims of discrimination on the basis of race and gender
to seek compensatory
damages now
wanted to safeguard civil human rights in a
foreign land.

Facing their Contradictions: Blacks
and the Military in the
African-American Community

ly identified

tions of the black

community, discernible
sympathy for people subjected to human
and infrastructural destruction and o|iposition to military incursions exist. There are a
few

simple explanatory variables.
Although there have been spc'cific U'ajectories in history that have precipitated
noticeable resistance to and subversive acts

against the United States in war during the
English and French wars before the U.S.
declaration of independence rarely have
blacks refused to serve in the military in
significant numbers. During the Civil War
they fought on the side of the north, expecting "to see freedom" when the Union Army
marched through the south. However, the
post-war reconstruction ,period did not
usher in the anticipated epoch ofJustice and
equality. Instead, blacks managed to obtain
no more

state and
were

than seventy (70) seats in local,
national government and then

ousted in less than twenty

when the Republic party

(20)

years

chose to attract in-

creasing numbers of whites and when
economic and racial policies collided. Perhaps even more damaging to their radical
political debates and optimism because
lynching, mutilations, rapes and destruction of black property became increasingly
common

in the

period between the end of

the Civil War and the declaration of World
War I the blood of the African-American

African-Americans In U.S. interventionist

flowed copiously. It should never be forgotthat for almost a century, except for
their own defensive measures and the

activities, particularly if in almost all

protection offered by a relatively few sym¬

to

Perhaps the most vexing contradiction
explain is the continued participation of
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sec-

against the
society con-

as did the unsubstantiated arguthat once the black man proved himself in battle for the country, he would be

study commissioned and
published by the New York Times (January
27,1991), blacks were more likely to come
into contact with homelessness and illegal
drugs, and presumably other types of

illegal
drugs, of the 29% \that observed buying
and selling of drugs on the way to work,

a haven
in civilian

tinned,

economic

criminal activities than whites. When asked
if they saw homeless in their community

common

ten

accepted and obtain full rights and
privileges of citizenship. In World War II
these assumptions underlied the brave and
daring acts of African-Americans.including the famous pilots from Tussangee,
Alabama and infantrymen from Harlem
and other urban enclaves. And when the
rumour of impending
desegregation in the
military spread in the 1940s and became
more of reality in the 1950s, black
hope in
the military increased. Children raised in
the south in the 1950s and early 1960s will
recall their relatives’ great expectations,
particularly since resistance to the new racial policy within the military in no way
equalled the violent opposition to the civil
rights movement in civilian society.
Rapid changes min the military’s racial
policies no doubt implied that regardless of
the racial oppression in civilian society, upward mobility could be achieved within the

armed forces. And, to be sure, blacks in the

military have climbed the hierarchical
military is
probably the only institution in the private
or public sector where resistance to black
advancement is controlled directly and
easily by the state. While in the leadership
of corporate America and higher education
African-Americans comprise a negligible
minority, in the military their middle and
high-middle level leadership positions
would appear to suggest that the military is
the only institution where a qualified
African-Americans will be promoted with
the fewest obstacles. They are assured positions of authority and execute it daily over
both lower ranking blacks and whites.
This,of course, is a tragic commentary,
especially since it implies that black
progress can be manipulated in ways that
advance imperialists hegemony.
chain of command. Indeed the

African-Americans also participated in
the U8-Vietnam War. Their experiences,

however, deferred from those of. their
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in previous wars. Similar to
returning soldiers, the public did not
greet them with a heroes’ welcome; instead,
they found hostility, shame and suspicion,
More importantly, the African-American
soldier was not immune to the civil rights,
black power and anti-war movements of

studies consistently reveal that the overall
experience of the black veteran in the war
has contributed significantly to the conlemporary problems facing the AfricanAmerican community almost 20 years
later. The point to be made here is that the
idea of the military as a panacea no longer
exists. The issue is, given the economic, social and objective conditions and the
hazards of urban life, the military one of the
only alternatives open to young African-

counterpart
other

the 1960s and 1970s and their individual

reports

of subversion and resistance

sug-

gest the demise of black soldiers; blind, un-

bending patriotism and loyalty. While
today many veterans of the US-Vietnam
War confirm that their participation in the
war

Americans.

Despite their vast differences on the
solution to the crisis facing African-

allowed tliem later to finance their

education and

purchase homes, many
identity such benefits. Be-

others cannot
cause

America, few members of this group accept
the notion that the solution

of the work of veterans associations

and health workers, the chronic medical

on

and

psychological effects of the war on the
veterans arc well known, many of which
are common to

to

the aforemen-

tioned

problems will be found via reliance
government initiative. The challenge to

African-America is all too clear; the need
for critical, unrelenting analysis of the

the black combatants.

world system

of female-headed

and the competing roles that
this oppressed group may elect to assume
in it is equally apparent,
Surveys taken since the end of the war
do not conu'adict the above analysis. If anything, according to Shelby Lewis of Clark
Atlanta University and Mae Henderson of
Howard University — scholars completing
work on race and US foreign policy, in the
midst of victory parades and nationalist
glee, African=Amcricans continue to view

households, rising number of young

US intervention in the Gulf as unwarranted

between 13 and 18 years

and respxmd to the government’s propagan-

In the

1980s, questions surrounding the

demi.se of the black

family and the decline
vitality of the community were common, so much so that government and foundations sponsored numerous research
projects on these issues and black institutions continuously sought to save the youth
from the penis of the sucet. Many explanations emphasise the supposedly disproporof the

tionate

women

number

giving birth, failure of

of

age

,

and

men to

da

commit themselves to traditional

family

Moreover, according to the surveys, many
in the African-American community

women

values and black reliance

on

the

state

for

support. According to the findings of
several studies underway, however, many
of the

young adults manifesting
antisocial behaviour in the community arc

youth and

with characteristic

scepticism.

wonder why the aggrc.ssivc displayed in the
Gulf is so appalling lacking in the climinafion of drug and weapon trafficking. Per-

deeply rooted, albeit complex and convoluted, anti-imperialist perspective. More
to the point, intellectuals and activists, must
once again begin to analyse the source of
African-America’s sustained progressive
character,

as

well

as

the contradictions

within it. And they must attempt to renew
the determined vigilance of previous
decades.

By doing so, perhaps we would
better understand how to transfer the political ground swell surrounding the
Mandelas’ visit in 1991 to decisive

vigilance of the government’s supplying of
millions of dollars to support covert and
overt destabilisation in the Frontline States
in Southern Africa.
The myriad factors that force the op-

'pressed to work

on behalf of the oppressor
doubt confound many, even a.s we read
the works of Fanon, Cabral and Malcolm

no

X. In a world where the

most

direct answers

socio-economic and

psychological transformation arc the most appealing, the overarching problems of the African-American
appear to be unsolvablc. In reality,
however, they arc no more so than the ones
Africans face throughout the world. It is
to

clear that the historical debates anti

more

contemporary ones emanating from the

su-uggics of the last three decades influence
African-Americans in the 1990s and

beyond. They arc less and less inclined to
accept the rhetoric behind US foreign
policy and rarely identify with those —
or white
who attempt to articulate
it, some viewing with cynicism and doubt
almost anything cxprc.sscd by government.
Wc would argue that young black adults
enter the military not only bccau.se it offers
black

them

—

a

.socio-economic .solution

to

their

problems but al.so bccau.se of psychological, political and .safety reasons. The degree

of the US-Victnam

as a rc.sponsc to the community, the
Bush administration has rc.sortcd to using

point has been made not only by

the patriarchal, military parlance

rely on the military is determined by a num-

Shakur .Mi of the Boston-based Veterans’

popularised during the Gulf war to explain
the new get-tough urban drug and .safety
policies. Wc must wait to sec if wcll-organised .sorties and if .scud-like law enforcement will destroy the supply network,
rout out the demagogues of crime and install an effective .safety net around neigh-

her of factors, most of which have been
identified already. Similarly, tlic conditions

the children of
War. This

veterans

Committee but al.so by scholars

increasing-

ly

aware of the direct correlation between
the war and the destruction of black family
and

community life. Here it is important to
emphasise once again that not all AfricanAmerican

veterans

of the

war

returned

mentally confused, uncontrollably hostile
and dependent on drugs. Many have
created viable businesses, obtained cducational

degrees and become well-paid
professionals. Still more arc devoted
workers in community development campaign. Yet the data arising from the current
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haps

is the degree to which AfricanAmerica is able to articulate forthrightly its

come

bourhrxxls. At the moment,

even as we

recognise that Africa-America is not a
monolithic political entity, the majority of
those African-Americans polled do not appear convinced,
The point to ponder and which can only
be determined in the months and years to

to

which African-Americans continue

to

that may lead to accelerated identification
with anti-imperialist activities must be

placed

on the agenda of scholars, activists
and enuepreneurs, particularly those who
both have the stamina to persevere —

despite the disappointmenus and setbacks
that will most

certainly be encountered

—

and understand the

political and economic
importance of pan-Alricanism and anti-im-

pcriali.sm.n
Jacqueline lloward-Matthews is a
member of the Faculty of Wellesley Colle^e, Wellesley, Massachusetts, US/\.
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African-Americans
in the

Struggle
Against Apartheid
Past and future considerations

L. Glenn Scott

A

FRICAN-Americans participa-

Even the "Coloured and Asian" groups

recently, in the last

tion in the

preferred

to be considered, nomenclature-

nation-wide reaffiliation with the cultural

black. This symbol elaboration ef-

expression of black identity and Africanity.

anti-apartheid strug-

gle represents

an example of
commonly perceived interests,
through recognition of the twin evils of

how

racism and

privilege,

can

find political

expression between

groups

literally

In my view, there

oceans apart.

who

are

three basic ways

in which this participation has manifested itself. These
are

are

symbolically, in terms of

race

iden-

tification and its elaboration,

legislatively, through the implementation of sanetions against the regime and finally,
projecting from the African-American
experience with regard to economic participation in American society,
be able to glean certain lessons.

we may

Symbolically, because of the racialist nature of apartheid, this society could not
avoid

a

that is

polarising of racial identification
strikingly similar to the y\frican-

American

experience in the United States.

In South Africa, this was expressed
emergence

with the
of the Black Consciousness

wise,

as

fectively rejected the regime’s efforts at
fostering divisions based on ethnic loyalties, excepting when such conflict was
directly fostered by the intervention of the
security forces, as was done in the autumn
of 1976 in Soweto and in the present United
Democratic Front (UDF)/Inkatha context
in Natal
The
terns

province.

shedding of old identification

for black South Africans

meant

pat-

the in-

One

year,

has there been

a

possible explanation for this ebb and

flow

phenomenon

may

be the African-

American’s translocation and ancestral

uprooting and unanchoring which took
place as a result of slavery. Another may be
the assimilative power

of American

mass

culture and its subsequent negative

alicnating influences. In the black South African

context

mixed

and I include Asians and

race

people of

ancestry, tradition and culture

corporation of new models for the concrete

has been maintained ajbeit assaulted

formation of

identification patterns.

Eurocentric and Afrikaner cultural im-

African-American per-

perialism. Black identification, in the long-

Reference

new

to

sonalities and

term,

critical roles in the

African context, as

organisations that played
struggle for civil and
human rights in America became commonplace in the urban townships of South
Africa. Indeed, in some circles, reference to
these

new

relevant

symbols, like George

by

will be irrevocable, in the South

compared to the more
fragile and is dated African-American context.

The African-American
more so

than any

community,

other single group

Jackson, Malcolm X, the Black Panther

American scene, has

Party, Angela Davis and Rap Brown also

for sanctions

on

the

vociferously lobbied
against the Republic of South
Gray and the Congressional

included the invocation of contemporary

Africa. Bill

Movement, under the tutelage of Steve

Black American

‘revolutionary’ linguistics

Black Caucus, Randall Robinson of Trans-

Biko. The young urban

and

slang. These included many black
power slogans that have now entered a

Africa, Rev Leon Sullivan, author of the
Sullivan

transnational lexicon. What is

American Friends Service Committee, as

African rallied

around the call for

finding and expressing
aestheticism and virtue in being black.
During the Soweto Uprising, the world,
once again, witnessed the raised clenched
black fist a symbol of emerging power and
resistance to racial discrimination made
famous
Mexico

during the 1968 Olympics in
City by two African-Americans.
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more

Principles, Jerry Herman of the

surprising is that books concerning the

well

aforementioned individuals

tions, have led the legislative battle to apply

were

banned

from South Africa.

of identification has ebbed since

the late sixties and

many

sanctions

In the African-American context, this
process

as

early seventies. Only

individuals and organisa-

as a means to

compel change in

this nation. The culmination of these efforts
was

the passage

of the Comprehensive

Anu-Apartheid Act of 1986. These

sane-
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r

tions, however, have only had a political

imperative for post-apartheid South Africa.

nationalisation, ownership stock options,

impact. In 1985, before the passage of the
Act, US companies did US$3,28 billion
with South Africa. In 1989, US companies

In

achieving this goal of accelerated
economic development, the first priority

planned community enhancement schemes

concentration should be in the

area

of

redistribution in South Africa. Redistribu-

education.

govern-

tion, contrary to popular perception, does

did US$3,19 billion. The United States

South Africa’s third

is

largest trading partner.

Needless to say

US compliance is dismal
and pathetic when considering the opprobius nature of doing business with full
knowledge of the human rights and value
deprivations within this society. Even

ment

Recently, the de Klerk

has announced the

tion of unitary

proposed forma-

educational authority. What

not

post-apartheid ‘restructuring’. Worker

chilled

of

Kellogges’ Com Flakes and Heinz catsup,

of black

find their way to

youth.

rearmed, if you will. Congressman Bill

Gray recently said:

groups

will be

as

impor-

accelerating the pedagogical goals

products like Kodak film, Coca-Cola,

parties are ways corporations subvert the
legislative intent of the Act The Act can be

comprising the infrastructure

anti-apartheid

tant as

mark

youth to the

same

level

as

white

It is

interesting to note that the 1976
Soweto uprising began over resistance to
the teaching of Afrikaans in the African
educational system. Afrikaans was viewed
not only as the oppressor’s language, but
also as having little utilitarian value in the
market place after graduation, in the urban
areas

toward majority rule, I think you may

value institution that insures the perpetua-

close all

of South Africa. Education is that

tion of

knowledge, skill and industry in a
particular society. Before the landmark

Congress, in this session, seek to
of the loopholes in the Act.

decision of Brown

African-American

participation in the

analogous to affirmative action as relates to
the American model.
The African-American

taught

us,

rendered by

vs

Board of Education,

Judicial

interpretation of affirmative action

between whites and blacks is far from

and other forms of social anomie

the

possibility of becoming

under-class in American
Those laws that

Americans

Chief Justice Warren remarked that this one

patterns. To

participate in continental

African liberation insures
one’s

own sense

respect to black

a

contribution

to

of black identity. With

identity in the urban

of South Africa and

the African-American context,

has transformed into

areas

identity formation in
expression

symbiosis.

Next, I would like to speak to the issue
of economic

participation in the last segment of this presentation. The redirecting
of anti-apartheid forces from political conscientising for confrontation with the
elite to mobilisation for economic
development and societal progression is
power

20

change the
American landscape. This was in 1954
when Jim Crow, America’s version of petty

practised in many areas of
that country. Education should be the first
recipient of the redistribution initiative in
the post-apartheid South African context.
The transition to economic prosperity for
the African population will be easier. Maximally prepared to adapt to industrial and
apartheid,

was

market realities
a

as

the

new

beneficiaries of

reconstructed and

tional

desegregated educasystem, the new South Africa will

prosper.
Black economic enfranchisement

through these vehicles that maximally

plague

a

large segment of the black community.
African-Americans in the cities are facing

level. The fervor and intensity
of this support lies in the need to elaborate
the African-American’s own ego formation

decision would forever

being

achieved. Unemployment, crime, addiction

American

grass roots

in the US, have

recently been declared unlawful in certain
instances. However, real economic parity

failejl for

tations and

necessarily spell the

end to de facto, or real life, discrimination.

Court, the decision that rendered segregation in American schools unconstitutional.

was

experience has

however, that outlawing the dis-

crimination does not

manifespermeates to the community
many

puni-

punitive redistribution is somewhat

the United States Supreme

anti-apartheid sfruggle has

transfer of individual

wealth. Nor should it be invoked for

set-aside programmes,

Ifthere is no substantive negotiations

see

mean

for

trast to

those blacks

including uade
immunity and selling through third

necessarily

are necessary

desegregation will lake, we don’t know. We
do know that reforms taking place now are
retraining and retraining and placement of

South African shelves.

not

lotteries,

live reasons. Positive redistribution, in con-

the Rand with respect to

Divestment agreements

even

this translates into and what form, if any,

though sanctions have lowered the value of
the dollar and has
foreign investment, American

or

a permanent

society.

sought to help all

enjoy the fruits of society have

a

large segment of the African-

community. What protections

and guarantees can be implemented

in post-

apartheid South Africa to ensure that black
South Africans will not continue to be

economically disenfranchised? Economic
disenfranchisement leads to social and

political deblitation. The Southern African
region has the potential for massive
economic

geo-political
perspective. This will begin in post-apartgrowth from

a

heid South Africa. The real lest of
will be the

victory

promulgation of economic ena-

bling legislation for the dispossessed. This
is where the eye

of the hurricane lies. The

ability to compete

on a

regional scale in

a

super-conducted world economy will
determine future peace

and prosperity.n

op-

timally achieve this, whether this includes
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Inflation in Zambia
Allast Mwanza

I

NFLATION

can

be defined

as

a

general and sustained increase in
price levels. Short lived price fluetuations including relative price movements may not necessarily lead to inflation. Prices have a "natural" tendency to
increase over time. In this regard, what
matters most is the speed and extent of
price change. In general, gradual price
rises are less disruptive than sharp all
embracing ones. Society can easily cope
with gradual price movements but not
speedy changes. The recent inflation
problem is rather unsettling due to its
speed and magnitude. Inflation has now
become one of the major symptoms of
the world economic crisis. Rapidly
changing prices tend to destabilise the
economy. Thus investor and consumer
confidence is easily shaken. This article

(Selected Years)
Urban C.P.I.

Year

1,40

1975

145

1980
1982

1,27
1,15
1,08

1981
1983

0,80

1984

0,56

1985

0,37

1986

0,16
0,05

1987
1988

1989

1990

within the Structural

I99r

Adjustment

Inflation in Zambia
How inflation has

(1975-1990)

USS/Kwacha

1970

seeks to discuss Zambia’s inflation

Programmes (SAPs) being implemented
in that country.

Low Income

High

Income

Income

Income

Income

100,0

10,1
11,7

8,5
11,9

14,0
12,5
19,6
20,0
373

10,4
133
17,7
20,0
35,1

189,4

209,1
236,7
278,6

336,8 ’
455,0 I
707,2
8503

778,4
1

938.3
714,1

low. However, the economic

began
during the early 1980s had a major impact
on the price level. The rapid depreciation of
the currency, subsidy withdrawal and the
price decontrol programme affected the
SapemJuly, 1991

21,0

54,4

54,4

62,5

Source.' i) Bank

80

(July)

of Zambia, various reports; ii) GSO, Various issues.

level of relative and absolute

prices. As

a

population declined markedly during the
early 1980s. As is evident in the table, consumer prices for the lower income group
rose faster than those of the high income

liberalisation programme which

55,4

130

since the mid-1970s is shown in Table I.
were

51,6

21,0

0,025
0,017 (July)

result, real earnings especially of the urban

early 1980s inflation rates

Exchange in C.P.I.

High Income

100,0
202,9
2313
2603'
311.2
3733
5133

0,125
0.062

Annual

Low

developed in Zambia

Thus until the

i

Table I: Inflation in Zambia

group.
The liberalisation

measures

mented in October 1985 had

a

imple-

much

more

profound impact than those of earlier years,

The main reason for this was the massive
devaluation of the currency brought about
by the foreign exchange auction system. As
a result, inflation accelerated during the
mid-1980s (Table I). Other factors contributing to the inflation upsurge included
large price increases for agricultural
products, the rise in the money supply and
subsidy elimination. Subsidies had been
used to maintain urban living standards and
21

their elimination
verse

was

bound to have

an

ad-

impact on the living standards of the

low income groups.
A number of household surveys

in

Lusaka showed that most of the poor
households had by the mid-1980s radically
altered the

composition of their diets. As a

result, the consumption of expensive but

high protein foods declined as these were
being substituted by mealie-meal.
Evidence further indicated an increasing
incidence of malnutrition, especially
among female headed households in urban
areas.

Furthermore, incomes in the infor-

mal sector

reduced

by real incomes
and salary earners experienced in the period after the implemenwere

declines that wage

tation of the auction system.

During the 1960s and early 1970s, Zama high wage economy.

bia had been

However, after the mid-1970s workers in
formal sector employment sustained such
large declines in real incomes that by the
early 1980s, civil service starting salaries
were

less than half their real 1975 levels.

The inflation

spiral that the economy experienced between 1983 and 1985 which
was mainly led by the large depreciation of
the currency, further reduced the real earnings of formal sector workers. During 1986
and 1987, inflation rose by about 60%
while nominal wages rose by only 40%.
What really triggered the 1986 food riots
was the fact that the fact that the speed,
severity and extent of the decline in living
standards had become unbearable for the

majority of the urban populace.
The Rural-Urban

Dichotomy

The ideology of urban bias has it that the
neglect of rural areas can be redressed by,
inter alia, increasing the prices of agricul-

Photo:

Huge contraction of formal sector employment: scuffling in
thinkable in countries with

society in Africa, after Algeria and South

real incomes fell at

Africa. It is

whereas farmers’

The case of Zambia is important in
demonstrating the risks associated with
high food prices. An economic structure
has evolved since the 1930s which has

now

population lives in urban areas. The
general nature of agricultural pricing policy
dates back to the colonial

of setder
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and the land

imposed by

colonial authorities for the benefit of setder

this redress is to

agriculture attractive relative to other
sectors and thus help stem the rural to urban
immigration. Second, the increase in food
prices will adversely impact on the living
standards of the urban population (esprecially the poor and unemployed) thus
reducing a migration back to the land.
However, this kind of reasoning is based on
rather untested and cold economic logic.
Such an outcome is unlikely in countries
with a landless population. It is also un¬

era

distribution reflects the pattern

farmers who

make

reckoned that about 50%

of the

areas

is two-fold. First, an

the main

made Zambia the third most urbanised

land.

produced goods. The mechanism by which
occur

job queue

staple (maize), subsidising the use
keeping agricultural inputs
cheap. Under such a policy during the first
decade of independence (1964.1974),
wage earners income rose rapidly nominally and in real terms whereas farmers’ incomes fell sharply. Moreover, rural populalion growth was accompanied by farm output declines. This trend induced a large
rural to urban migration.
In the 1980 to 1985 period, wageeamers’

a

developed working class. Under such conditions, the more likely outcome would involve an insignificant segment of the
population taking the risk to go back to the

tural commodities relative to those of urban

increase in agricultural producer prices will

well-

a

Margaret Water

were

provided with large

of the best land. Both consolidation

farming and neglect of African
agriculture intensified rural to urban immigradon after the Second World War.
Both colonial and post-colonial governments have attached great importance to
the

general availability and cheapness of
mainly because urban poverty, being rather concentrated and involving radical elements
may be more poliucally threatening than
rural poverty. Thus agricultural policy was
dominated by that consideration, mainly by
guaranteeing farmers prices especially of
food to urban dwellers. This is

of fertiliser and

an

annual

rate

of 13%

producer prices rose
rapidly. After 1985, more price decontrols
and subsidy reductions resulted in further
contraction of real earnings while agricultural producer prices increased rapidly.
Thus, to a large extent, the terms of tfade
had improved for the rural households
while they had declined for the urban
dwellers. By 1986, close to 40% of
Zambia’s households lived below the

Poverty Datum Line. By the close of the
1980s, this percentage had increased due to
a high rate of inflation and low incomes.
Furthermore, the rural income gap had narrowed while in urban areas the rich-poor
gap had widened. Finally, the decline of the
incomes had been accompanied by a huge
contraction of formal sector employment
The reform programme failed to
eliminate inflationary pressures and in fact,
exacerbated Zambia’s inflation crisis. In-
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nation also did result in

regressive shift in

income distribution and a limitation of real

1

economic reform programme (here taken to
mean

either stabilisation

or

structural ad-

public expenditures. Thus, by the mid- justment or both) has contributed to
1980s, the impact of inOation was causing Zambia’s inflation crisis. We suggest that
great concern to the government Governthis is due to the impact of the policies of
ment attempt to reduce the maize meal subcurrency devaluation, subsidy reduction or
sidy in 1986 led to food riots in the Copper- eliminadon and price decontrol. In this
belt region. The government was forced to
paper we consider the impact of currency
reinstitute the maize meal subsidy and pegdevaluabon to be paramount, due to the fact
ging the value of the Kwacha in the range
that it affects both the demand and supply
of K9-K12,50 per US dollar. As the value
side of the economy. Thus, although
of the currency continued to decline, the
devaluadon may be beneficial in the long
government on May 1,1987, suspended the
run, by say inducing exports, its short-term
Reform Programme and announced its own
costs may be unacceptably high. For inprogramme. The main cornerstones of the
"home-grown" programme included fixing stance, devaluation may, within the
of the value of the currency at 8 Kwacha to
scenario of a monopoly dominated
the US dollar, limitation of foreign debt sereconomy, lead to higher inflation as
vice at 10% of net export earnings, mainproducers shift the burden of adjustment to
tenance of the maize meal subsidy and conother sectors. The rising price level would
trol of some prices.
eventually also affect the producers,
These populist measures won for the
through its impact on prices of inputs. Furgovernment some degree ofpublic suppwt.
thermore, drasdc devaluadons tend to lead
However, the international financial into loss of confidence in the nadonal currenstitutions (IMF/IBRD) and the general
cy and thus in the emergence and expansion
donor community could not support the
of foreign exchange parallel markets. This
home-grown programme. Observers noted is a
recipe for further intensificadon of the
that the main area of contention was the
infladon programme. Thus, the crucial
country’s unilateral action to limit debt ser- issue
facing the authorides is whether those
vicing at 10% of net export proceeds. As in- short-term costs will be rewarded with
temational financial support dried up, the
long-term benefits in the form of the emergovernment was forced to reintroduce the
gence of a competitive, export-led
IMF/IBRD approved programme in July
economy.
1989. All prices, except of maize meal,
The second emerging issue relates to
were decontrolled, interest rates raised and
2^mbia’s high degree of uibanisadon. The
the Kwacha devalued to K16 per US dollar.
ideology of urban bias is wrong on two
In 1990, a two-tier exchange rate system
premises. First, the assumpdon that the
was reintroduced; with the market rate
rural areas are host to mainly poor
being pegged at K40 per US dollar while
neglected people is not endrely true since
the official rate would fluctuate between
uiban areas are no excepdon. In Zambia,
K24 to K40 per US dollar. In June 1990, the
the majority of the poor and the landless,
government announced a

doubling of the

price as a way of reducing the
subsidy. This jMwipitated the food riots and
the army coup attempt. In reaction to this,
the maize meal subsidy was reinstituted for
certain sections of the population, such as
the mine-workers, the military and the
maize meal

police. Later, the maize meal price was
reduced by 20% while civil servant salaries
were raised by at least 89%.
Summary and Conclusion

major issues emerge from the
analysis. First and foremost, the

Three
above
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are

to

concentrated in towns. Their resistance

further erosion of living

standards due to

infladon have led to serious food riots.

price
producers is not
entirely true. Available evidence indicates
that price liberalisadon may exacerbate income inequalides as it creates wide income
gaps between the wealthy and poor
farmers, a process which may result in
more out-migration. Typically, interest
groups tend to be better organised and are
able to agitate for more compensatory inSecond, the implied assumpdon that

decontrol will benefit rural

increases. The

resulting income
struggle may further worsen the infladon
problem. Government must thus recognise

come

that both rural and urban

poor

areas are

host to

pieople who need protecdon from in-

fladon.

Third, evidence indicates that "adjustment

fadgue" is mainly caused by rising in-

fladon which reduces real incomes. Thus,
in the

case

and 1990
main

of Zambia, food riots in 1986

rising prices of the
staple (maize meal). However, the
were

due to

high infladon rate experienced since the
mid-1980s has destabilised the economy

for the ruling
difficult to imagine how the "infladon psychosis" will be whipped out of
the Zambian economy since it is so deeply
ingrained. In our view, the current anti-in-

and led to loss of support

party. It is

fladon

measures cannot

succeed without at

stabilising the exchange rate and
people’s expectadons.
A word of caution is necessary at this
stage. Structural Adjustment Programmes
(SAPs) have in general led to worsening
living condidons as a result of rising infladon. Hence, many sections of society tend
to resist SAP implementadon. We now
least

know that infladon is

an

inevitable side-ef-

feet of SAP and that governments can only
minimise it. It is, thus, important to look for

achieving this objecthe soludons are implied in the very factors that exacerbate the
infladon problem which include currency
devaluadon, subsidy withdrawal and price
liberalisadon, the income struggle and an
unbridled increase in the money supply.
Finally, evidence indicates that inflation
hurts the poor people more than it hurts the
rich. The poor are usually the majority in
most parts of the Third World. In this
regard, the search for ways and means of ;
sheltering the lowly paid must be encouraged. However, it is difficult to design
programmes that will protect all the poor
and only the poor. One way of protecting
the standards of living is to maintain a minimum flow of consumption or in the
provision of services and not allow expenditure cuts to reduce it.D
ways and means of
dve. In our opinion,

Allast Mwanza is

visiting research fel-

low at SAFES
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COUNTRY FOCUS

Lesotho After the Fall of
•

From

Lekhanya

Popular Protest to State Arrogance

Francis K. Makoa
May 1991, Lesotho witnessed two
interesting but conflicting, policy

n

military intervention in
politics. It is also a crucial factor in the

employees of Harties store. Harties store is
one of the various business
organisations
owned by the South African capitalists. The
curfew seems however likely to worsen the
position of the foreign capitalists ås by
reducing the number of business and working hours, it is also reducing the profit
levels of the commercial enterprises themselves. However, understanding the contradictions inherent in these two policy
decisions requires one to appreciate the nature of military states, particularly the current political order in Lesotho. It is to this

Chiefs have suffered

survival

that

set-back because

I

decisions. The

ruling military junta
repeal of its hitherto key
instrument of oppression. Order No. 4 of
announced the

1986, which criminalised party political

activity and proscribed all forms of
popular protests. Order No.4 is both the
incarnation of the

politics and

mass

army’s antipathy to
action and a logical

outcome of

of the order which

emerged

after Jonathan’s demise. Predicated
force and violence, the

on

overthrowing Jonathan, the Lesotho
military rulers hastily introduced a battery of laws designed not only to ward off
challenge to their rule but also to
entrench themselves into power.
The second
even more

The Nature of Lesotho’s

regime could not

be.sustained other wise than through institutionalised repression. Thus after

major policy decision with
grave consequences for the na-

we now turn.

Military State

Bom out of undemocratic and oppressive processes

military regimes always

normally referred to

chieftainship has
long lost its political character and hence
the

own

particular interests with those of the

ideological importance. Basotho

Chiefs,

as

the writer has argued elsewhere,

have since 1938 been transformed into state

employees. Their situation

ship Act which
to

empowers

advent of the

with the
man

even a more

of the

Military Council in

However, the fact that after taking over
the

country’s administration, the military
forged an alliance with the chieftain-

rulers

military systems become vulnerable to all
other words they find

ship, especially the monarchy shows contrary to the views expressed by some
newspaper columnists, 'hat the military

themselves under

held itself to be an alternative to the civilian

masses.

Hence from their

inception,

forms of pressure. In

severe

strain. Indeed the

,

institutions. It did

not

simply intervene

count

general restrictions on the movement of the
people. These involved the prohibition of

claim

weeks before it explained

movement and travel between 6.00 p.m.

in

Police
which

was to

deal with the violent protests

engulfed Maseru and other neighbouring towns (Teteyaneng, Hlotse,
Maputsoe and Mafeteng) following the
brutal killing of a Mosotho woman for allegedly stealing a T. shirt worth M3.99 by
24

terms of

King’s Order No. 2 of 1990.

1986, the Lesotho government could not

few

serious

they can now together
King, be dismissed by the Chair-

sentiments. Colonel Ramaema introduced

daily. The purpose of the curaccording to the Commissioner of

the government

military system Basotho

imposed on the nation on 22nd May 1991.
Clearly pandering to the foreign bourgeois

and 6.00 a.m.

further

discipline and suspend a Chief. With the

fragility of military regimes is never in
doubt given their lack of political
legitimacy. When it emerged in January

tion is Ramaema’s dusk-to-dawn curfew

was

worsened, as some observers have argued
by the introduction of the 1968 Chieftain-

confront social and political dilemmas.
These arise out of the need to reconcile their

as

popular legitimacy. It is because of

this that it has

never

been able to succeed

tendering itself to the nation. Not surprisingly, therefore, Lesothos’s military mlers
have found themselves bound, albeit em-

it

once

claimed, to

stability. Its aim
It

was

indeed, only a matter of few

parties and other democratic formations as

of social instability and turmoil,
vowing to stay in power until all politicking had been eliminated.
agents

Lesotho’s traditional

the nation

what is

and

own ac-

its position. Soon
forging a formal alliance with the
monarchy, the junta denounced political

cal power and

or

rule on its

after

barrassingly, with and allied to the
country’s traditional leadership — an institution regarded by many writers as politically anachronistic and moribund.
leadership

restore peace

was to

as

The

monarchy itself denied direct politi-

involvement in the affairs of

by the late Prime Minister
Sapem July, 1991

Jonathan,

the military coup as an op-

saw

cessful

launching of the so-called the Na-

portunity to reverse the process of political
change in Lesotho. It regarded the coup as
a miracle (to use the words of the former

tional

King) through which the nation could be

depended on patronage, the dependency
syndrome in Lesotho severely limits the
regime’s power over the country’s
politicians. The very fact that not

taken back to Moshoeshoe I’s rule in which
the

King enjoyed absolute

Paradoxically, this

was to

power.

be the central

issue in the tension that later developed between

the monarchy and the Military Coun-

cil. The latter’s aim

was not

of political power to the
the

use
was

King

as

the surrender

Constituent Assembly consisting of
iilli

few appointed individuals provides a very

strong ground for this belief. While this has

everybody

can

have

access to patronage

gifts means that some of the politicians cannot be easily manipulated. Thus, some of

King but rather, to

its front, the point which

apparently misunderstood by the

dethroned King and his adherents. The dis-

ensuing
from
this
misunderstanding led to the collapse of the
military/monarchy alliance and ultimately
to the dethronement of King Mosheshoe II
in March 1991. Despite the political quandary that this has generated for the junta,

agreement

the

a

Wages are often appalling: sheep-shearing in Lesotho (right)
Squeezed out of business: a selfemployed man takes a breather (below)
Photos: Margaret WaBer

military authorities have continued to

rule in the
ment, a
in the

name

of his

factor which underlines their belief

monarchy

as a source

In another sense,

of

sense

Majesty’s Governof legitimacy.

this underscores their

political alienation. The military

dictatorship has, in fact, at no stage entertained any illusions about its relations with
the rest of the civilian population. It is fully
aware

that these

are

characterised by per-

petual tension.
While the

doubtedly

repeal of Order No 4 has

come as a

un-

result of national and

international pressure,

it does not affect
Lekhanya’s political programme which,
according to the former head of government,

back

is supposedly steering the nation

to a

civilian rule

by 1992. But what is

important about the measure is the regime’s
public admission that it never at any stage
represented the nation. This is
the fact that armies

are

not to

deny

capable of

manipulating political processes. The
Lesotho military administration believes
that it has succeeded in

recreating the

Lesotho’s

political functionaries who

on two

contradictory policies:

first, an unmitigated suppression of popular

benefits offered by the system have

opinion; and second, a conciliatory gesture

rejected and dismissed Lekhanya’s
civilianisation programme as a ploy for
securing international support. The Trade

to

Unions, in particular, have consistently

however, entailed

called

community to
reject what they regard as Lekhanya’s
fraught which serves to perpetuate the

regime. It has

military dictatorship. So, this and the growing anti-military sentiments have proved to

Lekhanya’s Constituent Assembly is one of
have

on

the international

Basotho nation in accordance with its

own

be

political vision. Indeed, Lekhanya’s

sue-

Thus continued
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depends

found themselves excluded from the

an

intractable problem for the junta.

military rule entails and

the elite,

especially the nation’s political

leaders.
The

pursuit of the above policies has,
enormous costs

for the

meant that the regime had to
buy its political support through various

paaonage schemes as indicated above.
the examples

that can be cited. Its members

virtually become paid servants of the
military government and their function is to
25

propagate and

popularise the so-called

1992 democratisation programme.

The

cal

parties rather than the nation with its
plurality of associations. However, as they

aim is to capture power and to
than to

serve

army’s penchant for ruthlessness and desire

have been

to remain in power

porated into the military system, Lesotho’s

bulwark

political parties are simply being invited to
manage and oversee the army’s programme

seem not to

have, however, greatly

interfered with this process.
fw

Until recently,

example, political parties were still not

allowed to address the public.

Order No 4

purportedly

strainL But

a

The repeal of

removes

battery of even

this

cot-

as

fully neutralised and incor-

embodied within the revised constitu-

tion. Indeed, jointly

with the military rulers,

Lesotho’s

rule rather

their nation.

That the Lesotho

political parties are a
against popular democracy would
be in doubt They have never

fought for democracy. As a result of this, it
is difficult for them

groups.

even to act as

The military junta which equates

sive laws under which the opponents of the

politicians have foisted what
they call a new constitution on the nation.

government can be harassed and arbitrari-

These revised constitutions will limit the

on

ly detained for up to sixty days without trial

power

of an elected government while assuring a cabinet post for the commander of

praetorianism will continue to be

have not been
civilian rule

nal

tampered with. Hence

or no

of repression

more repres-

civilian rule, the system

will remain intact. The Inter-

Security Act of 1983 is indeed

one

of

those draconian

the armed fwces. Thus the

not

determine through

Political Parties?
The repeal

of Order No 4 does not neces-

sarily herald the restoration of civil libertiesin Lesotho. Neither does it automatical-

ly lead to

democratic society. It merely
unshackles political parties without
guaranteeing freedom and security for ina

the

intelligentsia, trade unions, student
organisations and civil associations. That

a

threat to popular democracy. There

the nation can-

Ruling Military Council. Announc-

reiterated his

resentatives the form of government and

predecessor’s claims that the
military is the nation’s messiah and will,
therefore, always stay ready to protect the

the type

constitution — a euphemism

its own elected rep-

of constitution appropriate for the

country.

programme

Lesotho political parties
to the state

have fallen prey

patronage which has intensified

with the advent of the
lust fOT power

military

coup.

Sheer

has meant that political par-

ties and their leaders have had to remain

which is geared to emasculat-

its fundamental

political rights, viz for-

mulating and drawing its own constitution.
The

development of democracy in
unleashing

Lesotho depends not only on
the

conducive climate for the

sive laws, such as the Essential Services Ar-

bitration Act of 1975, which outlaws

They have thus accepted appointment to

The writer in fact argues

strikes, picketing and other forms of as-

the Constituent Assembly because this con-

ties are not inherently

ganisations, still confront

a

host of repres-

sembly as long as these affect the so-called
essential services
a euphemism for
strategic industries. Apart from this, the nation will still be denied the right to stage
peaceful protest and demonstrations under
the infamous Internal Security Act (meetings and processions). This Act was itself
formulated and put into operation by
politicians. This clearly indicates that
political parties alone caimot be guarantors
—

state

ferred these benefits.

They are paid salaries
of over Ml 000 plus other allowances such
as the daily sitting allowances. Yet there is
nothing new about this patently dubious
position for none of the existing political
parties

was ever

All of them have
state,

dubbing

a

committed to democracy.

for the army’s

ing the nation and divesting the populace of

waiting to execute the latter’s orders
regardless of the price as long as this
promises financial and social benefits.

sociations, particularly the workers’ or-

feature

ly by Colonel Ramaema, the new Chairman
of the

ready at äll times to become lackeys of the

dividuals and their associations. Various as-

a

ing the phony changes analysed above, he

be no democracy where

for

ly not intent on lifting political restrictions

them,
can

or

heresy and anathema, is clear-

politicians who
joined in this exercise are, together
with the government which has appointed
have

its opponents

Democracy for the Nation

dissent with

of the new system was underscored recent-

pieces of legislation which
the government will COTtinue to use against
after 1992.

pressure

political parties but also on creating

sure

groups to

a

growth of pres-

police the actions and be-

haviours of organised political movements.

that political

par-

democratic. They can
only be demOTratic if they exist alongside
other democratic formations such

as

professional associations, workers’

as-

sociations and civil organisations which act
as a

check against abuses.

In summary,

the repeal of Order No 4

always favoured

a strong

signals the advent of

limited form of

govern-

conspiracy, namely the military/civilian

luxury and an aberration fittm what
they called Basotho’s way of life.

ment, a

a

different form of

coalition which

Lekhanya’s democratisation programme, pursued with more vigour by the

incapable of developing clear and independent political programmes. They have,

military ruler. Colonel Ramaema, envisages democracy and freedom for politi¬

therefore, been relegated, with their own

replaces the defunct
military/monarchy dictatorship that was
ruthlessly dismantled by the former Chairman of the Military Council, J M Lekhanya. More precisely, the country will
merely revert to a police state in June 1992.

election parties whose

It seems, therefore, that the 1992 civilian

of civil liberties.

new

26

So, caught up in this bind, they have been

approval, to

mere

Sapem July. 1991

regime will be nothing other than

a proxy

administration through

which the military

will continue to

the affairs of the

run

country.

Power, What sort

ofaBindisHe In?
Ramaema’s rise to power follows the
overthrow of Major General Lekhanya in a
bloodless coup on Tuesday, April 30,1991.

Staged in

rather humiliating and bizarre
fashion, the coup was triggered by
Lekhanya’s refusal to meet his army’s
demand for higher pay. The demand was
apparently prompted by Lekhanya’s salary,
a

which included

a

host of other financial al-

lowances of over MIO 000 per

month. Lekhanya was taken to Radio Lesotho at gun
point by a group of young soldiers and
forced to tell the nation that he

was resigning because of his unsatisfactory perfor-

It became clear, however, that

Lekhanya’s opponents were not bent on
bringing about fundamental administrative
changes. They were merely interested in
improving their salaries and perhaps their
positions within the same system. Lekhanya himself was apparently not prepared
to

In

be blackmailed for he refused to

fact, much

as

he could

not

budge.
justify his

salary increase, he found it difficult to raise
the salaries of the soldiers especially since
he had used the army to suppress cam-

paigns for

living wage. The 1990
teachers’ strike is one of the campaigns so
brutally suppressed by the Lekhanya
regime. Lekhanya was indeed bound to be
baffled by this demand given that the mema

bers of the armed forces

are on

the average

enjoying the highest pay. But as a creature
and product of military coups, the former
Chairman of the Military Council must
have recognised that the soldiers would not
be persuaded by his argument that there
them. It thus should
surprise to him when he
was given this Hobson’s choice
(raise the
money or resign).
was no

have

but also whether he should be paid a

salary of over MIO 000 per month including the attendant financial benefits. The
answers to

Ramaema’s Rise to

mance.

army

money to pay

come as no

On

taking over from Lekhanya,
Ramaema obviously confronted this

these

questions

can

of

course

only be provided by Ramaema. We, on our

foreign bourgeoisie should be
this background.

seen

against

The junta’s

relationship with the foreign
capitalists is unique. It is not just predicated
the

part, can only surmise that Ramaema ac-

slogans of capital flow and technological diffusion but rather, on a web of

cepted the headship of the junta because he

other nexuses, such as business partner-

felt that he could succeed where

Lekhanya

had failed. But this raises two further ques-

tions. Is he
because of

ready to antagonise the nation
a

small faction which wants to

monqx)lise the resources? Will the nation
itself be

ready to pamper a group of unproductive people? These questions serve
to

illuminate the problems which confront

the

military leader. More importantly,
they serve to illustrate the credibility
problem that the Lesotho military rulers are
facing. Ramaema has succumbed to the
new

army’s pressure, salaries for civil servants,
police and soldiers, including teachers have
been raised

by 20% with effect from April

1,1991.
a cor-

rupt, inept, nepotistic and diplomatically
isolated system, wrecked

by dissension,

poverty, squalor and unemployment. Not
accountable to

anybody since its inception
military administration is noth-

ing but a bastion of extravagance — maintaining a fleet of luxury cars run at the
public expense for virtually every senior
army

ships between the rulers and the expatriate
commercial

bourgeoisie. These relationships have profoundly influenced the
regime’s political direction and social
policy. Thus the wages in this type of
enterprises are often appalling as the established labour laws

are

flouted. It is in these

that the trade unions have

areas

been the targets

variously
of state harassment and in-

timidation. On the other hand, the

tions of these
ment

and police officer, including state

implica-

partnerships for the develop-

of Basotho

entrepreneurship are glaringly crushing. Even the Lesotho Chamber

of Commerce

erstwhile prong

and

spokesman of imperialism and bitter

op-

—

an

ponent of localisation

Colonel Ramaema has inherited

in 1986, the

on

—

has acknow-

ledged at its recent meeting that Basotho
have been squeezed out of business through
discriminatory policies pursued by the
state.

The

Curfew, Its Significance and
Repercussions

The curfew should be understood both in

of Ramaema’s commitment to

terms

Lekhanya’s

programme

which aimed to

functionaries of similar status,

marginalise the nation and the ruling
classes’ vested interests in the foreigner-

rent-free accommodation for

dominated exploitative system of

providing
military
counsellors and ministers, and paying inordinately high salaries to unproductive noncombat army personnel. Of course,
Ramaema has publicly declared that he will
remain a faithful disciple of the former
Chairman of the Military Council and will
not

deviate from the

path set by the latter.
This position implies that the above
problems are not in his regime’s agenda.
His

regime

capitalism. Indeed, topping Lekhanya’s
agenda has always been law and order
which, in essence, mean no challenge to the
status quo.

Thus, the proliferation of repres-

sive laws since 1986

was

triggered by the

need to muzzle the nation. These laws were
meant to

squash all opposition to the
regime. They were also aimed at justifying
state

violence. Needless to remind the

reader that after the brutal murders in

November 1986 of two of former Basotho

problem. The question for him was not only

therefore, be expected to
remain impervious to the public opinion. In
fact, the curfew which the Ramaema

whether he would be able to

regime has imposed recently to placate

tie that

satisfy the

can,

National

Party ministers and their wives at
Lekhalong-la-Baroa the regime lost the litwas

Resentment
Sapem July, 1991

left of the nation’s respect.

against the military dictator27

ship has in fact deepened while in a period
of less than five years, the country has experienced three military coups plus one attempted coup. This state of affairs shutters
the myth pervasive within the ruling bloc
that laws per se are instruments of stability.
As the National University of Lesotho

live consequences for expatriate businesses
because of the trade-off between fH'otection

(namely the dusk-to-dawn curfew) and the
profits. By limiting the movement

of their clientele, the curfew has greatly
undermined the profitability of the business

organisations.
Aware of the dilemma confronting it, this

Academic Staff Association (NULASA)
has argued, these coups are a manifestation

bourgeois class has already made
numerous pleas for a partial lifting of the

of the fact that

military systems are inherently unstable.
By deliberately undermining Basotho’s
potential as a business class, the military
regime has thrown the nation into shameful
and degrading dependence on the expatriate businesses. This situation of dependence was cruelly exposed by the riots
which engulfed Maseru and other centres
from May 20, 1991. Retaliations against
foreign business owners following the killing of a Masotho woman (Mrs Senatsi by
the employees of Harties led to an almost
complete halt to all commercial activity.
forcing the junta to issue a public statement
assuring the foreign shop owners of state
protection and support. While it could not
afford

to

conceal the real

cause

curfew. It wants the curfew

however, does not revolve around the

strategy but over how.best it could be applied without damaging the interest of the
business owners. While the junta may have
been too crude in its approach to the

problem, it has nevertheless remained
faithful to the class by offering it the necessary protection.
According to the Commissioner of
Police, over 30 people lost their lives
during the rioting which began on May 20,
1991. The police have, however, according
to Radio Lesotho, been able to track down
and arrest only the suspects in the killing of

of the riot-

were not so

expatriate businesses to provide
around-the-clock protection.
Apart from this, the bus/taxi rank in Maseru

dominated business

centre

expatriate-

in the northern

pan of the town ostensibly as a precaution

against attacks. This centre suffered
damage than any in the country.
Whatever protection

they

may

steps taken by Ramaema are

more

offer, the

tailment of civil liberties. These have nega-

28

anything
causes

of

as a

result of

Radio Lesotho, assured the nation that

inherently

contradictory and, therefore, politically
devastating for the junta. It means that the
regime can only assuage the foreign
capitalist through brutal suppression of the
riots (killing more than 30 people) and cur-

police investigation of the

indicated

parently led to abuse and excesses. This
paper has reported looting by some of the
soldiers who, unlike their civilian counterparts, have not been arrested or charged.
Clearly embarrassed by this report, the
military government has, according to

an

has been moved from the

not

Neither has he said

police action and any
steps that are envisaged. As Moeletsi-oaBasotho has indicated, the curfew has ap-

around the

them with

announcing the deaths, the

In other words,

government has lived up
ment and has massed its armed forces

♦

Conclusions
Ramaema’s curfew is unwarranted and

is, indeed, unlikely to solve the real
problem. It in fact deals with the symptoms
rather than addressing the fundamental
grievances of Basotho. The nation feels
betrayed by a government whose main is to
tax and rule the Basotho without caring
about their political, social and economic
needs. Widespread unemployment, arrogance of the foreign firms and discriminatory application and enforcement
of the state laws

are matters

which should

receive urgent

gested), there is absolutely no legal or
political intervention. The best solution is
not the one that simply places the nation at
the mercy of the police or the army. It is

Lower Thamae

these deaths.

protection. The
to this commit-

human freedoms.

of them (as Moeletsi-oa-Basotho has sug-

causes.

about

assured of such

widely before embarking on any
affect the fundamental

action that may

dies

the

rioted in response to the horrendous crime

consult

it would be in the public

at

Commissioner of Police has

singled out the business class
protection and support. Those who

should itself be a lesson that the state should

interest if he had indicated the number that

Chinese businessman

in Maseru. In

statement

violence. The curfew, viewed in this

light, reflects nothing more than state arrogance. The death of more than 30 people

attention. The government
attempts to solve the problems of a small
group of Lesotho residents by depriving the
majority of the population of its civil rights.
Surely this can only cause resentment and
lead to suspicion that one group — in this
case, those who violently protested against
the murder of Mrs Senatsi together with
their sympathisers — will be victimised as
the police and the army now wield absolute
power and cannot be policed as they
operated alone at night. Indeed, should they
stray from the normal behaviour expected

a

stead, the dire economic consequences that
had ensued firom the Pandemonium. Thus,
for

from

lO.OOpm to ö.OOam, clearly indicating that
its over-riding concern is the declining
profits. From lO.OOpm onwards, all businesses usually close. The contradiction,

ing, the regime deliberately underplayed
the underlying grievance, emphasising in-

its

to run

state

rather the

measures

which guarantee

freedom of movement and speech, promote

dialogue and instil in the minds of the
capitalist that it is necessary to respect the
laws of Lesotho in their
deed the curfew

own

interests. In-

only damage their
argued
above, and put further strain on their alcan

members of the armed forces who may
have engaged in looting would be

business interests, as we have

prosecuted. This may be the case but the
sticky issue still remains. Who is going to
police the actions of the armed forces and

ready tenuous relations with the locals.O

police whilst on duty enforcing the curfew regulations. The nation is entitled not
only to know this but to protection against

Francis K. Makoa is with the

DepartofPolitical Administrative Studies,
National University of Lesotho
ment
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The Botswana

Economy — Is the Boom

Over?
Keith

o

Jefferis
VER the past

Botswana
charted

a

decade, the

economy
course

has

which has

been

something of an exception in subAfrica, achieving very high
growth rates, balance of payments and
Saharan

government budget surpluses and rising
real income levels. The second half of the

1980s

was

particularly good for
a widespread per-

Botswana and led to

ception that the boom would continue in-

definitely. However, the 1991 Budget
painted a somewhat more gloomy picture than in recent years,
ster of
a

with the MiniFinance, Festus Mogae, talking of

"very difficult period ahead", characby " high rates of inflation, slower

ter ised

economic growth, the

drawing down of

accumulated national

foreign exchange

revenues

and

favourable balance of payments outturns".
Mr Mogae’s comments were partly an at-

tempt to deflate some of the more unrealistic expectations of continuing boom that
have built up in Botswana in recent years.
But they also reflected the economy’s rela-

tively poor performance in 1990. It is likely that 1990 wilt be seen as something of a
turning point in Botswana’s dramatic
economic development Although managing to avoid the direct effects of the recession that

was

increasingly affecting the in-

dustrialised countries, the country, never-

theless, suffered from

a

sharp reduction in

the rate of economic

growth from the very
high levels achieved in recent years. This
will have a major impact throughout the
economy and means that the Botswana
government faces new and difficult tasks if
it is to sustain its

relatively successful han-

dling of the economy.
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Growth in the

reserves, and less

non-mining sector fell by 3%: at work in

During the 1980s, economic growth in
averaged nearly 11 % a year, one
of the highest rates of growth in the world,
based largely upon the rapid expansion of
diamond mining. Between 1985 and 1989,
the international diamond industry
benefitted from exceptionally strong
demand (after a depressed period in the
early 1980s), which, fortunately for
Botswana, coincided with major increases
in diamond output. Besides contributing to
rapid economic growth, this led to increased export earnings, a build-up of
foreign reserves and government budget
surpluses and negligible foreign debt. This
Botswana

gave

Botswana one of the

economic

most

favourable

positions in Africa.
The problemsof heavy dependence upon
a single export commodity were illustrated
in 1990, however, as the growth in diamond
production came to an end. Diamond ex¬

a

furnace

ports fell by 1% in 1990 compared to 1989,
US$1,4 billion. This was despite a 5,5%
diamond price rise in March and appears to
to

be

largely due

to a reduction of the quality
grades being mined, to a level
which is reported to be more in line with the
long-term sustainable capacity of the

of the

ore

diamond

reserves.

Diamonds continue to dominate exports,

accounting for 80% of the total. However,
major commodity exports also fared
badly in 1990. Copper/nickel from the

other

Selebi-Phikwe mine suffered reduced earn-

ings due

to poor prices, whilst the
Botswana Meat Commission (BMC) was
unable to meet overseas export quotas for
beef — farmers appear to prefer keeping
their cattle for the future rather than selling
them to BMC for slaughter. Total exports,
at

US$1,76 billion, were down 3% on 1989;

the reduction in Pula terms

greater due to the

was even

appreciation of the Pula
29
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large foreign exchange reserves is precisely to act as a cushion should export earnings fall — as they did in 1990 — so as to

Economic Profile of Botswana
1987

1988

1989

1990

1,169

1,212

1,256

1,301

2 231

2 695

3 971

4

10,1
2 608

9.0

13,6

5,7

3 266

4 988

5 901

11.3

12,0

150,2

10,4
169,8

175,7

2664

2 686

3 667

3 262

also have

1572

2129

2 557

2 988

The vast

Macro-economic Indicators

Population
GDP per capita
Real GDP Growth
GDP at Market Prices
Consumer Price Inflation

Formal Sector Employment

Foreign Trade S Repayments
Exports (fob)
Imports (cif)
Current Account

Foreign Reserves
Exchange Rate

(Million)
(Pula)
(%p.a.)
(P million)
(%p.a.)
(Thousand)

8,1

5^

that there will be no need to sudden-

ly cut back on imports. It does however emphasise that in future the sintuation will be
different
expcat alone may not be suffi—

for the country’s desired level
imports, reserves may need to borrow

cient
of

to

pay

extensively overseas.

(P million)
(P million)
(P million)
(US$ mn)

1

155,0

798,0

779,0

256

2013

2 257

2 803

3 345

earnings from diamond exports
implications for the government.
majority (about 60% at present)

of government revenue
diamond in
or

the

distry

—

is derived from the

either through taxes

government’s share in the profits of
mining company Debswana,

the diamond

0,639

0,517

0,534

0,534

SA Rand/Pula

1.12

1,23

1,36

Zim $/Pula

1,06

1,00

1,22

1.37
1.41

(P million)

438

558

739

796

(P million)
(P million)

1825

2 556

2 751

3 296

have grown so rapidly with the expansion of the diamond industry that government has been able to increase its expenditure, on such things as

1312

1 788

2 219

2 706

schools, roads and defence, and still have a

40

36

(P million)

513

769

532

590

budget surplus. Effectively, the government has been saving, and has built up its

(%)
(%)

56,7
12,8

59,0

58,8

Now, however, the situation is different.

11.4

58,0
12,8

14,4

With lower

(%)
(%)
(%)

10,8
25,8

10,2
24,4
33,1

9.7
30,1
30,9

9.5
36,9
27,0

Public

Foreign Debt

Government Finances
Revenue

Expenditure
Expenditure as % of GDP
Budgetr Surplus/(Deficit)
Proportion of Total Revenues from:
Mineral revenues

Customs Union *SACU)
Defence

Health, education, housing
Economic Services

29,2

Origins of GDP (Current Prices)
Mining
Manufacturing

Agriculture
Government
Source:

1
41.2
6,1
4.0
15,3

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

A) Central Statistical Office; B) Bank of

43,5
4,9
4.0
15,4

51,0
4,2
3,0
12,8

Botswana: C) Ministry of Finance

(MFDP).
against the US dollar. The one encouraging
sign on the export front is that "other exports —mosUy textiles and other manufactures—grew by some21%toUS$137million. Although they remain small in relation

copper-nickel and beef, this
for the
government’s export promotion strategy. Despite disappointing export perfomance there is no immediate cause mfor
diamonds,

does indicate some success

concern.

Exports remained ahead of

in which it has
recent

im-

ports, and over the year Botswana
benefitted from a current account surplus of
uS$138mn although this is the
smallest

surplus since 1985. Furthermore,
of reserves overseas

Botswana’s holdings

continued to rise to reach a record level of
US$3,3 billion by the end of the year, representing some 16 months worth of imports
of goods and services. These reserves will
help

any necessary

economic adjustment

a

50% shareholding. In

years revenues

own reserves at

Proportion of Total Expenditure on:

30

ensure

Lower

US $/Pula

to

indeed part of the purpose of building up

the Bank of Botswana.

earnings from diamonds,

government revenues will fall accordingly.
Governments either has to reduce its ex-

penditure, or to run a budget deficit. In the

(1991/92) the governkeep expenditure at
planned levels, but with the consequence of
running a budget deficit for the first time
since 1982. Acknowledging that revenues
will not keep growing at the rate of the past
few years, however, it is likely that government spending will be restrained during
the period of the Seventh National
Development Plan (1991-%), so as to keep
to the expenditure to within a level that is
within the long term capacity of the
economy to sustain.
Overall economic (GDR) growth between July 1989 and June 1990 is estimated
at just under 6%. This was significantly
below the 13,6% achieved in the previous
new

financial year

ment

has decided to

year,

and the lowest since the recession of
Although poor by the standards of

1981-2.
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Botswana’s recent experience, it is respectable by

International standards and in com-

parison with other countries in sub-Saharan
Africa

—

for instance the world economy

in 1990 grew

by only 2%. It is also above
Botswana’s population growth rate, so it
still represents an
standard of living

increase in the
of Batswana,

average

even

if the

increase is

perhaps smaller that what
people have become accustomed to.
The overall rate of
down

by the

poor

growth

dragged
perfomance of the

by 3%. Growth in the non-mineral

sector of

the economy averaged 11%, the
fastest growing sectors being construction,

government and finances and business

ser-

vices.

Manufacturing industry grew by
only 4,6%, although this largely reflects
poor performance at BMC. Non-BMC

During 1990 the Government
nounced

an-

major review of its Incomes
Policy, with two main objectives a

liberalisation of wage and salary determination in the private and parastatal sector, and the

“decompression” of civil

ser-

vice salaries. This latter element involved
the

widening of pay differentials in govern-

ment

service

to

the difficulties which

government has forced in

gests some success for the government’s

retaining highly
skilled personnel, who have increasingly
been attracted by high salaries offered in

su^tegy of industrial growth and diver-

the

private

sector

—

which have themsel-

sification away from minerals.

ves

been boosted

by

a severe

manufacturing

grew

respectivily and

sug-

The Financial Assistance Policy remains
crucial component of the government’s
efforts to encourage in dustry investment
a

and diversification. FAP comprises a range
of investment grants and tax reductions for

five years. During the year almost 400
projects were approved, projected to
create some 3 300 jobs. Since its inception
in 1982just under 2 500 projects have been
approved under the FAP, and are expected
to provide soome 35 000 jobs, of which 20
000 have already been created — a significant figure in relation to total formal
sector employment of around 180 000.
up to

FAP

•

Zimbabwe dollar.

was

dominant minerals sector, which contracted

surplus. Whilst this Inakes imports
cheaper and hence assists the government’s
attempt to restrain inflation, it penalises exporters and works against the promotion
strategy. This leatter factor is seen as increasingly important in Botswana, and as a
result the central bank engineered an unannounced 5% devaluation of the pula in September. Despite this, the currency rose 3%
against the SA rand and 16% against the
trade

Inflationary pressures eased earlier in the
year, as

the inflation rate fell from 11,3% in

January to 10,6% in June. However, the rise
in oil prices caused by the outbreak of the
Gulf Crisis put paid to any further decline,
and inflation had risen to 12% by year end.
Inflationary pressurers remain strong and
inflation is unlikely to fall significantly in
1991.
The

pula remains one of the strongest
Africa, and continued to appieciate under the influence of Botswana’s
currencies in
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shortage of
skilled staff. Although decompression may
go some way to solving this problem, the
move was highly unpopular
amongst the
public at large, who saw the new incomes,
policy as an attempt by a wealthy few to
secure

disproportinate

a

Botswana’s
to

share of

prosperity, and doing nothing

address the serious problems faced by

the

majority of workers — low pay and
rapid increases in the prices of urban essen-

ing opportunities for the rural population
who remain heavily dependent upon remittances and transfer

banking sector, a major event of
the establishment of the
country’s fourth commercial bank, Zimbank. Although small relative to the major
commercial banks
Barclays and Standard Chartered
the entry of Zimbank
makes a small contribution to increasing
the level of competition in the banking sector. This has long been an objective of the
the year was

—

—

Government and the Bank of Botswana

(which supervises the country’s banking
system). They tiave taken the view that
Barclays and Standard Chartered should be
subject to more competitive pressure to ensure that they improve their services —
until recently they have used their monopolistic position to make high profits without

paying sufficient attention

as

accommodation and transport.

Issues around income distribution

are

like-

ly to become more contentious in Botswana
as

the gap

between the urban elite and the

rural poor

widens. Inequalities are not as
great as in many other developing countries
partly because the ruling Botswana

—

Democratic

Party’s rural

ensured that

a

revenues

power

base has

good proportion of mineral

has been directed towards extend-

ing health and education facilities and (to a
extent) roads and water supplies in

lesser

rural

areas.

much less

Nevertheless, there has been

success at

creating income-eam-

to the services

provided to both borrowers and lenders.
The prospect of further competition is in
with the announcement

store

by South

Africa’s First National Bank that it will

es-

tablish branches in Botswana later in 1991.
FNB

was

formerly Barclays in South

Africa until the latter was forced

pull out
Barclays
Botswana is, therefore, in the strange position of facing competition from its former
sister company. FNB is now closely associated with Anglo-American and marks
a further consolidation of the
giant South
under

anti-apartheid

African

vast

tials such

payments.

In the

ment

to

pressure.

conglomerate’s extensive involve-

in Botswana.

Both

companies and individuals have increasingly been finding that borrowing has
become

more

expensive

as

the Bank of

Botswana pursues its

policy of raising the
general level of interest rates in the
economy. Previous policy had been to keep
interest rates low in order

to

boost borrow-

ing by companies and individuals. This was
partly because the banking system has been
characterised by excess liquidity—a situation where more savings are being
deposited with the banks than they were
able to lend out again. Although the low interest rate policy did have some effect in
stimulating borrowing, it has now led to a
different kind of monetary problem. With
31

rising inflation
most

over

interest rates

the past four

are now

tion rate and hence

years,

below the infla-

negative in real
general, this is not a good situation for an economy to be in. One reason is
that it discourages saving — and yet an
economy needs people to save if there are
terms.

to

be

are

In

resources

available for investment in

future

productive activities. It also encompanies to borrow (cheaply) to
buy machines rather than to provide jobs
for workers. Such capital intensive investment is not suitable for an economy such as
Botswana’s, where job-creation is an urgent need. As a result of the Bank of
courages

Botswana’s moves, the commercial banks’

prime lending rates moved from 8% in
January to 9% in December and then rose
another two percentage points early in
January 1991.
Economic

Prospects

The reduction in diamond export earn-

ings and its impact throughout the economy
clearly illustrates the problem of dependence upon a single export commodity. It
adds greater urgency to the need for industrial diversification and a wider range of
export products, although both are longterm strategies and will take time to
achieve. In the short-term, the prospcts are
for a continuation of the 1990s less
favourable economic conditions. The international diamond market weakened

sig-

nificantly in the second half of 1990 under
the influence of recession in the USA and

Need for industrial diversification and

other consuming

nations and the uncertainty generated by the Gulf Crisis — although
total sales in 1990 were actually up 2% on
1989 after a very good first half. In 1991,
the world economy looks set to grow only
very slowly and world diamond sales are
likely to be below the 1990 level in real
terms. Even with De Beers’ tight control of
the international diamond market, diamond
sales

highly vulnerable to recession in
major economies and respond very
slowly to economic recovery — for instance, it was not until 1987 that sales by
the Central Selling Organisation recovered
enough from the recession of the early
the

are

nine years 2

500

new

1980s to pass

their previous (1980) peak. It
unlikely, therefore, that Botswana’s
diamond exports have yet felt the full impact of the current recesion. And even
a

slow-down in the international

diamond market, Botswana’s diamond

production has

reached full capacity
three mines, and other
sources of economic growth need to be
sought for the future. The Soda Ash project
at Sua Pan
officially opened in June —
now

with the present

wider range

of exports:

projects have been set

is

without

a

will provide

over

the past

up

welcome boost to exports,
Nevertheless, economic growth for 199091 is projected to be similar to last year’s
level at 6,7%. Although the Botswana
economy remains basically healthy by
regional and developing country standards,
attention must now turn to economic
policy-making in an environment which is
significantly less favourable than that of the
past few years.D
a

—

Keith

Jefferis is with the University of

Botswana, Gaborone
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Trade Unionism in

Post-Independence

Namibia
Lloyd M. Sachikonye
APTAIN

c

von

Francis continues

to cast his rather severe

the

over

main

glance

shopping

thoroughfare of the modern city of
Windhoek. His statue in the manicured

grounds of the ornate municipal build-

ings bears the plaque announcing his
founding of the city in 1890. But things
are changing. The city’s main street
which

once

bore the

imperial

Ihe economy grows

slowly while unsteadily. There have
been no dramatic changes in the conditions
of the working class. Multinational cor-

migrant labour. The NUNW had thus suein mobilising workers; in 1978, it
organised the strike against poor working
conditions at Rossing mine. In the same

porations and South African-based companics own and control substantial sectors

year,

of the economy. Lloyd Sachikonye was in
Windhoek in May this year and spoke on
these and other issues with Willy Matsi, the

ganise unions along industrial lines. In

employment

General

soars

Secretary of the Transport

ceeded

unionists from South Africa and Zim-

babwe

came to

Namibia

1984, the labour

to

assist

movement was

Workers’ Union and member of the Nation-

first set of industrial unions

Independence Street. In
fact, much more has been happening

al Labour Federation, National Union of

now

strong

enough to force the apartheid regime to
recognise the union’s right to organise. The

name

Kaiser is

us to or-

were

then

Namibian Workers

since Africa’s newest state attained its in-

(NUNW) and Irene
Stutterheim, the National Treasurer of the

founded beginning with the Food and Allied Workers’ Union; the formation of the

dependence in March 1990.

National Union of Namibian Workers. (S

=

National Mineworkers’ Union, Public Service Workers’ Union and the Teachers’

Stutter-

Union followed. All in all, the trade unions

A useful barometer of those

the

state

of U'ade unionism. The total

ber of workers
tor

changes is
num-

employed in the formal

has been estimated at 200 000

out

sec-

of the

country’s population of about 1,5 million.
The black population still experiences formidable structural constraints derived from
the

legacy of apartheid, principally social
and economic inequalities. Land hunger
grows amongst the peasants; the struggle
against illiteracy and skills has only just
begun. The congested housing in Katutura,
a few miles from the
spacious white suburbs, dramatically illustrates the housing
accommodation crisis.

Sachikonye, M
heim)
S: Could you

=

Matsi and St

=

boast

now

briefly

recount for me the

history of the NUNW?
M: The origins

of the NUNW go back to
early 1970s when the decision to form
it was made by SWAPO comrades in Tanzania. Initially, the decision to form the
the

NUNW had been circulated amongst

workers in Namibia itself. But the

political
situation was very difficult then. It was difficult to organise workers into unions.
However, the general strike staged in
December 1971 and January 1972 testified
to the revulsion of workers against connect

more

than 100 000

members. One sector in which

signed-up

we

have not

organised a union is that of commercial
agriculture: we intend to do so shortly.
S: Did there exist white trade unions

before independence and how did they
late

to

re-

black workers?

St: There

were

no

white industrial

unions, as such, although in certain industries, there existed white craft unions
linked to South African parent unions. No
unions were allowed in the public sector.
But there existed workers’

such

as

organisations
Municipal

the South West African

Staff Association and the Government Ser-
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vice Staff Association. Whites

occupied
leadership positions in these associations.
S'. The contract labour system was deep-

ly entrenched in the labour recruitment and
utilisation system in Namibia prior to independence. Has it now been phased out?
M: It has not yet been completely phased
out. Mining companies such as Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM) and
some companies in Windhoek still recruit
migrant workers from the north of
Namibia.
S'.The NUNW is

affiliated to SWAPO.
What is the nature of the relationship with
SWAPO and how do you see the future of
the affiliation?
M: The recent congress of NUNW
provided us with the first opportunity to
discuss the affiliation issue. The discussion
will continue

on

whether to affiliate to

SWAPO if it transforms itself from
tion movement into

a

a

libera-

political party. As

a

labour federation, we have our own constitution and some autonomy. I think it is
more

important to stress the aspect of al-

liance rather than that of

affiliation to

SWAPO.
St: At the recent NUNW congress, it was
agreed that the woricers’ struggle is a political struggle; likewise it was agreed that
neutrality by workers would have been a
political stance. In view of the reality that
there has been very little change to the inherited economic and political system, the
only vehicle for change at present is

SWAPO

as a movement

and government

S: What is your attitude towards the ap-

pointment of some of the best cadres in the
labour movement into ministerial positions
in government? A recent case was that of
Ben Ulenga, the former General Secretary
of the Mineworkers' Union.
M: Of course, this is cause of some disappointment but it is still important to take
into account that these cadres continue to
serve

workers’ interests

government However,

even

when in

the recent NUNW

congress recommended that there be prior
consultations by government before any
similar

appointments in the future.

St: Namibia and South Africa

are

quite

different from other African states due to

apartheid. The situation is one of very little
change. The multi-party system puts brakes
on meaningful change. The apartheid sys-

34

tern used to operate on the basis of
favouratism. There is, therefore, a strong
case for positive ot affirmative action for

blacks.

S: What type

of shop-floor structures
affiliate unions?

exist in NUNW

M: Workers elect their

the

own

stewards

on

shop-floor. The stewards then form

a

stewards’ committee which form stewards

councils in

a

these councils

particular industry. Above
are

mittees. We intend

branch executive

com-

forming regional

com-

mittees of industrial unions
these

soon.

Above

the congress and the national executive committee of the NUNW.
are

S: What

structures exist

for collective

bargaining purposes?
M: The structures are still

quite weak bepublic
sector prior to independence. Most bargaining was on a local level and there were
no formal agreements reached. As a result,
in the transport sector, my union has just
reached a recognition agreement with the
employers’ federation. However, under the
auspices of this agreement, different
categories of workers have different bargaining units. Our long-term intention is to
set up industrial councils which would
draw up national agreements for particular
cause no

unions

were

allowed in the

indusfries.
S:
isted

What

of labour legislation exbefore independence and has it now
been modified or replaced?
M: There was no labour legislation as
such at independence with the exception of
the Wage and Industrial Conciliation Orsort

dinance of 1952 which, however, excluded
farm and domestic workers from its

provisions. A labour Co5e has been drawn
up; the final draft was completed in May
this year and is now being considered by
the Cabinet. The NUNW made

tributions
it will

to

some con-

this Labour Code. If adopted,

bring about fundamental change in

labour relations in Namibia.

S: What is the position

of the NUNW on
training programmes run by government and the private sector?
St: At its recent congress, the NUNW
reviewed its position on skills training. It
agreed to the insertion of a clause in the
skills

Labour Code to the effect that there should
be continuous in-service skills

training. But
there is clearly need for a sound skills training policy on the part of government. Such
a policy will, amongst other things, make

us more aware

that

we

of the economic constraints

operate under and makes us more

realistic about

our manpower planning.
S: Can you elaborate on your own personal view of the post-independence

government’s economic and social
policies?
St: There is substantial sympathy for the
government for the immense problems it
faces in restructuring the economy. But
there is also disappointment with the slow
pace of change since independence. The inherited structural constraints

major
change. Furthermore, apartheid
has left us with very few skilled workers.
Also disappointing is that although Ministers push for change in the public sector,

obstacle

are a

to

white bureaucrats continue to be obstructive. If what is

happening in Namibia will
repeated in South Africa, then the
process of change there will be even more
be

difficult.
M: The Namibian

working class calls for

national control of the economy. Although
we now have political independence, we do

yet have economic independence.
Clearly, the government has inherited the
problem of a lop-sided economy. At the
not

same

time,

we

realise that

we cannot

change things overnight. You cannot switch
on socialism as you can switch on lights.
The NUNW stresses that worker education

is necessary

before drastic changes can be
brought about.
S: What is your assessment of this year’s
Budget presented in May?
M: I think it was a good Budget. Capital
expenditure will be higher in this new
financial year. So we can look forward to
economic expansion and, therefore, to increased employment.
S: Finally, how acute is the unemployment problem in Namibia?
St: Unemployment is indeed a major
problem: about 40% of the economically
active population is out of work. It is also
becoming clear that certain economic interests are trying to prove that independence
does not work. For instance, most com-

panics this year are not paying taxes but
choosing to invest, instead. These
economic interests

are

not

interested in

resolving unemployment and crime which
have

now

become endemic.□

Lloyd Sachikonye is Head of Labour
Studies at the Zimbabwe Institute of
Development Studies.
'
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ANC ELECTS NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

\

The

following is the full list of those candidates who were elected to the National Executive Committee
Congress (ANC) at its first legal convention inside South Africa in 30 years.
Nelson Mandela

—

Walter Sisulu

—

Oliver Tambo

—

Cyril Ramaphosa
Thomas Nkobi
Position

%of

Total

No.

Total

Votes

—

—

of the African National

President

Vice-President
Chairman

Secretary General
Treasurer

Position

%of

Total

Candidate

No.

Total

Votes

Candidate

1.

94.7

1 858

Chris Hani

26.

53.9

1 057

Winnie Mandela

2.

93.0

1 824

Thabo Mbeki

27.

53.7

1 053

Joe Nhlanhia

3.

89.8

1 761

Joe Slovo

28.

53.5

1 049

4.

87.9

1 724

Patrick “Terror" Lekota

29.

52.6

1 031

John
•

Nkadimeng

Dullah Omar

5.

868

1 702

Pallo Jordan

30

51.7

1 014

6.

86.5

1 697

Ahmed Kathrada

31.

48.9

958

Gertrude

7.

85.0

1 666

Ronnie Kasrils/ANC Khumal

32

48.8

956

Andrew

8.

83.8

1 644

Harry Gwala

33.

48.7

955

Siphiwe Nyanda/Gebuza
Sydney Mafumadi

Mohamed Valll Moosa

Shope

Mlangeni

9,

83,3

1 634

Steve Tshwete

34.

47.5

931

10.

78.8

1 546

Arnold Stofile

35.

47,3

927

Elias Motsoaledi

11.

77.7

1 523

Popo Molefe

36.

45.1

884

Mendi

12.

77.0

1 510

Joe Modise

37.

43.5

854

Reginald September

Msimang

13.

75.9

1 489

Raymond Mhlaba

38.

430

844

Barbara Masekela

14.

74 6

1 462

Mac

39.

42.7

837

Billy Nair

15.

72.4

1 420

Alfred Nzo

40.

41.5

814

Mewayizeni Zulu

16.

69.2

1 357

Ruth Mompati

41.

41.2

808

Sister Bernard Ncube

Maharaj

17.

67.4

1 321

Albertina Sisulu

42.

40.8

800

Gill Marcus

18

66 8

1 310

Raymond Suttner

43

404

792

Jeremy Cronin

19.

63.9

1 253

Trevor Manuel '

44

39 4

772

Rocky Malebane-Metsing

20.

63.7

1 249

Ebrahim Ismail Ebrahim

45

393

771

Kadar Asmal

21.

61.1

1 198

Aziz Pahad

46

38.7

758

Sakkie Macozoma

22

59.6

1 168

Cheryl Caromus

47

37.3

731

Peter Mokaba

23

59.2

1 161

Albie Sachs

48

36.7

719

Zola Skweyiya

24.

57.1

1 119

Joel Netshitendze/Peter M.

49

366

717

Thozamile Botha

25

565

1 107

Wilton

50.

36.6

717

Marion

Mkwayi

Sparg

In addition to the 55 elected

members, the National Executive Committee will include one representative from each of the 14 regions
country: the President and Secretary of the ANC Womens' League: 2 representatives from the ANC Youth League and one
representative of the Womens’ League from each of the 14 regions of South Africa to make a grand total of 90 members.

of the

The Southern Africa Political

Sai>i;.m Jhi.y. 1991

Economy Monthly (SAPEM) congratulates all members of the

new

National Executive Committee.
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Status of Cultural

Boycott Unclear

Stephen J. Chifunyise

o
while

NE of the

major features of the

cultural

boycott of South

Africa has been the fact that

performing artistes in South

Africa could

perform outside South
Africa, performing artistes in the rest of
Africa
I

were not

African

mass

cultural

those of the SADCC

organisations and

even to

the extent of

offering South African artistes delegation
status at meetings and conferences. Last
year,

the Women in Theatre Workshop and

the First Frontline Film Festival and

expected to perform in

workshop, both held in Harare, saw delega-

South Africa. For some time now, nation-

tions of artistes from South Africa, some of

al

organisation in Southern Africa
sought the advice of the liberation movements of South Africa on what artistes to

invite out of South Africa

promote

on

or

the international

indeed to
scene.

In

Zimbabwe, for example, the National
Arts Council of Zimbabwe seeks the ad-

vice of liberation movements to clear
groups contracted

by Zimbabwean and

whom

movements,

events

to

South Africa

Zimbabwe, it has been difficult

to

monitor and clear film-makers and actors
who have taken part

Zimbabwe

on

in films being made in

apartheid and South Africa

in general. In fact, it seems that this

category of artistes did not seem to be affected

by the cultural boycott at all with
regards to the clearance procedure indicated-above.

of

tions inside South Africa. In both events,

pact on the cultural boycott of South Africa.
seems

Africa

that

more

are now

artistes from South

finding it much easier

to

perform outside South Africa and that the
role of liberation movements in

advising
governments and national arts organisations has become less prominent More
contacts
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question of contacts between

cul-

organisations in independent Africa

and democratic

mass

in South Africa
matter.

the

mass

was

cultural organisations

considered

an

urgent

Should these contacts be initiated in

same

manner as

in sport

desire to admit South Africa back into tlie

Olympic
ment of

movements has seen the involve-

government-related sports or-

ganisations? There

were

also questions of

whether the Ministers of Information and
Culture in the SADCC countries will in-

have been made between South

of cultural boycott of South Africa

given

the rather different positions

mem-

held by

ber countries of the SADCC with

regard to

cultural contacts with South Africa.
Since the

return to

South Africa by lead-

ing black South African musicians and antiapartheid activists, there have been more
contacts

groups

between South African music

promoters and musicians in the SADCC
countries. This trend has, in fact, led to

from South Africa touring their own
of

countries. This has raised the question

whether, in fact, the cultural boycott is still
in force and whether there is still need to

consult the liberation movements in this

regard. This question becomes more critical when performing artistes see many
delegations from South African commercial and economic sectors attend conferences,

meetings and workshops organised by

national

organisations in the SADCC
Equally critical is the fact that music
promoters in the SADCC stales seem completely uninhibited by the cultural boycott
from visiting South Africa for the purpose
of organising musical shows by South
states.

African musicians in SADCC states.
The

biggest

worry among

performing

and visual artistes in SADCC countries is
the fact that while there is

the current
no

where the

itiate discussions on how to handle the issue

Political changes which have taken place
in South Africa have had a tremendous im-

It

should be considered within the

of the cultural boycott of South
if they are representatives
anti-apartheid mass cultural organisa-

tural

monitor move-

participation in such

Africa especially

performances in Zimbabwe.
of musical groups from

raising fundamental questions

scope

the

ments

without the clearance of the

whether their

as to

international promoters scheduled for

While it has been easy to

came

appropriate local authorities and liberation

groups making plans to tour South
Africa especially when they see more

more

status

indication

no

discussion

on

what is

being done to

review it, many promoters

from Western

Europe have flooded South Africa and

operating

on

of the cultural boycott and

are

if there is

no

cultural boycott.

Performing artistes

are

worried that by

as

the time the
will be

position is made clear, there

no room

for the tour of South Africa

by artistes from SADCC countries
tracts

as con-

will have been sealed with Western

promoters. Another worry is the fact that
while SADCC
tours

performing artistes consider

of South Africa in the context of cul-

ture. Western

performing artistes and their

managers consider their current contacts as

business contacts which many nations are

feverishly trying to establish with South
Africa in

anticipation of a positive political
change in that country and which they
Sapem July. 1991
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No discussion of the

believe

are

not

affected

boycott:

by the cultural

The question

of networking between

South African democratic

mass

cultural

or-

ganisations and those in the SADCC states
one area

that has been

seen as

immediate attention. There

requiring

seems

to be

legitimate concerns that while networking and contacts are being established
on political and economic spheres, there is
very

no

clear line in this

regard in the sphere of

culture.

There is

South African

tures which will

group

performs in Amsterdam, Netherlands

definitely attract many culindependent Africa. It is

tural workers from

boycott.

is

a

no

doubt that South Africa will

be a

major force in the development of cultural industries in the region in the postapartheid era. South Africa has the appropriate production and marketing struc¬
SAPEM JULY, 1991

anticipated that at the abolition of cultural
boycott, there will be massive influx into
South Africa by musicians from independent African countries where the
development of music industries is constrained by many problems as well as the
low status accorded to music. If changes are
not made in the cultural policies of SADCC
countries. South Africa will be

a

very at-

cultural

organisations in SADCC
countries, lead the way by seeking dialogue
with democratic

mass

lions in South Africa
tacts

or

cultural

organisa-

not? Are the

con-

between liberation movements of

South Africa and democratic

mass

cultural

organisations in independent Africa still
crucial? What role is being played by
SADCC in clarifying the state and status of
the cultural boycott? These are crucial
questions which the Ministers of Informa-

tractive environment for many

tion and Culture in SADCC

artistes from Africa

ignore. They are very crucial in determining the status of the cultural boycott and
the appropriate steps that must be taken by
performing artistes in independent

Another

area

rather unclear

performing
north of the Limpopo.

of great concern

is the

relationship between

governments and democratic mass cultural

olganisations in the area of cultural
development. Should the democratic mass

cannot

afford

to

Africa.n
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women as

problematic

affect colonial rule in

a

as

long as it did

not

negative way.

Colonial government, on the other hand,
had created institutions and structures
which reinforced those traditional
tures

which subordinated

struc-

in their

women

communities.

Although colonial legal sysrights of all the
colonised people, they legitimised disterns

Photo:

Margaret Wa9er

Under traditional law, women had land

Conceptual

rights, not merely the right to work
the land as paid labourers

on

Issues of
article intends to review

da for the

analytical concept in
development thinking in Africa has been
affected by two main processes; that is, the

history of

society, women and men
culturally and socially
assigned different socio-economic and
political roles, in the society into which
they are born. Such roles have also
have been

defined their power status in the society.
A distinction is hereby being made between

biological difference and gender.

While

sex

is born as, gender

is constructed and

acquired. If gender is
acquired, it can as well

be deconstructed. Gender thus defines
the

socially assigned roles of the inas determined by one’s sex. This

dividual
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region.

Gender

human

constructed and

concep-

The Historical Context

Ruth Meena

one

some

gender in Southern Africa
with a view to proposing a research agen-

Africa

is what

Colonised

as

women were

who could

not enter

treated

women.

as

minors

into any contract

of their

guardians or
Married women could not be
employed on permanent pensionable
consent

spouses.

tual issues of

Southern

T

crimination and subordination of

without

Gender in

HROUGHOUT the

had undermined the

an

terms.

Education, offered

to a few of the

stereotyped as it groomed
them into specified gender roles such as
teaching, nursing and other related social
women, was

services.
Because of the above, women in the
colonies constituted a

powerful force in the

colonial and the decolonisation processes.

nationalist

and in

During the colonial period, studies which
attempted to analyse different roles and
power differentials between sexes in

tion. And yet,

African traditional societies

done

by
anthropologists who were sponsored
by colonial governments. The main thrust
of social anthropological studies was to investigate and provide information concerning what appeared to have been "unique"
were

social

cultural behaviour of what the colonialists
considered to have been

"primitive" culsupptosed to
have facilitated the process of establishing
economically viable and politically stable
colonial entities. Social anthropologists did
tures. Such

not consider

information

was

the issue of subordination of

movement

wars

of libera-

the history of the nationalist

movements and wars of liberation
only acknowledge the participation of women as
supporters of wars of liberation. The
specific political roles played by women in

die movement

as

leaders and activists, the

contradictory gender relations in these
movements

have

constituted part

of
teaching and research by both students
of history and political scientists. This factor does not only distort historical
knowledge and impair political analysis but
strengthens attitudes and values which
legitimise subordination of women in
society. Gender .sensitive researchers and
academics and specifically women should
never

the

Sapem July, 1991

take this
remove ail
our

challenge. There is

a need to
distortion and biases which limit

capacity to understand and appreciate

the active role which

women

played in the making of

and

men

have

day

our present

societies.

deceased father

only get a third of the
with their brothers
getting the lion’s share. If such property
happens to be land, women can only get
usufruct rights but cannot sell it
The

This can be done by challenging the
stereotyped curriculum and research. Although the independent states of Africa

discriminatory pieces of legislation
are being challenged by Human Rights activists in the region and specifically women
activists. Six countries in the region i.e.

condemned sexual discrimination in their

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Mozambi-

constitutions and while

que,

a

few of the states

supported international actions against
sexual discrimination, the majority of states
inherited, adopted and perpetuated structures

and institutions which continue to

dermine the

un-

position of women in society.

ing

a

Lesotho and Botswana, are undertakmajor review of the existing laws as a

measure to

facilitate their revision. In Tan-

zania, the Tanzanian Women Lawyers’ Association, in collaboration with the Union
of Tanzanian Women’s

carried over from various African tradition-

Legal Aid Scheme,
collaborating in fighting against legal
illiteracy and against discriminatory legal
practices. The existence of discriminatory
law is a violation of basic Human Rights.
The citizens of this region both women and

al

practices of the indigenous population.

men

While

the statutory

All countries in Southern

stance, adopted a

Africa, for in-

dual or a mixed system of

laws which included civil laws inherited
from colonial states and customary

laws

legal institutions are ideally supposed to protect all persons against various
forms of abuse and violation against their
human rights, invariably all women in the
region are potential victims of various
forms of abuse of their rights due to discriminatory legal institutions. Citizenship
rights, for instance, discriminate against
women.

A Mozambican

woman

automati-

cally loses her citizenship rights upon marrying a foreigner, while the same rule
would not be applicable to a Mozambican
man married to a foreigner. In Swaziland,
Botswana and

Lesotho,

a woman

married

foreigner cannot transfer her citizenship to her spouse or children in the same
manner as a man married to a foreigner
to a

would have done.
The Tanzanian government, on

the other

hand, has claimed to have codefied all
tomary laws

in

cus-

for purposes of removing those aspects which violated basic
human rights principles. The codefied customs, normally referred to as the "Law of
Persons", has

use

seven

criminate

articles which dis-

against women in matters of
property ownership. Women cannot inherit
the property of their deceased husband
regardless of their contribution in the creation of such property. Female children of a
Sapem July, 1991

are

have to strive

to at

least

remove

from

laws those clauses which
shamelessly legalise discrimination.
Rights, however, as observed by Shivji can
never be granted. They have to be fought
for. It is upon the victims of discrimination
to take up this challenge.
Reforming the law, however, provides
the legal basis upon which victims of oppression will situate the struggle. It does not
automatically transform oppressive gender
relations. The existing relationship between women and men, specifically those
which have defined and assigned a subordinate social position to the female gender,
have had deep roots in the socio-economic
and cultural norms that have shaped the attitudes and values of the people from time
immemorial. Culture, as neatly expressed
by Professor Prah:
underpins our social existence and
defines dialectically both our
"being" and "becoming”. In this latter sense, it provides us with the tools
for creating and shaping our existential reality according to understandings embedded in the cultural
system to which we are existentially
and cognitively natives. The
dynamics of "being" and "becoming"
involves

in

cultural

can

share of the property

essence

the process

of

change.

African cultures, like other cultures, constitute a powerful and dynamic force for social change. While the continent has been

going through various processes of change,
there are specific cultural values and systerns which have not

changed substantively in the African cultures in line with other
socio-economic and political changes
which have been taking place. The norms
which have defined property relations between women and men at

the

norms

household level,

which have defined power and

authority at household level have tended

to

lag behind in coping with the processes of
change in this continent. Such cultural
norms,

however, have been

development
women

a

fetter to the

they constrain
participation in the

process a»

from effective

development process of this continent. The
cultural dimensions of

gender need to be

analysed in view of identifying those
aspects in our culture which continue to
hinder equal participation of women and
men in the development process. The
socialisation processes, however, including
the educational process, continues to reinforce values and

norms

which reduce

inferior social

beings. The
in our region are still
grooming women into stereotyped roles
mainly the social service sector. Existing
labour laws prevent women from engaging
in specific occupations. Reproductive tasks
are essentially considered as women’s
domain regardless of other roles a woman
might have.
women

to

educational systems

While attitudes and values of people can-

change overnight, there is room for
specific transformative actions which may
not

have

impact on people’s attitudes in the
long run. The socialisation processes which
an

include the school system, the mass media
and various adult education

campaigns can
changing people’s values and
attitudes towards the female gender. It is in
this light that we consider curriculum changes a vital tool in effecting change in attitudes of the people. African intellectuals
be useful in

should start

challenging educational
stereotyping in our existing educational
systems. Existing values and social cultural
39

norms seem to

have affecicd

development
strategies and thinking for the past three
decades.

Gender in

Development Thinking and

Strategies in Southern Africa
Africa has been

going through three

major phases in its development process
during the past four decades of indcpcndcncc. The 1960s when African state
were eager to ‘catch up’ in the
pull of
development through modernisation of

Photo:

Maragaret WaMor

Erosion of real wages has

increased the
they struggle
for their survival: selling roast maize in
Maseru, Lesotho (above)
double load of

In

some

which

women as

countries, the only property

women can

consider theirs is their

cooking utensils (left)
Photo: Calvin Donöo

their economics. The modernisation

however, frustrated its architect

as

model,

realised that they had not basically resolved

it failed

problems of mass poverty. The increasing
mass poverty during the 1970s made
African creditors nervous as they were
more concerned with the
ability of paying

to deliver the goods it had promised. The
growth of the GNPs, did not have the expected "spill over" effect on the majority of
the people.

Thus

during the second decade of inde-

pendence, that is the 1970s while the
was not totally discarded, there were attempts to integrate a
greater majority of the people in the
development process. Poverty-oriented
development projects such as those of the
modernisation model

World Bank, sponsored small farmer
schemes and the Rural Integrated Develop-

Projects

the debt and less concerned with the grow-

ing impoverishment of the people. Hence
in the 1980s, African states were forced to
pursue adjustment and restructuring
policies which paid no attention to the welfare of the people.
The above provides a context within
which gender is to be conceptualised.
Modernisation was supposed to have meant
"a process through which the underdeveloped countries acquired certain

were pursued together with
of basic services such as mass
literacy programmes, universal primary
education, primary health services, universal water programmes and so forth. By the

countries. Most of the African states

end of the decade, however, African states

sumed however that it would have been

ment

the provision
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characteristics

—

social, political,

economical and cultural

—

similar to the

already industrialised ‘developed’
as-

possible to replicate the development
process of the West without destroying the
existing African traditional structures.
Modernisation strategy was

supposed to
gender neutral but directed
towards specific classes. In the rural areas,
have been

the target was a "progressive farmer" that
is a woman or a man who was receptive to
modem

farming techniques and was willing and able to practise modem farming.
Given the African traditional setting,
however, where a woman rarely had land
rights other than the right to work on the
land, it follows that modernisation in the

agricultural sector was being directed to the
progressive man who could invest in land
through mral credit facilities.

Similarly, industrialisation which was
targeting an urban enu'epreneur class was
gender biased in favour of the male gender.
Women in the urban

sector

constituted

Sapkm Jul.Y, 1991

either the

unemployed who had migrated to
the urban sector due to matrimonial rela-

economic and

lions, or the semi-skilled or those who were

liberal feminist theories

engaged in

demanded

variety of informal activities.
Informal sector activities ranged from prostitution, illicit beer brewing, food mongering and vegetable vending. It also included
a variety of house-keeping tasks. Most of
a

these activities

were

survival activities and

did not

provide women with enough capital to enable them to invest in industrial
ventures. In some

and

countries like Swaziland

Lesotho, married

enter

into

a contract

women

without the

could not
consent

of

their

husbands, thus making it practically
impossible for women to acquire credit for
investing in big enterprises.
The

conceptual problems of the moder-

nisation approach not

withstanding,

we

do

how African states could have

not see

modernised without destroying some of the
traditional structures and institutions.

Modernisation required among other things
the destruction of the traditional land tenure

questioning gender inequities in the sociopolitical system. Inspired by

between

more

sexes.

a

few scholars

equal sharing of re.sources

Within the liberal tradition,

feminist scholars had taken

an

exclusive

"women focus” in their

token

measures

creased number of

women

which
an

in-

in the decision-

to

women to

licipation in the

facilitate their par-

two organs

of the .slate.

Studies have, however, revealed that the
quota system has not
tion of

women

in the

family as a means of maintaining political
stability. The attempt to gel the best out of
the two worlds

was

bound

to

frustrate the

modernisation architects. The attempt to
modernise brought into being a dual
economy which was neither modern nor
tfaditional.
Within the modernisation paradigm,
educational expansion was to be dictated

by what was conceived by the governments
to have been ‘man’ power needs. This implied adopting colonial educational inslitulions and structures and its stereotyped curriculum and content. While there was a
modest expansion of female education, its

pyramid

extremely skewed with very
few females reaching the top of the apex.
This marginalised women in the decisionmaking process.
was

Within the context of the modernisation

paradigm, few feminist expauiates started
Sapem July, 1991

women

changed the

proper-

representatives in both the

un-

resolved.

to

the traditional role of the

The WID

esl.

"positively" dis-

a quota system,

1970s, however, most of the

states

abandoned what appeared to

have been

"gender neutrality" (which in c.smale-stream plans) for a more
gender sensitive (which in es.scncc was a
woman focused) approach. The poverty
oriented programmes which were being
pursued in the 1970s together with the basic
service strategies were suppo.sed to incorporaie distributive and social justice
aspects in their agenda. It was being asscnce was

sumed that the 1960s models had failed because

the

women,

majority of the

poor,

specifically

had been left out of the mainstream

of

development. During the 1970s, therefore, many development agencies established Women In Development Officers
(WID). While government ministries
lablished
ments

women

"focal"

of women’s affairs

es-

points, departor fully fledged

ministries of "women’s affairs".
The main
WID

to occur

in the

analysis ignored the fact that
fully integrated in the

had been

What the

needed

women

development

was

prtKe.ss

power to

in their inter-

The issue of emprrwcrmcnt never constiluted part of development agenda during
the 197()sde.spilelhc fact that development

suaiegies paid lip service to issues of s(x:ial
justice and poverty. The WID ideology
sought to integrate women into the
mainstream of development planning for
purposes of controlling their activities
rather than empowerment. Given the fact

In the

African

bound

process. As

women

through

criminated

were

their income generation activities.

direct

paradigm left the gender problems

preserve the traditional structures
and institutions specifically those relating

which

ment

making organs. In Tanzania, for instance,
the government and the ruling parly ,

subsistence
strived

including maternal and child .scrvices, clean water, basic education as a way
of making them lc.ss vulnerable to changes

development proce.ss as opprcs.scd and exploiled producers of food and raw material
as well as reproducers of the labour force.

some

liberal demands within the modernisation

to industrial workers.
to have consciously

sistance

introduce

would facilitate the inclusion of

party and the government organs. Thus,

farming

passive actors in
development process. As victims,
women had to be
given a nuxlicum of asthe

developpassive actors, women
had to be incorporated and integrated into
the main stream of development
through
giving them credit facilities and supporting

release of African women’s labour from

stales seem

"victims" and

analysis of the
power relationships between the two
genders. Thus they demanded "power sharing" rather than dismantling of the existing
gender relations. Since power-sharing does
not essentially challenge the institutions
and structures which reinforce gender inequities, some governments were ready to

system, it demanded reconstruction of
traditional gender roles to facilitate the

African

women as

es.senlially dominated the inthey indeed consiiiulcd what
Hyden termed "uncaptured" peasantry. The
government and the financial agencies
were interested in
controlling the activities
women

formal sector,

of

women

and

not

empowerment.

Despite the above, the incorporation of
gender concerns in the development agenda, including global propaganda such as the
declared Women’s Decade for Development, did have some positive impact in
terms of creating awareness. It is not
by
sheer coincidence that the 1970s witnessed

growing interest by many African born researchers who posed gender issues in their

a

analysis of development theories.

During the 1970s,

some

few of the

female graduates of the 1960s were

re-

entering the university for graduate studies.
If education

under-graduate level had not
gender awareness, their profesexperience had. As they entered the
at

created

conceptual problem with the

ideology is that it tended

that

to see

sional

labour market, with their male counter-

tn.
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parts, they had to

when African intellectuals

as

over

grapple with triple roles
mothers, wives and professionals.
Sexual division of labour was affecting
their job mobility and professional training.
They also faced open discrimination and
sexual harassment. The condition
sened

was wor-

by the fact that their participation in
existed, or in
unions was very marginal due to the

workers’ councils where they
uade

unfair division of labour.
The awareness of gender issues and how
gender inequities were affecting the
development process did not seem to have
had a significant impact on the development strategies which were pursued by the
majority of African states in the 1980s and
1990s. The Structural Adjustment
Frogrammes (SAFs) seem to have discarded the WID approach in practice. The
social costs of SAFs
and need

no

are

well documented

detailed discussion. It is well

known that the poor

have had

more

than

a

of adjustment.
to have suffered

greater share of the costs
Women in

particular seem

mosL

Under the
women

existing land tenure systems,

have not benefited from increased

producer prices despite the fact that they
constitute the majority of rural producers.
Erosion of real wages has increased the
double load of women as they struggle for
their survival and their families. Budgetary
cuts have affected their biological
reproductive roles as maternal mortality
and infant mortality increases. In some
cases,

their school enrolment has decreased

while

drop-out rates have increase. Increased work load due to survival strategies
is

affecting job mobility both vertical and
horizontal. Women have indeed been (to
use Havnevik words) "shock absorbers" of
the socio-economic and political crises.
This then is the context within which the

gender project within SAFES
conceived. As

an

stitution,' SAFES is

equities
process

has been

academic research inaware

that gender in-

affecting the development
of our African states. It is, thereare

fore, a relevant variable which has to be in-

corporated in the research process. The
Gender problematic has to be debated and
discussed
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specifically during this phase

There is also

an awareness

debating
democracy.

are

academic freedom and

that

a

research

agenda has to be defined by us from the
South given the past experiences where the
models imposed upon us have failed to find
lasting solutions to our problems. But the
relationship between women and men and
specifically the subordination of the female
gender is a complex multi-dimensional
problem which cannot be explained by a
single factcff. Men and women of various
disciplines have to address to the complexity of the gender problem. While the
values and norms of people are critical in
analysing gender relationships, such values
cannot be comprehended outside the socioeconomic and political context which
shapes and moulds such value systems.
Given this complexity, it is difficult to
prioritise gender research issues in this
region.
Research on gender poses some theoretical and practical problems. On the practical
part, there is under-representation of the
female gender in the social science community. This is a reflection of the existing
gender inequities in access to education,
specifically higher learning institutions. It
also reflects inequity in access to research
resources. Part of engendering research
would entail identification of female

democratisation of the

learning process
marginalise the
female gender in the production of
knowledge and worse still refuse or hinder
efforts of developing theoretical analyses
which explain the existing attitudes and
values which consider the female gender an
inferior gender. This then is the context
within which engenderisation of social
science research generally and specifically
SAFES research projects is recommended.
while

continue to

Operationally, engenderising SAFES research would entail creating an environment which will facilitate greater participadon of the female gender in the research
process. And secondly, encourage a
deliberate effort to incorporate gender
analysis in the research process. Given this
context, the following problematic is
proposed as one of the priority areas of the
SAFES

gender project:

•

in this region has
contributing a lot in building up at-

the education process
been

titudes and values which reinforce exist-

ing gender inequities. This problem
arises from the following aspects:
•

various

disciplines and subject

binations

are

com-

directed to consciously

individuals to stereotyped sex
gender is being
stereotyped into roles which society has
given them an inferior status in terms of

groom

roles. The female

re-

searchers and

providing them with resources which will enable them to participate in
the research process. It will also entail identifying fliose constraints which hinder the
female gender from access to higher learn¬
ing.

material remunerations and social
status.

Education is, therefore, influenc-

ing employment gender patterns. To
deconstruct gender roles, one needs to
first identify

There are, however, more

profound
theoretical issues in engendering the research process. The research process has
tended to ignore raising and investigating
those a.spects which address the relationship between women and men with an attempt to provide theoretical explanations to
the subordination of the female gender to
the male gender. There is, therefore, a need
for a ‘U’ turn in the epistemology of
knowledge and the methods which have
traditionally dominated the research
process. It is empty talking if we rhetorically demand academic freedom and

we

the existing biases and sub-

ject combinations which stereotype the
female gender, identify

those constraints
entering other
disciplines and, finally, take transformative action in the existing disciplines;
which limit females from

•

related to the above is the omission
intent

or

(by
otherwise) of the knowledge of

the role of the female

gender in the

society. The historical knowledge, for
instance, is provided as if it is only the
male

gender which has been responsible

for the

making of history. Folitics is

taught as if it entails

power

relationship
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between

men

men.

The economy is

of this research

sexism in the educational process;

university produces teachers and curriculum developers who will then

the third

as

problem is related to access:

educational resources have been

objective of effecting curriculum transformation for purposes of engendering
the educational {»"ocess. The project is
also intended to facilitate the integration
of

gender analysis in the process of
producing and consuming knowledge. I
have purposefully decided to have as a
starting point the university programmes because of the following reasons:

facilitate

cause

unequal

resources

ac-

in order to

equitable distribution of such

resources.

The above

provides

makes the issue of

a context

educational process one among
most

research

which

engendering the

the top

agenda for the SAFES

organising a planning workshop
which will bring together some researchers
which will bring

together some researchers

who have shown interest and have been in-

volved in

gender research and other related

activities.
The purpose

of this workshop is to plan

the redirection of the research process

this article. This exercise is intended to

riculum will have greater

having

chances of

an

towards

engenderised research. The

facilitate the

incorporation of gender in
teaching and in the curriculum of

highest institution of learning, the
university deals with an adult population
whose monopoly of knowledge in
specific fields gives them power and
authority to influence and mould the
ruling ideology. The university community should play a leading role in the
destruction of the ideologies which

as

the

prioritisation of research ac-

tivities which SAFES

gender project will

undertake.

facilitate the

other levels;

which

Project is

therefore

impact on other levels of
learning. It will, for instance, facilitate

changes in the existing university cur-

genders. There is need to first identify
educational

SAFES Gender Research

how. to integrate gender analysis in the
educational process and particularly in the
research process in this region. The participants will brainstorm on some conceptual and methodological issues raised in

tably distributed between the two

cess to

•

project is to review the
existing gender biases in the existing
academic programmes with a long-term

the

those aspects

j

inequi-

legitimise the subordination of one
gender by the other. In general terms, the
university community should lead in
challenging oppressive ideologies.

gender project The immediate objective

if various processes have
had same type of impact on the two
genders. Cultural knowledge portrays
the patriarchal ideology as if it is divine;
language is used and developed to
portray an inferior image of the female
gender, performing arts are promoted to
reinforce and portray an inferior status
for the female gender. The teaching of
the laws disregards the differential impact of interpreting and enforcing law on
the two genders. There is deliberate attempt in the natural sciences, specifically in biological sciences, to give false
explanations concerning the female
gender to justify its inferior status. There
is a genuine need to re-examine the curriculum with the purpose of removing

analysed

•

and

The

participants are therefore requested

critique the conceptual and methodological issues raised in this paper as a basis for
to

our

discussion.

The

planning workshop will take place

from 26-28 August

1991 in Harare. SAFES

will meet travelling expenses, hotel accom-

modation and
invited

off-pocket

expenses

for the

participants.D
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BOOK REVIEWS

How Africa

Developed Greece

The Black

Athena, The Afro-Asiatic Roots of Classicial Civilisation by
Martin Bernal, Free Books, 1985
Reviewed

by Dani W. Nabudere

N his

path'breaking book, How
Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter Rodney, the radical Guyanese
historian, recorded the history of
European slave trade, plunder, colonisation and exploitation of Africa spanning
over a period of five hundred years. Because of the immediate impact of these
five hundred years on the continent’s
development, Africa’s contact with
Europe has been seen as having started

I

with Vasco da Gama and the early For-

feriority of Africans and the superiority of
Europe over all non-European communities. The book. Black Athena, The

Afro-Asiatic Roots of Classical Civilisation, which

published in 1985, is

was

by Martin Bernal, for many years
a Fellow of King’s College Cambridge, and
now a professor of Government Studies at
Cornell

University in the US.

Martin Bernal’s

scholarly, three-volume,

ten-^ear work is indeed a rigwous piece of

Africa’s contact with

woik for which the author deserves

matter, from the Semetic Phoenicians.
The revelation of how this academic and

ideological fraud was carried out has
recently been exposed in a book that requires wide readership among Africans,
particularly the intelligentsia who have
been subjected to the mainstream
44

The

praise.

This work is in fact the latest of a series of

books written

by European scholars to confirm early Greek conception of their culture
as being rooted in the East in general and
Egypt in particular. The earliest works are
those of the Greeks themselves, and par-

ticularly Homer’s Iliad, Herodotos; Histories, Hesoid, Diodoros and
well

as

ings, mainly based
Greeks

even

Plato

as

wcffks of Greek tragedy. Later writwere

on oral tradition
those which appeared

of the
in the

Age of Enlightenment which too recognised Africa’s contribution, through Egypt
to Greek culture. What then happened?

Challenge of the "Ancient Model"

According to Bernal, the "ancient
model” of

antiquity according to the
Greeks, pointed to the
Egyptian colonisation of Greek Thebes and
recOTds of ancient

Athens and

Egyptian conquests of Argolid

well

the Phoenician foundation of

authored

tuguese expansion in Africa and Asia.

Europe in fact goes
back thousands of years and her allround positive impact on Europe although clearly acknowledged by early
Greeks, has since the eighteenth century
been suppressed by romantic reaction
against any idea that Europe could have
learnt anything from Africa, or for that
.

European, racist propaganda about the in-

as

as

Thebes. Thebes, it should be remembered,
was

the first African

city built south of the
times (as chancel-

Nile Delta in pre-historic

lor Williams: The Destruction of Black

Civilisation,
that the

so

clearly points out) Thebes

Egyptians and Phoenecians

founded in Greece

was

thus

of the ancient African

Phoenicians too
fluenced

were

recognition
city since the
a

very

much'in-

by Egypt.

The ancient Greeks

acknowledge that it

through these colonisations of Greece
by the ancient Egyptians that Greece was
was

civilised, Egypt having been looked upon

by them

as a

fount of all ‘Gentile’

philosophy and learning as well as religion.
This respect for Egypt was so great, that the

Greeks

were

blamed

by the medieval

Europe for having been unable to preserve
Sapem July, 1991

this

heritage during the period of Egypt’s
decline. Later Greeks, including Plato,
while conscious of the

implication of this

version of history on Greek pride, neverthe-

less admitted ancient "genetic"
between

relationship

Egypt and a Greece in general and

Athens in particular,

although they tried to
give priority to Athens.
Plato like Greeks of the 5th-4th century

BC, appear to have been offended by their
ancient legends of colonisation by

own

Egypt because it put Hellenic culture in

an

inferior

position to that of the Egyptians
Despite this and despite
attempts in this period to despise and create
an atmosphere of fear
against the Egypand Phoenicians.

tians, at the same time they felt deep respect
for their
;

cient

antiquity and well preserved
religion and philosophy.

With the civilisation of

an-

Europe by

Greece, Bernal shows how 18th century
Europe also began to question what Bernal
calls "Ancient Model".
do

so was

Among the first

William Mitford

an

to

’ ^ h century

British historian, who although

iallenging

the Ancient Model for the first time, was
also

Courtesy of the Egyptian Embassy. Zimbabwe

sceptical of Greek achievements. The

The Christian Church felt

15th century

Rennaissance in Europe encouraged the revival of Greek studies and
a

love for Greek literature and

but

even

then there

was

an

language,
underlying

respect for Egypt and the near East.

ideas of the

Christianity and Egypt
as

well

as

European paganism. Here the problem was
that in the 5th century BC,

Egyptian deities
began to be worshipped under Egyptian
names, following Egyptian ritual
throughout Greece, the East Mediterranean
and later the whole Roman world. It

was

only with the collapse of Egyptian religion
after 2nd century AD that Christianity as an
Oriental cult, began to

replace it. Despite
this, Egyptian religion continued to enjoy
support and it was with the purpose of final-

ly burying it that Christian thinkers, in

an

effort to tame it, turned it into a
philosophy.
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by which this was done was

reminiscent of what Plato had done in

vincing the Greeks

The Christian Church also felt itself

challenged by Egyptian religion

The process

challenged hy Egyptian religion:
church in Egypt

to accept

con-

his political

Republic: to make the Greeks

believe in the "noble lie" that such a rule ac/

tually existed in Greek Antiquity. The
Christian Fathers did the same by identifying the figure of Hennes Trismegistos with
Toth, the Ancient Egyptian God of wisdom.
They, however, encountered another difficulty: were the holy texts attributed to
Hermes prior to the Old Testament of
Moses
to

or

their

not, and in order to

own

"noble

Moses texts

came

give sanctity
lie", they decided that
first, and therefore

weresuperior to those of Toth. Even then,
they still acknowledged that Greeks had
learnt most of their philosophy from Egypt,
but they

had linked the two by reversing the

an

ancient basilica

historical order. Any notions that Chris-

tianity had
Ancient

roots

Egypt

in the religious beliefs of
were

also strenuously

fought
The Overthrow of the Ancient Model
and the Rise of the

Aryan Model

The above

analysis which Bernal undertakes, with great skill, reveals an ambivalence in both academic and religious
circles up to the 18th century on the role of
Ancient

Egypt

on

European civilisation.

The last part of the century, however,
to

tilt the balance against

began

Egypt and Bernal

relates this shift at this time

to

the desire by

European ruling circles for order and
stability. As a result, Rome was preferred
Model of stability. The rise in ideas of
science and the paradigm of "progress"

as an

y^ith which early scientific discoveries and
45
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stimulation from the Egyptian-oriented
Hermetic Free Masonry Movement. His
experimental techniques and ideas were

anything from Egypt and the

the status of

Christianity and the bourgeois order of late
18th century and early 19th century to

derived from the Egyptians whom the
masons believed to be the authors of
geometry. Newton took it as his mission to
retrieve the Egyptian prisca sapientia
which he regarded as essential to his theory
of gravitation because it had an accurate

crush the Ancient Model. Bernal

measurement of the circumference of the

industrial

associated, also
played their part in this process of downcapitalism

were

grading Ancient Egypt
The

breakthrough to this scientific age,

however, is the important to note in its relation to the

underplaying of ancient Egypt,
these developments that united

for it is

done

it

was

try to find a ‘science’ to fit it.

was to

Newton demoted

Egypt in order to raise

Christianity but did not uplift

Greece. However, as Bernal
a

way

number of Christian

clearly shows,

apologists used the

emerging paradigm of ‘progress’, with its

point to be important to warrant returning

world. From John Greaves measurements

presupposition that the "later is the better",
to promote Greece and demote Egypt. In
this way, science and Christianity
cooperated in the creation of the new

it in his brief conclusion: We have al-

of the Great Pyramid, however, Newton

mythology and religion of ‘progress’

to

sees

this

ready alluded to failure by the Greeks

to • built

the old wisdom of Egypt in whole.
According to Bernal:

preserve

The

sense

of loss that this created,

and the guest to recover

lost wisdom,
were major motives in the development of science in the 17th century.

one

of his

equations that led to his

theory of the law of gravity.

from the

The Newton

discovery in physics had
implications for Christianity. If

serious
matter

God

could

in

itself, how could

now move

the

against Africa. The idea as to delink Europe

"prime mover" and

While

prior African cultural heritage.
Christianity had its

institu-

own

tions, the new science needed to develop its
institutions. This

own

provided by

was

as

King George II, Elector of Hanover and

and maintainer of the Universe?

Another problem arose, this time of a politi-

King of England in establishing the University of Gottingen in Germany in 1734 to

coming together of Christianity and

cal nature. If matter could

create a

science.

of

There

are a

number of elements to this

First, although Copernicus’ mathematics
were

derived from Islamic science, his

heliocentricity came to him with the revival

come

creator

as

move

people’s need for a king

mover" and the

as

itself, what

their "prime

position of the Whig

con-

stitutional monarchy which at this time was
a

hot constitutional issue?

compelled

bridge" between England

Germany. The first ‘scientific’ work to

emerge at Gottingen

fittingly, was a human

racial classification in 1770. This book
created

These two circumstances

for the Egyptian

and

"cultural

a^

"scientific" ladder in racial

categories in which

a new race

notion of a divine sun following the conversion of Egyptian religion
into philosophy by Christians. His calcula-

Newton to revise his views about Egypt and

his belief and

three forces which Bernal calls the "Tri-

‘Negroid’ race

hypothesis that the sun was indeed at the
centre of the planetary system. Copernicus
follower Giordano Bruno went beyond this
and advocated a return to the original or
natural religion of Egypt (EgyptoPaganism). For saying this he was burnt at

angle" faced Egypt: science, Christianity

it. This ‘academic’ work

the stake in 1600, but his contribution to

was

science

acknowledged by later his-

Egypt and make it turn the ‘correct’ direc-

that

significance of Copernicus’

tion in its cultural

climate "could

tions

were

was

torians. The

based

on

to turn more to

and Greece. Science
the concept

tianity

both science and

order to

cording to which the Universe revolved
around the Earth. This therefore, inten-

The

struggle against the

struggle to bring the

new

science

under its influence.

Secondly, Isaac Newton, the discoverer
of the law of
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gravity, had his scientific

Furthermore, for

detach

Greece from

heritage. This required

repudiation of the Ancient Model in
replace it with the ‘new’ Aryan

Model.

sified its

new

Christianity to succeed, it

necessary to

created

religion of Ancient Egypt It also inten-

associated with

of "progress" and for the

was necessary.

the

sified the church’s

was

now on,

paradigm of progress to consolidate, Chris-

discovery overturned the world view

by Christianity nevertheless, ac-

Christianity. From

Aryan Model and ‘Racial Science’

While it is clear that mythology was vital
to

the maintenance of the Ancient Model,

the
its

new
own

scientific age

could not come into

without the creation of its

own

mythology and language. The strategy was
to

show that Greece would not have learnt

"Caucasians"

(whites)

was

called

created and

placed on top of the ladder, while the black
was

placed at the bottom of
by a professor

John Fredrich Blumcnbach
followers

to

was

used by his

develop other ideas of

geographical specificity of Europe and its
climate being "better" than that of other
continents. This

was

used to

"provc^

that

Europeans were superior. It was asserted

only people who lived in temperature
really think". There was
concern for ethnicity and local situations
against the universalism of Radical Enlightenment and the French Revolution.
Race and colour of skin became
in this
there

mylhodology. By 15th century,
already indications of linking

was

were

factor

were

the dark skin with evil and

this

a

new

inferiority and

when the much dreaded

Gypsies

moving into Europe. They were

feared and hated for tlicir darkness and al-
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leged sexual prowess. Although the people

Greece from the ‘barbaric’ blacks of Egypt

chauvinism which

concerned

and effectively erased from memory all talk

minds of these modern

about

racists.

were

streaming in from North-

West India, the name of Gypsies which was

applied to them meant Egyptian. However,
it

was

after 1650s that

racism grew

which

was

a mwe

clear-cut

intensified by the

slave trade and the colonisation of North

These racial contrivances made the task

of European "race scientists" increasingly
difficult Since they acknowledged a level
of civilisation which existed in

though white slavery had existed even in
late Egypt Theories of African inferiority

Egypt the
issue arose as to what colour the Egyptians
had been. The idea was to upgrade the
civilisation by linking it to a white race,
while degenerating it in relation to Greece.
Egypt was said to have been ‘white’ despite

articulated as scientific theories. Cur-

the clear fact that the Greeks themselves

America. Aristode had justified slavery and
this

was

picked

that Africans

were

upon as

were

vier defined the

1

Egyptian colonisations of Greece, at
period under review.

least for the

authority to hold

"natural slaves" al-

"Negro race"

as

"black

through Herodtus knew the Egyptians

as

uppermost in the

was

"progressive"
Munumutapa’s Great Zimbabwe

monuments were

attributed

to a

the Phoenicians who had

—

any

no

white

race

records of

such venture!
Motives

What

were

the motives for this racial

juggling? We have already indicated the
fundamental reasons: to upgrade Greece, to
deny that it was at one time colonised by
black

Egyptians and to

erase

from history

notion that a black race could have
developed a philosophy, religion, a science

any

complexion, woolly hair, compressed
cranium and a flat nose". He approximated
the race to the "monkey tribe the hordes of
which have always remained in the most
complete barbarism". Gobineau described
the Africans as a "black variety" of
humanity which is "the lowest and lies at
the bottom of the (human) ladder". He
described its "animal character" as
lent to it its
moment

having

destiny of barbarism " from the

of conception". He added"

If its faculties for thinking are
mediocre or even non-existent, itpossesses

in its desire and

as a conse-

in its will an intensity that is
often terrible. Many ofthe senses are
developed with a vigour unknown in
the other two races: principally taste
and smell. It is precisely in the greed
for sensations that the most striking
mark of its irferiority is found.
quence

This

degrading of the Africans and the
people generally was a pre-requisitt
to obliterating all their achievements and
their prior impact on Europe.

black

Now it

was

stated that Greek cultural

heritage came from the North and not from
Africa. The first human beings were now
located somewhere in mountains of Central
Asia and attempts were

made to link the

‘Aryan’ invasions of India with Dorian inLinguistic linkages were made between Sanskrit
vasions of Greece from the North.

and Greek in order to create

an

‘Jado-

European culture’. This helped to ‘retrieve’

Courtesy of the Egyptian Embassy, Z/mbabtve

Any notions that Christianity had roots in the religion of ancient Egypt were
resisted: a monastery
black

of astronomy, geometry and mathematics

how

when the white

people. Prof Jean Devise has shown
early Christians portrayed Egypt as
black. He also showed how Egyptians were
‘blackeyed’ in the 15th century (although at
this time Egypt was occupied by the Arabs)
when they were very much admired. He
shows that many
sance

black. Zimbabweans will be familiar with

this "scientific"
the
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medieval and Renaispaintings portrayed Egyptians as
jockeying to understand
European racial

reach the
any

same

races at

level.

the time could not

They had also to deny

cultural connection between the
"pure"

"animal-like" Africans and the
blooded

Aryan—Caucasian race and of all

civilisation. In short, civilisation and culture
»

flowed southwards always

from the

North and not vice-versa.

craziness of
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This is well documented

by Bernal. But
\ why should this racial craze surface at the
end of 18th century and early 19th century?
Bernal gives the immediate causes as being
an

attempt in Germany to fight back the ef-

20th century
But there

historians.

ment

was even a more

plication: If in fact Africans

serious im-

is associated with

capitalist exploita-

tion. In that situation, capital

essentially is

white and labour is black. These are two an-

biologically incapable of developing a civilisation

tagonistiq poles. When

and in view of their enslaved and

economic and social conditions of black

were

degraded

we

look

at

fects of the French Revolution and to create

situation of the then last two hundred years,

people throughout the world today,

feeling of unity among the divided German princely states. But he observes something more. To undermine Egyptian moder-

what

the

nisation which had taken

opinion at the time, John Locke, held the

a

root

under

It

were
was

they capable of?

easy to

most

we see

exploited and

an

were

degraded people. The condition of the main

‘liberal’

body of Africans on this continent today at-

conclude that they

‘natural slaves’ and the

condition of

same

the

tests to

the

conclusion.

same

Mohamed Ali (An Albanian Turkish

view that it

General) and

the Egyptians from

whites. His view of Africans and Native

had succeeded

Egyptians under
occupied in 1821. The

tha^^tricy did not practise
agriculture and since the only entitlement

African civili.sation; second, it reversed

Greek War of Independence which many

to land came from the

known facts of

European nations joined in to assist Greece,

lices, Africans

fought in the context of the ‘race war’
against Islamic blacks from Asia and

slave labourers. David Hume held the

remove

Greece which the
Mohamed Ali had

was

Americans

war as one

of the

consolidation of the
racism built upon
But

cornerstones

Aryan Model and the

it.

rise in racism

to Uie

u-aces the

emergent changes in

the socio-economic conditions of industrial

foremost necessary to

enslavement and

the

mythology

or

treme

quote

behind the

Bernal

on

tions. J he

first

was to

Ancient

Ei^yptians

second

was

deny that the

were

blacks: the

deny that Ancient
Ei-yptians had created a 'true'
to

not human

free. Bernal

treating Blacks

as

(for)

ww.v

to

make

doubly sure by denyinf; both. The last
has been

-18

preferred by most 19th and

history which revealed that

the cradle of mankind and dial

such it had

passed

comes out

lural and

clearly the motivation

animals and

at

was

best sub-human

Africans into objects

ploitation; fourthly, by robbing Africans r*'
their

resources

for

Europe’s

own

were incapable ol
"progress" and "mrxlcrnisation"; and.final-

ly, as a result of all lhc.se four poinLs, it tried
to

inherit the African

heritage and

even

begin to claim Africanness lor itself as die
Afrikaaners in South Africa and

were

to some

ir> the North, have done.

turned into "tribes"

(Zulus,

Tswanas, Kikuyus, etc).
Africans have been negated as a res|X'Ct-

ideological elements that

able group

may

of cvolv-

African

argued

of (K'ople. Even loilay, with

inde[X'ndence in crisis,it is Ixing
as

"African

Bernal also points out, that the

case

is

ho|x.'.less". This is

form of racism which will

be

forms of colonisation, 'fhe

in this

context.

It

was

necessary to

destroy African pride in order to enslave

impact

them.

feel

Implications and African Awareness
implication of what is revealed in

Bernal’s massive work is clear. 'Hie

treat-

of Africans in .South Africa (A/.ania)

[iroves

develop

ment, which in turn became the basis for

by Europeans and the fall of Figypl has to

ment

ex-

clearly that whatever superstrue-

capitalist exploitation of the Africans

'Hie

turning

of plunder and

The result has been tremendous.

racist "scientiHc" theory, its real basis

seen

were

against blacks. It

have been involved in the process
a

human heritage to

peoples; third, it questioned and im-

Africans

we now sec

on

planted the myth that Africans

extent, the Arabs

was

•%

civilisation: the third

was

ways.

behind white raci.sm

ing

Africa

claiming that Africans

point firmly by stating:
were

Eirst, it destroyed the notion of

ways:

as

great extent in five

to a

incapables
of treating other full hurruins in such
Thus

rather three solu-

was

on

were near-

things and

the noble Caucasian

exploit to the ex-

for racial and main aspects of the 'E}>yptian problem’: If it had been scientifirally 'proved' that Blacks were
biologically incapable of civilisation, how could one explain Ancient
Es;ypt which was inconveniently
placed on the African continent?

mere

animals or, at best.sub-humans

this crucial point:

were two or

justification that they
—

justifying

against Africans

badly as they did throughout the 19th
century, blacks had to be turned into

new

scene

same

European academies and

brutal crimes

If Europeans

ideology of racism. To

I his inversion sets the

I here

most

coins the

"race science" of modem

as a source to

only capable of being

beings, who.se labour

capitalism labour had succeeded to i.solatc
the Africans

prac-

Given this situation, the Arjan Model

other

animals

justify his

exploitation. The

agricultural

thcorcdcians had succeeded in

capitalism. The degradation of the African
was

were

In short, the

the

importantly, Bernal

more

in the

was

view.

Africa. Bernal attaches great importance to
this

unnatural to enslave

was

beyond doubt that Black enslave¬

on

a new

justify

new

psychological

Africans has Ixtii to make them

inferior, acce|)t superiority ol the

whites and

to

have

which has resulted

a
m

sense

of self-hate

Africans

trying to

elongate their curly hair, colour their skins
to

lighten them and shar|K'n their

This

is

noses.

self-destruction that arises Irom

S.M'i'.M Jin, Id'M

European capitalist racism under which our
people continue to suffer, reduced as they

These new African schools, according to
Carruthers (an African-American), can be

civilisation. He, however, detests tlic hos-

sub-human conditions of starvation

grouped into three: The first he calls ‘the

tility among both groups ot ‘Old scrappers’

needing food aid from Europe and the US
to survive in many parts of the continent.
This degradation continues despite the fact

old

to

that Africa has

from whatever data

arc to

regained

a measure

of self-

scrappers’ who have, without

cial

training but with sincere dedication,

ferreted

rule. This is because the forces of racist-

which

capitalist exploitation continue under agent

truth.

neo-colonial

mind

regimes of various kinds.

What is the solution? It is clear that

Africans

wrestle the jxtwer

can never

of

capital from their exploiters and oppressors
under neo-colonial conditions for that

would be

self-negation on their part. Apre-

condition for African freedom lies in

Africans

freeing themselves psychologi-

cally and this requires a restatement of their
historical
awareness
ness.

heritage, to create

a new

self-

that rediscovers Africa’s human-

African children must be made

aware

the truth about the black past
available

were

they managed to

squeeze

out

of

enough

Among this group Carruthers has in
people like G M James and his work:

Legacy.

Semetic culture in

Wherever one may place himself in this
struggle, it is clear that the work of Cheikk
Anta

is what he calls ‘the

Diop

African

major breakthrough for
scholarship on the continent about
was a

Africa’s history. His major works arc The
African Origin of Civilisation and The Cultural

The second group

Egyptian culture.

Unity of Black Africa. Diop

this work

as an

came to

"outsider" since he

was a

Negro Intellectuals’ who have argued that
blacks have a share in building the Eg>p-

nuclear scientist. Bernal also considers

tian civilisation

but he is of the sffong view that ‘outsiders’

along with other races. He

thinks that these scholars

are

completely

enthralled to

European historiography. He
puts people like G W Williams, WEB
Dubois, J H Frankling, Anthony Noguera
and Ali Mazmi, in this group.
The third group

the ‘old

he calls

an

extension of

scrappers’ who have developed

himself

outsider to the field of classics,

an

have in many

disciplines made significant

contributions in the fields considered
sacred

by the experts.

Furthermore, his enu-y into the field of
Black studies

through his work on
history which he saw as being pan
area which was likely to be a
m:yor
came

Jewish

of

an

the world’s

multi-disciplinary skills

to take command

focus in world affairs. He began with the

self-respect

of facts of the African past which is a neces-

dignity; and to retrieve our culture from

sary element for the foundation of an

pre-conccivcd notions on Egypt, but found
the legends of Egyptian settlements in

African

Greece

of what

have achieved

we

first civilisation; to
and

out

The Stolen

Solution

any spe-

Asiatic formative elements in Greek

regain

destruction from the

as

our

machinery of

Anta

historiography. He

puts

Cheikh

Diop, Ben Jochannan and chancellor

to

have been

true.

He also by acci-

dent in 1979 stumbled upon a copy

"European progress". This docs not mean
turning our backs on modem developments. It means that modem development
has to be reshaped to accord with the

of African descent, describes himself

Egyptian. He

African

self-image based on his own
heritage. Any notion of "progress" or

nevertheless

mediately 1 realised that this

"modernisation" that does

spccuoim of black

scholarship than within

people’s culture is tantamount to genocide.

the mainstream

(white) aeademic

Japan has shown that it is possible to
develop one’s potentiality on the basis of

thodoxy. He thinks he falls in Carruthers
second group

one’s culture.

cause

not start

from

a

For this rca.son, the

study of Ancient
Egypt and other African civilisations has to
be undertaken

by African scholars and

those in the diaspora
the basis of

our

which should become

re-education. The crisis of

European civili.sation and of the Aryan
Model gives us room for manoeuvre to
carry out

this task. In this respect, the work

so

far carried

to

be taken

out

as a

by African scholars ought

starting point.
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Williams in this category.

tic

Martin Bernal, who is not an African

as

or

finding himself, in promot-

ing his ‘Revised Ancient Model’ in the
or-

of ‘Negro Intellectuals’ be-

his ‘Revised Ancient Model’, which

while restating the Ancient Model, sees the
Semites

as

having played a substantial role

in the creation of Greek culture. He, too, is

critical

nevertheless

Intellectuals’ such

as

Frank

of

‘Negro

Snowden, who

Etymological Dictionary which enabled

him

to

"get

some

sense" of Late Ancient

states that "almost im-

Within

a

few months, I became

vinced that

plausible
etymologies for a further 20-25% of
the Greek
as

well

as

vocabulary from Egyptian,
the names for most Greek

goods and

many

This blew open

place

names.

the whole Aryan Model

which in his view

can no longer hold
beyond early 21st century. Despite this

"Linear B", the

to Blacks while ac-

con-

could find

one

concentrated

Aryan model allows

tlie third

language which could explain the
linguistic structure of Greek:

relevation and Ventris

gleaning what little the

was

outside

although successful in the classics, have
on

of Cop-

deciphering of
majority of Western

academic orthodox hold
f

on

to a

"Broad

cepting both its prohibition such as the non-

Aryan Model". It is the task of African

acceptance of a black component of Egyp-

scholars

tian culture and the denial of the Afro-

these racist Iheories.D

to

contribute

to

the breakdown of
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NEWSLETTER

Compiled by Mapopa Chipeta
Hermenegildo Caetano and Alfredo Nyuunga from the In-

CURRENT WORLD LEADERS
Current World Leaders,

published for more than 30 years, is accepting papers for publication in 1991. Each of three Biography
& NewsISpeeches & reports issues will focus on a specific topic:
"Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict” for April; "Water Politics" for
August; and Women Politics" fOT December. We intend to cover
at least two, and preferably several, perspectives on each topic.
For example, the issue on "Water Politics" might have one article
supporting and one criticising the US government’s policy
regarding water rights and distribution. It might also eontain an
article discussing the problems of war and famine related to water
shortages in Third World countries. We are calling for previously
unpublished papers that present a particular point-of-view on the
topics described above. Articles should be between 4,500 and
13,00 words long.
We also welcome suggestions for other topics.
For more information including deadlines and a styleguide
write to: Thomas S. Garrison, Editorial Director, Current World
Leaders, 800 Garden Street, Suite D, Santa Barbara, CA 93101.
Phone:

(805) 965-50-5010. FAX: 805-965-6071.

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS
Debt and Structural

stitute of International Relations in Maputo also visited the Trust.
Both are research students working on their dissertations under
the
at

supervision of Dr Ibbo Mandaza who was visiting professor
the Institute of International Relations between October 1990

and

February 1991.

GUEST RESEARCH FELLOWS
Mr Molefe Mafole from South Africa is at SAPES Trust

on a

visiting research fellowship. During his stay at SAPES, Mr
Mafole will be researching on Liberation Movements in
Southern Africa, spanning the period 1961 to 1979.

SAPES INSTALLS COMPUTER NETWORK
SAPES Trust is proud to announce the installation of a local area

networking system. These new machines allow SAPES to have
research-oriented computer-based data-management system.
The objective in installing this new system is to allow SAPES to
set up, maintain and use bibliographic and text database primarily fOT research purposes. This project is expected to be accomplished over a period of 3 years.
a

Adjustment in the SADCC Region

Lusaka, Zambia 7-11 July 1991.
This month, SAPES Trust will in association with the Economic

Association of Zambia (EAZ), hold a conference on Debt and
Structural

Adjustment in the SADCC region. The objective of the
conference is to discuss the problem of debt and the impact of
Structural Adjustment on SADCC member states. Discussion
will revolve around four country reports, namely, Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The conference is expected to
draw academics, activists and policy-makers from the region.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Martin, Tony (1986). Race First: The Ideological and Organisational Struggles of Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association. Massachusetts, The Majority Press.

SAPES SEMINAR AND OCCASSIONAL
SERIES

VISITORS TO SAPES

1.

Nzongola-Ntalaja, The African Crisis: The Way Out, No. 2.
1989.

Amongst our visitors to the Trust this month was Dr Mafa
Sejanamane of the University of Lesotho who was in Harare to
work on the research project on Peace and Security in Southern
Africa. Dr Sejanamane is also co-editor of the SAPES publication. Southern Africa After Apartheid.

2. Hasa Mfaume Mlawa, Technology Politics for Development
in Sub-Saharan

Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and ZimSynopsis, No. 3,1989
3. Masipula Sithole, Democracy and the One-Party State
Debate in Africa: The Case of Zimbabwe, No. 4,1989.
babwe—A
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4. Archie

Mafeje, African Philosophical Projections and
Prospects for the Indigenisation of Political and Intellectual

11. Moses

Discourse, No. 7,1989.

12. Horace

5. Brian

Raftopoulos, The Left and the Crisis in Africa, No. 8,

1989.

9.

1989.

Campbell, The Politics of Low Intensity Warfare in
University, No,. 3,1990.

Tracy Simbi, Foreign Exchange Management and its effects

on

Income Distribution. No. 4 1990

14. Oliver S. Saasa, The South

Braathen, The Role of Culture in Political and

Economic

8.

Banda, Credit Policies in Zambia — With Reference
Agricultural Credit in the Eastern Province. No. 2. 1990.

Southern Africa: The Role of the
13.

6. Alie Fataar, Non-Collaboration and Anti-Imperialism, No.

7. Einar

to

Development, No. 10,1989.

15. Alfred Nhema,

Timothy Shaw, After the Crises of the 1980s: The Dialectics
ofAdjustment,No. 11,1989.

9. Einar Braathen, Parastatals Neocolonised?

Technology
Transfer, Multi-National Corporations and National
Strategies in Telecommunications Development with
reference to Mozambique and Zimbabwe No. 13.1989.

10. Dani Wadada Nabudere, The Impact

of East-West Rap-

proachment on Africa,No. 1,1990.

African Factor in The SADCC

Transport and Communication Systems, No. 9,1990.

Responsive Governance: The Answer

to

Africa's Second Revolution No. 1. 1991.
16. Daniel Tarschys, Development and Government Revenue.
17. Hasa Mfaume Mlawa,

Managing Technology for susDevelopment in Tanzania — The interface amongst
Technology Research, Technology Policies and Productive
tainable

Structures.
18. Ibbo Mandaza, Southern Africa in the 90s
Research

—

Towards

a

Agenda.O

TYPESETTING

SAPEM has

well

introduced to you,

the public, typesetting done on our time-saving as
as
cost-saving VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER.
now

DESKTOP PUBLISHING allows

We offer you

speedy service

as

us

to

well

produce camera-ready copy for you the customer.

as very

competitive prices.

Try us by calling on DICK MASALA at 95 Harare Street

Sapem July, 1991
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SAFES RESEARCH

Research Network

Food

Policy and
Agriculture in SADCC: An Agenda for
on

Action
the past decade there has been parallel growth of the range and
quality of locally based academic research on food and agriculture reover

Convenor; Richard M. Mkandawire

lated issues. Some of this research has been made available

Team:

Kamima M. Mwanza (Zambia)
Khabele Mathosa (Lesotho)

Dorothy Kaponya (Malawi)
Chidzonya (Zimbabwe)
Barnabas Dhlamini (Swaziland)

On the whole however

Mavis

Isaac Mazonde

most

of the work carried

(Botswana)

Preface:
This Research project was launched in Maseru, at a planning
workshop, 29-31 May, 1991. Scholars interested in joining the network
‘should address their inquiries to the Programmes Coordinator, Sapes

Trust, Box MPlll, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, Fax: 263 (4)

are now more ready than in the
listen to alternative strategies. It is in this connection that it is
proposed that a network on food security and agriculture be established
with a view to fostering exchange of research experience and ideas that
might provide some jxslicy guidance to the region’s members states in
their pursuit of the goal of food self-sufficiency.
The specific objectives of the proposed network would inter alia in-

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economies of the SADCC member
states, with the majority of, the population living and earning their
livelihood in rural areas. From 1980 to 1986 agriculture contributed 34
percent of the regions GNP, employed 80 percent of the total labour force
and accounted for about 26% of foreign exchange earnings. In the member states that are not dominated by mining, agriculture contributed 60%
of total foreign exchange earnings (SADCC 1987). Unfortunately the
region as a whole is on the brink of a serious agricultural crisis. This
crisis has been part of an Africa-wide downward trend beginning from
the time most of the countries attained their indepiendence three decades
ago. A trend that has in part been exacerbated by the high population
growth rates, which in most countries exceeds the aimual growth of
agriculture. Within the SADCC region, because of drought and other
factors, over the past decade, the armual growth per capita rate of agricultural production fell to 1,04% from 1978 to 85. This negative per capita
growth rate was offset by food imports which rose to 12 million tonnes
in 1985. Food aid accotmted for 7 of the 12 million tonnes of imports in
1985. (SADCC 1987). It is estimated that on average food availability
in the SADCC region is about 10 percent below requirements (FAO
1977).
This abysmal picture belies, the region’s richness in basic resources
of land, labour and water for agricultural production. Out of the total
arable base of 477 million hectares (ha) 5% is under crops; 41 percent

past to

•

Smallholder farms

under ranch land; 33% under forests and wood land and 21% is current-

•

Employment in agriculture
Livestock rearing and development

ly considered unsuitable for agricultural use given available technology
and marketing conditions. With the exception of Malawi and Lesotho
where most of the potentially arable land is already under intensive culrest

of the

SADCC countries.

against this background that SADCC member states have acpriority to the subject of food security and agriculture and
a number of
programmes have been put in place. Along side the development of the official SADCC food security and agriculture programmes
52

in the field of

situation, many SADCC members states

732735.

It is

out

security and agriculture so far in individual SADCC countries, has
not been widely distributed. There is a clear need for increased dissemination of researches on the subject of food security and agriculture, and
also there is need to arrive at some consensus on the basic problems that
impinge on food security and agriculture, and make efforts at addressing the most appropriate means of tackling them.
The process of finding some corrunon ground and arriving at some
possible solutions necessitates the exchange of ideas and exfteriences.
and sharing information and other resources,.and where possible engaging in joint activities. Academics and other researchers in the region have
a contribution to make. Faced with a
worsening food and agricultural

Ngimose (Tanzania)
Roberto Tibana (Mozambique)

corded sfiecial

the

food

Sueleman

dvation, arable land remains abundant for cultivation in the

to

region’s policy makers, yet some other research works remain shelved
or locked up, and unavailable to those concerned or to the
public in
general.

elude the
•

to

among
researchers from the SADCC countries;

•

to

•

to

•

following:
exchange research experiences

to

identify and discuss priority research areas;
organise workshops on specific topics of common interest;
engage

network members in

a

continuous dialogue with the

Government and other interested
from the research activities; and
•

to

academics and other

parties

on

issues emanating

publish research for wide dissemination.
areas of research and or research propxisal/papers would in-

Possible
elude the
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

*

following;
adjustment and hunger
Changing land tenure arrangements and food production
Input support and supplies and small holder farmers
Survival Strategies among smallholders and the urban
Women in agriculture
Food production conservation and processing
Malnutrition among the poor and disadvantaged
Reduction of regional food aid dejiendcncy
Structural

Smallholder

vs

poor

Estate farms

irrigation

Conclusion
Food and agriculture occupies a central position in the economic
of the SADCC region. A large proportion of the population and
labour force are dependent on agriculture for employment and income.
Increased attention and exchange of research experiences in this field
for the benefit of policy makers is critical. This paper offers a possible
framework for the formation of a SADCC research network on food
structure

policy and agriculture.G
Sapem July, 1991
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY

SERIES:

Unemployment,
underemployment and overall
poor utilisation of human
resources are now among the
biggest development challenges
facing African countries. The

THE EMPLOYMENT

CRISIS IN AFRICA

economic recession and the

Issues in Human Resources

Development Policy
&
'
••

K

I^SPIH

ey-JOfin^^

%

application of structural
adjustment programmes have,
undoubtedly, further
compounded these problems,
but faulty human resources
development and utilisation
policies have played their part
in making the search for
solutions more difficult.
This book examines the

magnitude of the
unemployment problem in the
African economy as well as the
prospects for the future of
Africa's growing labour force. It
also identifies the constraints

on

employment expansion and
proposes how they could be
removed. It then goes on to
situate the problem of

unemployment within the
broader context of human

development policy,
identifying lapses, imbalances
and defects, and recommending
resources

A

corrective

measures.

AVAILABLE FROM
LEADING BOOKSHOPS
Price: $25.04

SAFES PUBLICATIONS

AVAILABLE TITLES

The

following publications

Southern

available from SAFES:

Africa After Apartheid: Prospects for the Inner Periphery in the 1990s, edited by Sehoai

Santho and Mafa
The One

are

Sejanamane, 1991

Party-State and Democracy: The Zimbabwe Debate, edited by Ibbo Mandaza and Lloyd

Sachikonye, 1991
The Crash

of International Finance Capital by Dani Wadada Nabudere, 1989

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa by Issa Shivji, 1988
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems by Christopher Henry Muwanga-Barloxv, 1989
Women in Zimbabwe

The Future
The

by Elinor Batezat and Margaret Mwalo, 1989

of Socialism by Samir Amin, 1990
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